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Jack Wyrtzen
and

WORDOF LIFE
present

THE
PASSION
PLAY...ONTV
NATIONAL TELEVISION
-U.S. and Canada

THE WEEK OF APRIL L5.22
check your local listings for the time and station
. . . a musical drama with many originnl songs
on the greatest story euer told.
Thrill to the scene of Jesus healing the blind;

experiencethe triumphal entry;
see the upper room;
witness the pathos of Caluary.
Your heart will throb with
the excitementof the
Resurrectionand the
empty tomb.
Plus . . . a special message

by Jaek Wyrtzen.
Word of Life Fellowship,Inc., Schroon

N. Y. 12870.Phone:
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The enarnal McGuffeds
Readens were different.
ThegTwere Chri,stian
Norp theyTe aaailable again

ofter 725 years. You ccrnget the
fun set here and SAVE $60
Freewlth cachsct: Mclutfey
andHisBeaders:
Piety,Morctity
and
published
Rev.WilliamMcGuffey
hislegendary
Readers
in the1830s. FREE B00K
Education
in lgthCentury
Ameilca
byJohnH.Woitsrholt
lll
Latereditions,
from1857on,wererevised
withouthisapproval,
andexpurgated
mostreferences
to religion,
Theywerestillexcellent
texts,but
no longerChristian
texts.
or 9 finishes
it, he'sreading
better,
more,thanmost
andunderstanding
highschoolers.
publisher,
Nowa Christian
MottMedia,hasreprinted
theoriginals.
We
fourthRerder.Quitebeyond
theaverage
collegian
today,yet
godparentsEclectic
them,withprideandadmiration,
for parents,
areoffering
Dozens
of authors
whocareenough
andgrandparents
to teach
at home,
or atleasttohelp, withinthereachof welltrainedl0-to-12-year-olds.
meet:
theyshould
Webster,
Milton,Jefferson,
Bacon,
Johnson,
Schiller,
thechildren
theylove.
Bryant,Shakespeare,
etc.
Southey,
The Od$nal McGuffeys:7 superbtexts
ProgrsiveSpelling
Eclectic
Book."Progressive"
because
it starts
with
vocabulary
worthyof a gaduate
andbuildsto anadvanced
stuPictorirlEclectic
Prinerfor YoungChildren,
Forkindergarten
or pre- basics
but pronunciations
and usagein good
kindergarten:
the alphabet,
simplesentences
and stories,
charming dent.Not only definitions
sentences.
original
engravings.

history,
in his6-volume
Orr Times,ranksMcGuffey
up
EclecticPrimer. More advanced.
For firstgraders
and bright MarkSullivan,
withWashingon
andLincolnin inlluence,
Anda wonderful
influence
it
kindergarteners.
was.Do yourchildren
deserve
less?
Eclectic
Fint Rerderfor YoungChildnn.Forsecond-graders
or bright
getashardas"would"and
first-graders.
Lotsofspelling,
andthewords
and"deranged,"
"stalked"
profesor
Stadling
callfiomeminent
of En$ish
Eclectic
Rerder.85 lessons,
eacha wellwrittenstorywitha
Second
moral,somefromScripture
or American
history.Eachlesson
is fol- to College"
"Let'sbringbackMcGuffey's
is howCarlBode,
Reader
lowed
receive
by l) questions
drawnfromit (e.g.,HowdidWashingon
University
of Maryland,
titledhisarticlein TheChronicle
of Higher
and
Lafayette?
Whatis theFifthCommandment?
Whatis emulation?)
"l guarantee
Wrote
Bode:
will
Education.
thatregular
doses
of McGuffey
roses
words("believed,"
brighten
theireyes
andbring
totheircheeks.
. teach
themtoconby 2) spelling
"myrrh," "forsook").Whenyour
page. .givethemsomeof thememorable
centrate
on the printed
master
of theirpeers.
children
thisbook,they'llbeyearsahead
likeAddison,
Eclectic
ThirdReader.
Authors
Irving,Byron,..Bible
selections...excursions
intohistory
likethemarvelous
the
"Alexander
Great"- adults
canreadthisbookwithpleasure.
Afur yourchildof 8

poetry
inheritance.
. . make
andprose
ofourAngloAmerican
thembet
menandwomen."
termenandwomen,
notto mention
better-spoken

Howto get this $69.95slipcasedset for 011[Y$9.95!
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lutes, the piodty ol the locql chuct! md world evdrgeU.
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Schaeffer V Productions, (the people who brought
you Whatever Happened to the Human Race,
How Should We Then Live. The Second
Revolution, and other outstanding
American
Christian films), announces a FREE vrvice to the
Christian community. Would you like to receive
three times a vear. FREE. the Schaeffer V Productions Newsleiter? l-his Newsletter contains
updates on current events, pro life isues, the
Media, and analgsis of the direction of western
socieiy. You can receive this FREE at your home
by simply clipping the coupon below and sending it
in.
Clip and Mail to:

Schaeffer Froductions
P.O. Box 909
Los Gatos. CA 95031

I would like to receive the FREE
YES.
Newsleiier written by Franky Schaeffer. Please
i n c l u d e m e o n y o u r m a i l i n gl i s t .
Name
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entitled "Whot or Who Is on
Evongelicol?" In the orticle Lindsell
mokes some highly rllogncol cn'rd
plorly controdrctory stotements*not
to mention the foct thot they ca'e
brJcllcoJlyunfoundedl Forirstcalce 'So
I must declcre thcrtwhoever derrresrrreroncy olso demes the witness of
JesusChnst to the whole Brlcle'cmd
"The doctnne of Scnohxe rs no lesso
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If the rrencnry of the Scnptl[e ls no
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vrconous Atonement, or the bodily
Resunection,then @roy tell) con one
deny these crrrd be scrved olsco Is it
possilcleto be soved cnd deny os he
sCIys,'\hewitnessof JesusChristto the
whole Bilcle7'lthink 2 John 9 clecnly
onswers thcrt question
Keith Hobegger, Postor
The Emmonuel Bcptist Chtuch
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theecrth,yet mostof LLsknow[ttle cnd
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Disturbed.,.
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pumped up ctrld feel good crlld coost
olong untrl the next service We cluck
our tongues crrd shoke our heods crt
the condrtron our country rs in ond
then dump ollthe reporsilcilrty upon
God to rechfythe problems It never occurs to us thot the Lord will not do for
us whcf we ccn cnd should be dourg
ourselves,We cne cop-outs os citizensl
We cne like solt without its sovot but
we ore responsllclefor Amenco, cnrd
we wrll onswer to the lord somedcry
lor the citizership duties we shun, I
prcise the lord for men like Noel Smith
Don Roscnrrder
Piscotowoy New Jersey
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"In Ephesians
Paulsaidwe are to speakthe truth inloq,te!"
Let me expressmy deep grofifude
for the pubhcotlon of the cnticle bv
Noel Smrth on the Chnshcrn ond
Cltlzership (Jonucq,.) Nothing corild
hcrve struck the center of the tssue
more thcnr this cnlicle
It crppecu's
thot mca-ryfundornentol
postorc cre crvoidtng the resporlsrbiJity of preochngcu-rd leodurgrr the
whole courrselof God by simply refernng to o portion of ther responsrlcrlity
os politics Hence, o cowcndly retreot
from necesscnyleodership

Teqr Schott (You Soid It, Jculucny)
"Now I beseech
quotes Romcurrs16,17
you, brethren, mork them which
couse dlsiond' Thisrsporrtedly God's
wcnning ogcnnst ccnnol church splitterg of which we oJreody hove too
monlr
I ogrreewiththeodmorrrhonof Tihx
3lO crnd ct'ter two wcnnlngs I1l hove
nothing to do with ccrnol church
sepcnotors, Should cnry chtuch or
group of chluches ever become involved rn the Corinthrontemple worqhtn
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trr idolcrtroussexuol erlrcrvogorrceg I
wrll urge the krrd of sepcrotion re
fened to in the greotly obused 17th
verse of 2 Corinthicms 6
In the mecnrrtime God is not o
pcn'oplegncrequurngour help cn^rdHe
hos Hisown identr{ied crrd protected
from enol rn o host of orgiuzotior-s
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I wcnrt to expres my grcrtrh-rdefor
your outstcu'rdrngChnsticur mogczrne
I hcrve reod letters pulcljshed in the
Joumal month cfter month condemn
ingthe cntlcleswrrtten rn Voursection
"Fundcu-nentohsmTodoyf I wcrrrt to
commend the wnters for theu Chns
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Jonuory issue wos excelient on
"Evongehcol Tolercnrce'
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cne doing tn pubhshing such on excellent mogozine
ShcrrreMers
Spdngrfield,Mrssouri
Wewelmmeyour comments
and will inclufu
themin ourktten to the Hitor section
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Living the
Lifebf Love
he greatestneed ofthe church in our nation today is a
fresh baptism of Holy Spirit love. Such love encompassesthe world. Vhile it is directed toward God. it
reachesout toward all mankind. This love would rekindle revival
fires all over the land. If we could have a heaven-sentbaptism
of Holy Spirit love in our churches and homes, we could
doubtless make a profound impact upon society. The Bible
clearly shows how we can achievethis.
Hebrews13begins,"Let brotherly love continuei'The premise
of this verseis that love is the normal outgrowth of the believer's
heart and, if allowedto go on unhindered, it will spontaneously
erupt toward peoplein compassionand concern for their needs.
The Bible tells us that God createdall of us and therefore we
are His creatures.In that sensewe are all loved of God equally.
However we must be careful. This verse does not teach the
modernist doctrine of the universal fatherhood of God and
brotherhood of man. Jesusreferredto the unredeemedin John
8:44 when He said, "Ye are of your father the devill' The
unredeemeddo not share in this speciallove reservedfor the
family.
If we are to be membersof the family of God, with God asour
heavenly Father, we must come to Christ and experiencethe

\M shouldnotbe lookinsfor

someonewho con ministerto tn,

but seekingthose to whomwe can
mlntster,
spiritual New Birth. Here in this family of God this love is
evidencedin its fullest sense.Jesussaid, "By this shall all men
know that ye are my disciples,if ye have love one to another"
$ohn 13:35).\Uhen unbelieverswalk inside an assemblyof saints
or observe the interaction and relationship of Christians
throughout the world, they should be able to see God's love
manifestedthroughout and know that this is the family of God.
Hebrews 13:16says,"But to do good and to communicate
forget not: for with such sacrificesGod is well pleased."
[share]
'When
we love our brethren our life, our heart, and our ministry
R

desiring to do someis toward them. \7e are
someone who can
thing for them. We should
we can minister. For
minister to us, but seekingthdse tl
unto, but to minister,
"the Son of man camenot to be mi
and t,r give his life a ransom for mqpl" (Matt. 20:28).
Recently, a good man of God'wrbte in his tabloid an unfounded and verv critical article entitled "Calvinism at Liberty Baptist College." Many of America's greatestpastors,and
my dear friends, have askedme to respond in kind. My friends
mean well. They believe that repentance is necessaryfor
salvation-as I do. I feel my critic is sincereand truly believes
what he has written. I prefer to love him, pray for him, remain silent-and continue winning souls and training great
pastorsand soulwinnerslike the 700 Liberty graduateswho
are now pastoring great evangelisticchurches.
The Scripture sayswe are to "do good unto all men, especially
unto them who are of the household of faith' (Gal. 6:10).Our
first obligation is to the family, the household of faith. When
we find a brother, a sister,or a Christian family in need, we
should not just pray for them or say, "God bless youl'James
condemns that type of action (James2:15).A pat on the back
and a kind word will not warm a poorly clothed body or fill
an empty stomach.If it is within our power to personally meet
a need and we do not, we have sinned againstGod. Scripture
doesnot condone lazinessand clearlyteaches"that if any would
not work, neither should he eat" (2 Thess.3:10).However,where
FUNDAMENTAIJST
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there is genuine need, we must be willing to help. When the
apostlePeterwaswriting to hurting Christians, he made a special
point to sayto them,'Above all things have fervent charity [ove]
among yourselves;for charity shall cover the multitude of sins"
(1 Peter ,1:8).While some believe this is a reminder to Christians to love one another and not to constantly find fault with
one another, I think Peter was addressinga much more difficult
problem often e><perienced
by suffering Christians. Many were
being persecutedbecauseof their faith in Christ. They were

T
Lf it is within our powerto
personnlly
meeto needondwe do
not,we havesinnedogainstGod.
deprived economically and injured in numerous waysby unfeeling and unregeneratepeople.Peterwrites that when God's people are hurt, there ought to be one place where they can find
love. If they can find a "balm in Gileadi' they can survive any
amount of pain inflicted upon them. Christians ought to con.
centrate intently upon loving one another.
Verse 2 says, "Be not forgetful to entertain strangers:For
thereby some have entertained angelsunawaresl'Not only do
we need a baptism of Holy Spirit love to enable us to love the
family but also to give us a love for those we do not know. How
many times has God led you to help somebody?You did not
know who that somebodywasor who that somebodywould become,but you believed God wanted you to help him. Later, that
bread you cast upon the water came back manyfold. I have had
that happen to me numerous times, and I have learned that if
we have an open heart to everybody God will bless us for it.
I think of the 1.5million aborted babieswho die in this country every year.I do not know who they were-or who they might
have become.They are strangersto all of us, but the Scripture
reminds us that we have an obligation to minister to them.
We are criticized for getting involved in political and social
concerns."Thkecareof the churchl'some say."Don't wasteyour
time on matters that don't involve the preachingof the \{/ordl'
This attitude has lulled the Christian church into complacency
and indifference, limiting its ministry to those inside the church.
This passageteachesus that Christian love should overflow to the
world around us. The time has come when the saintsof God in
America must begin to entertain strangers."For unto whomsoevermuch is given, of him shall be much required"(llke 12:48).
Then he says,"Rememberthem that are in bonds, asbound
with them" (v.3). The 400,000 people behind prison bars in
America have hurting hearts that need an evidence of divine
love, manifestedfrom those who name the name of Christ. The
'And them
verse continues,
which suffer adversity, as being
yourselvesin the bodyl'\7e should thank God for good health.
\7e need to be consciousof and responsiveto those who are
suffering-whether their suffering is loneliness,physical pain,
mental pain, or whatever, we must communicate our love to
them in a tangible way.
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Another application of this baptism of love is given in the
words, "Marriage is honourable in all, and the bed undefiled:
but whoremongersand adulterers God will judge" (v.4). The
family is a God-onCainedinstitution. love at home is the highest
pnoritv. The love berweenhusbandsand wirressetsthe sandard for
love in the home. The family unit must be rebuilt and prioritized
to the sacredplacethat God intended. In mattersof the family,
God's plan is built on honesty, ftdelity, purity, and love. Dad,
rededicateyourself for a new baptism of love in your home so
that the best friend your family membershave is you. Mom, set
a sweet atmospherein your home. Children, love and honor
your parents.A love-centeredhome puts the family secondonly
to the worship of God.
The writer of Hebrews goes on to say, "Remember them
which have the rule over you, who have spoken unto you the
word of God: whose faith follow" (v.7). We need a baptism of
love that causesus to love those who have the authority over
us-civil and religious.Since I becamea Christian I have had
three pastors.There never wasany question that thesemen had
authority over me. When they called me in for a talk, I did the
listening. I have never rebuked an elder in my life. I still listen
to men like B.R. Lakin, \ilil.E.Dowell, and John Rawlings,who
are my spiritual elders.We all have those whom God has placed
aboveus, those to whom we look and to whom we pay reverence.
This is also true in civil government. \7e need to love our
leaders-our President,our congressmen,and all other decisionmakers.We need to pray for those who are in authority over us.
Finally, we are told how Jesusdied outside the city gate for
the whole world, and we are to love Jesusabove all others. We
need a baptism of Holy Spirit love that makesus love the Lord
as we never have before.A love for God will automatically result
in a love for people,becausethe two greatestcommandments
are these:"Thou shalt love the lord thy God with all thy heart,
and with all thy soul, and with all thy mindl'and "Thou shalt
love thy neighbour as thyself" (Matt.22:3?,39)-in that order.
I am looking forward to a third great spiritual awakeningin
this land. Before it will come we must have a baptism of love.
A baptism of love that will help us order our priorities and love
the world as God so loved us.
D
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bt Edward Dobson

he church has always had its "lunatic fringel'There
have alwaysbeen those extremistsand schismaticswho
have isolated themselvesfrom the mainstreamof Christian belief. Usually led by arrogant, self-appointedprophets of
destiny, these extremists refusedany relationship at all to the
main body of the church. From the early deserthermits to the
modern-day ecclesiasticalisolationists,they have believed that
they alone understood the revelation of God to man.
\While no one claims to be a part of the lunatic fringe of
Christianity, there are alwaysthose whose beliefs are more extreme than others. Not every extremistis extremeon the same
issues.Some Fundamentalistshold radical positions on racial
segregationor the actual inspiration of the English Bible. Some
proclaimed Evangelicalsespousefeminism, Marxism, and the ordination of women-and even homosexuals.
The Fundamentalist

Fringe

How radical does one have to be to be in the fringe?There
is no clear line between the mainstream and the fringe. Howeveq
certain characteristicsare sharedby all extremists.For the Fundamentalist fringe of extremistpronouncementson various issues,
some characteristicsquickly emerge.
Name calling. The lunatic fringe of Fundamentalism is
alwaysquick to call others by derogatorynamessuch as "neol'
"psuedoj' "weak-kneedl'"liberall' and so forth. But their most
sweepingand devastatinglabel is to call someonean "apostatel'
Ed Berry calls all non-Calvinists "apostate"lPeterRuckman has
called Bob Jones,Jr., and Curtis Hutson "apostates"lDavid
Sproul has called W.A. Criswell the "biggestJudas-goatof the
centuryl'
By biblical definition, an apostateis a Christ-denier who has
forsaken his profession of Christianity (1 John 4:1-3). Any
reasonableperson can readily seethe lunacy of calling all these
people "apostatel'One is compelled to question the legitimate
characterand biblical integrity of those making such sweeping
accusations.
Bias. In all researchthere is a certain degreeof bias: kgitimate research admits that bias and seeksto control it. However, in some Fundamentalist literature there is an unfair and
widespreadbias. Schools like Dallas Theological Semihary are
castigatedand maligned becauseof so-calledNew Evangelical
tendencies,while their faithful and conservativedefenseof the
faith is never commended. No mention is made of their
10

theological orthodoxy, their defense of inerrancy, or their
outstanding volumes on eschatology.Interestingly, some of these
critical Fundamentalistsrely on Dallas faculty to<tbooks to teach
in their own schools.
\7hen Evangelicalslike Harold Lindsell or Kenneth Kantzer
take a stand on the biblical inerrancy issue,they are never applauded by Fundamentalists,but only condemned for being
Evangelicalsin the first place.Extremist Fundamentalistsactually
attacked the International Council on Biblical Inerrancy
(1977-78)as compromise!Such blind bias is inexcusable.The
fringe refusesto set asideits bias and acknowledgethe genuine
Christianity of those with whom they disagree.
Paranoia. Becauseof their own extremism,the Fundamentalist fringe perceiveseveryone to be against them. They nervously view every new book, magazinearticle, or other written
statementsas a threat to their verv existence.Their vocabularv

to be the
Wt rt,no oneclaims
lunaticfringe,thereare those
whosebeliefsare rnoreextreme
thonothers.
is filled with the languageof warfare:fighting, contending, battling, defending, and so forth. Even when it is obvious that they
have overreacted,they refuseto apologize.They come dangerously close to cultic paranoia!
Isolation. In their sincere quest for doctrinal and ecclesiasticalpurity, the hyper-Fundamentalistseventually paint
themselvesinto a corner that becomestoo tight even for them.
The constant arguing and splitting within the fringe of Fundamentalismhas actually driven some people who are tired of
all the fighting over into Evangelicalism.
Like the English Puritans ofthe seventeenthcentury, the extremist Fundamentalistsare losing their influence becauseof their
constant bickering. Obsessedwith their infallibility, they have
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no agendafor effectively reaching the heart and soul of America.
Thus they are in danger of being shipwreckedon the desolate
island of self-imposedisolation.
The Evangelical Fringe
'lVhile
the left-wing fringe of Evangelicalismis diametrically
opposite to the righcwing fringe of Fundamentalism,it is just
as much an aberration in that it does not represent the
mainstreamof the movement. Here, more than anywhereelse,
it is obvious that the radical professorsdo not speak for the
pastors and lay people of the Evangelicalchurches.
Worldly lifestyle. Ever since the appearanceof Richard
Quebedeaux'sTfu VorAIy Euangelicak(1978),the left-wing fringe
has been clearly identified. Quebedeaux has defined and described the New Evangelicalleft in regardto its seculardrift in
the areasof feminism, homosexuality,worldly entertainment,
sexual morality. He observes that among the "worldly"
Evangelicalsdivorce and remarriageis not only allowed, it is
right. Pornographydoesnot warrant undue concern, "responsible pettingl' oral sex,and evenunmarried Christian couplesliving together are acceptable.
The Evangelicalfringe has an agendathat is set by secular
society and not by the Bible. This fringe is trendy, changing with
the times. Its loosecommitment to biblical and moml absolutes
leaves it the victim of secular thinking. For example, Lewis
Smedes,Sex/or Christians(1976)blatantly states:"There is no
question that Paul'sview [of pre-marital sex] runs against the
grain of common senseand e><periencel'
In his latestbook, Mere
Morality (1983),Smedesencouragessexualfidelity within marriage and then suggeststhree testsfor "legitimate adulteryl'The
loose ideasof Bruce Larson, Keith Miller, Charlie Shedd, and
others tend to open the door to total abandonment. In disgust,
Joe Bayly has recently asked:"Is the gate widening, or are we
just not taking God's Word seriously anymore?"
(Etemity, l9BZ).
Naive ldealism. Out of touch with the realitiesof everyday life, the naivete of the professionalfringe of Evangelicalex.
tremism has left them incapable of understanding or reaching
the common man. Their advocacyof nucleardisarmament,simple lifesryle, socialism,antinationalism, and even Marxism is not
in step with the people in the pewsof Evangelicalchurches.Their
simplistic ideologiesare in sharp conrast to the harsh realities
of a fallen world and the real needs of mankind.
Those idealistic professorshave ideasand concerns,but no
real plan of action to changesociety.This is evident in Robert
\Tebber'sTheMoralMajority: Rightor'Wrong?(1981).After condemning both the right-wing Fundamentalistsand the left-wing
World Council of Churches he advocates the position of
"EvangelicalCentristsj'even calling them the "prophetic centerl'
The volume concludes with an appendix of "Recent Centrist
Documents": The Chicago Declaration; the LausanneCovenant;
the Chicago Call; and an EvangelicalCommitment to Simple
Lifestyle.
Inclusivism.Another characteristicof the Evangelicalfringe
is an inclusivismthat extendsthe boundariesof truth. They not
only advocatedialogue with Liberals, Catholics, Charismatics,
cultists,and secularists,but they refuseto draw the line of truth.
They are uncomfortable with the stand on inerrancy that has
been taken by the main Evangelicalmovement. Even at the time
of his inaugural addressas the president of Fuller Theological
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Seminary, David Hubbard said: "The seminary should
systematicallyinculcate in its students a theology of mutual
toleranceand forgivenesstowardsthose who, by reasonof their
particular doctrinal convictions, stand heretically over against
the confessionallines set down by the first Christian communityl'
During the recent "battle" over the issue of biblical inerranc% the Fuller president and his faculty have issuedseveral
statementsin defenseof their position. In spite of these, GT,
Sheppard of Union Theological Seminary correctly observes:
"Despite all of Hubbard's argument to the contrary, there is in
practicelittle distinction between his brand of Evangelicalismand
Neo-orthodoxy" (Union Quarterly Reuiew1977).
How far will the left-wing fringe go and who will they take
with them?Quebedeauxis now working with the Moonies and
inviting Evangelicalsto theological dialogue with their leaders.
Dale Moody of the Southern Baptist Seminarydeniesinerrancy
and a host of other things, in his new book The Wordof Truth
(1981).Robert Gundry flirts with redaction criticism in his recent commentary on Matthew. Paul K. Jewett,Virginia Ramey
Mollenkott, Helen Beard, and a host of others want to deculturalize the apostle Paul's aggressive(and misguided) antifeminism.Jim Smokeis advocating"Growing through Divorcel'
Ramsey Michaels now believes in the fallible humanness of
Christ. . . and on the list goes!
Neutrality. For the last 20 years, a growing tendency
among the Evangelicale><tremists
has been the choosing of issues
which are conveniently acceptableand socially fashionable.
Afraid of the criticism of public disdain and the loss of socioacademic "credibilityl' they have become impotent to stand
againstthe volatile issuesof abortion, pornography,homosexuality, and sexualimmorality. \ilhile often privately acknowledging their concernsover these issues,they are quick to retreat into
the misty fog of neutral anonymity when those issuesdemand
a public response.
Conclusion
Lunatic extremiststend to scarethe rest of society.Fanatics
like Adolf Hitler and the Ayatollah of Iran wereable to dominate
and manipulate their people by intimidation, threat, and fear.
The sameis true within the ecclesiasticalworld. \ilhether it is
the intellectual intimidation of the extremeEvangelicalIrft or
the emotional denunciations of the extreme Fundamentalist
Right, the tactic is the same.Small and noisy minorities attempt
to impose their will and ideason the major body of believers.
The time has come for historic Fundamentalistsand Evangelicals to reject the edicts of their lunatic fringes as representing
their movements.They do not representthe soul and spirit of
conservativeChristianity.
Like a rubber band stretchedto its extremities,the lunatic
fringes have pulled the Conservative movement to the breaking point. Allowed to continue any further, it will only be a
matter of time until the historic Conservative consensusis a
'We
must return to
broken and shatteredmemory of the past.
the historic fundamentalsof the faith that wereso clearly enunciatedat the beginning of this century.Thesehistoric truths are
the foundation of Bible-believingChristianity. Neither the extreme legalismof the far right nor the worldly liberality of the
far left representstrue biblical Christianity.
O
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Church-Plonting
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by Kenneth Kirby

lanting a new church sounds like such an exciting
adventure. One can envision streamsof people coming to repentancebefore God and receiving the lord
lJesusfor salvation. Through the eyes of faith, we can see a
beautiful new sanctuary erectedfor the lord. Our hearts are
stirred, and we praiseGod as hundreds, maybe thousands,sing
together in glorious worship. Just to think about such wonderful things can causemy pulse to rise.
However, the dream is vastly different from the reality. Not
all new churches survive. All too often a man starts his pastorate
with great fervor and expectancybut finally decidesto call it
quits and even considersleaving the ministry.
I can tell you from firsthand experiencethat church-planting
is not all glory. My wife and I are now in our fourth new church.
Ve have two children who have been torn from their roots three
times to move to a new community. Moving into an unfamiliar
town to establisha new church is not an easystepof faith. First
of all, the church-planter is making a sratement
that this community needsa good church that
""'
preachesthe gospel. His very presenceis
, ":,.,;;,;',1;.t'
'
threatening to some and he must deal

with the feeling of "not being wanted
herel' The pressureson the churchplanter and congregation are great.
Although an established church
may continue its existencewith little or no growth, a new church.

i,::.,.

'.,t'

must grow or die. Relentlessspiritual attackswill come to a new
congregationthat seeksto make a beachheadfor the gospel.
\Uhile church-plantingis rewardingand exciting, it demands
a high level of commitment and dedication from pastor and people alike.
Why Should We Begin Another
Already Exist?

Church When So Many

Christ is the Head of His church. He decidesto establish
a new local bodv of believersand His will must be honored.
How can we be sure that it is His will for a man to move into
a new community and begin a work? Planting a new church
is not simply a matter of human choice,but somethingthat must
be determined by prayer and wise counsel.It entails a very careful
analysisof the circumstancesand human factors involved, but
also a sensitivity to and dependenceupon the Holy Spirit.

How Are the Nucleus Families Prepared?
One of the most important factors to consider
.when starting a new church involves the peo. ple who want to establish this church.
Vhat has motivated them? One great
problem that comeswith church-plant.
ing is the fact that a new church often
'
.'
. affracts unhappy people. There are
, .' . . . .

by their presentchurch experience.

.;.1:i-l*:u4li:n:ia;j:"j,..:.:,.,...,.:
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Perhaps they are angry becairse their
This may seem to conflict with the time
church has becomeliberal in its doctrine
needed for evangelismand ouueach in a
and practice and no longer preachesthe
new ministry. However,this is not the case.
gospel.Starting a new church appearsro
Evangelism remains a priority ftom the
be the only way to correcr the problem
beginning, but the training of nucleus
and allow them to have a place of worship
families must also be given special aren
that defends the truth. A new church
tion. The quality of their walk with God
started with such a nucleus will selfwill be the paftern for the new believers.
destruct. The love of Christ and Dower
The level to which the nucleusis commit
of God's Holy Spirit are not p..r..rt.
ted to God and His Word is the level to
The healthiest new churches usually
which new believerswill rise.
start with nucleus families from a commissioning "mother churchl' !ile were e>rcited to watch our first new church givetwo
families to establish a new congregation.
Three years later it gave another three
families to establisha secondchurch. God
alwaysreplacesthe peopleand the finances
when a congregationhas the faith to begin
a new work for the [ord.
'We
must never assumethat the nucleusChristians are mature in Christ, even
if they have been saved for many years.
Everyone begins at ground zero in the
rraining program. When the church is
small, a pastor can do intensive personal
training for building spirirually strong
Christians. In my church-planting e>G
periencesI have always enjoyed going to
One great misconceprion is that decihomes and taking families through a basic
sioru for Christ are all that count. The goal
course in the Christian life. \ile cover
given to us by our lord is: "Go and make
assuranceof salvadon,the ministry of condiscipleslA dtsciplein our terms might betfession,the person and work of the Holy
ter be defined as 'hn apprenticel'An ap
Spirit in the believer'slife, and the meanprentice is one who learns a skill or made
ing of baptism. This dme alone with the
by studying with a master.Our Master is,
church's nucleusfamiliesgivesgreatopporof course, the lord JesusChrist, but He
tunity to get to know the people inti.
has chosen to pass on the skill of living
mately and develop a bond of love.
through His church and its members. A
This home sttrdy is followed up with a
new believeris an apprenriceof those who
Sunday school course in personal Bible
led him to Christ. In a short time he will
study, prayer, the church, the lonCshipof
begin to cop'ythe model he seesin his older
Jeus Christ, and personalwitnessing.Then
brothers in Christ. The disciple-making
we have discipleship groups during the
prccess involves a demonstration to the
evening service,where Bible doctrine and
new believer of the person of JesusChrist
personal goals of application are covin a mature disciplds liG. The quality and
ered. These groups provide opportuniries
direction of the new believerswill be set
for the maturc membersto share the lifeduring the first few years of the new
transformingtruths of Godt WonCwith the
church. One of the major goals is to
younger believers. Leaders ftom these
develop a body of Chrisrians who are
goups are trained to become teachersof
mature and able to shareChrist as a wav
the discipleship programs as the church
of life.
grcws.
\ilhat about evangelism?Essentially,a
Long and sometimesexhaustinghours
new church must develop some type of
must be spent with the nucleus families.
organized program for evangelism.fulpit
evangelismis important, with clear preKenneth Kirby is a
sentationsofthe gospeland oppornrnities
clurclvplantn with the
for response.Sp..i"l services and social
Consavatfue BaptLst
eventscan be planned for outreachto new
Home Mission Sociery.
people.A raining program must be initiated for a regular weekly outreach in
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baelto which

the nuclar"s
is

committedto Godand

His Wordis the level
to whichnewbelievers
will nse.

evangelism. Those individuals who are
especiallybunCenedand gifted by the lond
in evangelism should be trained in a
reproducible program that can be directed and maintained by someoneother
than the pastor. Door-to-door evangelism,
although difficult, doesproduce fruit. One
man who cameto Christ through door-todoor witnessingin our first church is now
a pastor.
When peoplerespondto the gospel,the
training must begin immediately. A term
we often hear when our church-plantersget
together is the "flow concept" of spiritual
growth. It refers to the natural and
necessary
stepsofgrowth for a new believer.
After repentanceand faith, a new believer
confirms that decision by public baptism.
He should then be encouragedto join the
local church. He must be taught how to
recognizeand deal with sin in his life. He
needsto be irutmcted in the Christian life.
He must learn how to depend on the
power of the Holy Spirit and be encouraged in personal Bible srudy, prayer, and
Christian fellowship. All these steps of
growth must be planned and incorporated
into the ongoing minisrries of the new
church.
Who Is the Chunch,Planter?
Is the church-plantertmly calledof God
to this ministry? Has his experiencein the
local church prcven his gifts and calling?
Is he interested in church-plandng only
becausehe has no place else to go? God
does give a unique calling to a church.
planter. It is my convicrion that the office
of "evangelist"@ph. 4:11)rvas for him to
be an initiator of new congregatiors. He

E*pn^is on the

qnlity of discipleship
connotbe ot the
exper$eof evongelism.
would be what we call a "missionarv" today.A church.plantermust have a pioneer
spirit and be chailengedto make something
happen by faith and the power of God. A
man easilydiscouragedand unable to deal
patiently with problems and people will
find greatdiffi*ltv in church-planting.The

weekly fluctuation in attendance' concem
for growth, and financial considerations
must be overcomeby faith. A man must
know that God has calledhim to this place.
He must know that God has peoplein this

AAr*rh.Planter nlnst
hovea pioneers|int
to
and be challenged
makesomething

hoppenby foithand
thepowerof God.

community who are preparedby the Holy
Spirit to receivethe lond Jesus;all he has
to do is find them. Such a spirit of expectancy is the driving force of a church'
planter. Working with his congregation,he
finds thce peopleand works to bring them
to Christ.
What about Finances?
Obviously a man must suPPort his
family while establishing a new church.
Some, like Paul, chooseto hold a job out'
side the church and support themselves.
Usually this route lengthens the time
necessaryto get a new church functioning,
but it can be done successfully'Some are
supported by a mother church, a group of
churches, or a mission agency.If support
is given it should be term support, with a
decreasingsupport schedule.The mission
sociery that supports my church provides
the church-planter with a salary for a sirc
month period. This is cut by 20 percent
six-month period.The new
each successive
up the differences,and it
makes
church
should be self-supporting in three years.
This approach demands that the churchplanter be diligent in his work, and it also
givesthe church time to grow. Some com'
munities may need specialconsiderations,
but a new church should alwaysbe given
a reasonablegoal for sel0support.
Where Will
Often
offer his
Akhough
time, the
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the Church Meet?

the pastor or a member will
home for a meeting Place.
for a short
this may be necessary
church should securc a perrn&

nent meetingplaceassoon aspcsible This
is important for a number of reasons.A
regular auditorium makes publicity casier
for larger crowds. Furtheq a
"llo*t
"nd
problem may arisewhen the pastor or a
member begirs to feel it is "his' church
becauseit meetsin his home Or the host
family may become embarrassedto admit
that the meetingshavebecometoo disrup
tive to their normal home life.
What Are Other Essentials?
D,rri.tg the early sagesof derrelopment,
hold off on the election of sPiritu'
ally qualfied officers.Function with a steer'
ing committee during the first year or twq
to avoid electing deaconstoo soon. This
gives time for men to develop spiritually
and demonstratetheir commitment to the
church before being given responsibilities
that are vital to the unity and growth of
the church.
A church should be incorPorated as
soon as possible according to the laws of
the state in which it is founded. A very
important person in the new church is the
treasurer.The person who is electedmust
be honest, dedicatedto the work, efficient
in business,and able to keepfinancial mat'
ters confidential. The pastor should not
funcdon as the church treasurer.
Publicity in a local newspaperis important. Every available means should be
used to let people know that a new
church is starting. The pastor should seek
to get involved with community activities
and leaders in order to share the gospel
and build good relationshipsin the area.
In the beginning of each ,cf our new
works, we have sensedthat somepeople
werethreatenedby our coming. We have
sought to presentthe gospelin love and
to consistentlycommunicate that we were
there to servethe community. God provided us with unique opportunities to
demonstrate our love and service. Recently our congregationgave $600 to a
family whose home was burned.
Nothing speakslouder to people than
the love of believersfor one another. "By
this shall all men know that ye are my
disciples,if ye have love one to another"
flohn 13:35).Peoplecannot be made to
love; it is a work of God. During yearsof
development, the Enemy seels to use
everything possibleto divide the body of
Chdst. His geatestattackis upon the unity
and love of the brethren. Nothing will
destrcrychurch g'owth more than problems
within, and nothing will hold a new

church together through great challengesand obstaclesmorc than the mem'
bers having love for one another.
From my observation of church'
planting, I believe that most healthy new
thurches grow slowly. If quantity of peo'
ple becomesthe only goal,the quality may
well suffer. Developing disciples of Jesus
Christ takestime Keepingthe balanceand
investingtime wisely arc necessarybecause
quality will eventually produce quantity.
Through spectacularprograms and "high
tecn-'promotions' a new church can pre'
sent an imagethat will attract peoplefrom
other churchesand appea.rto be a success.
The real goal of a new church is not
trarufer gowth, but con'rersiongowth and
a ministry of discipleshiP.
One of the most occiting and rewand'
ing ocperiencesfor me is to be able to leave
a community knowing there is a new
witness for our lorrd in the trans'
formed lives of people. Our lord prom'
ised, ul will build my churchl' He usesdif'
ferenttypesof individualsasHis agents,but
He is still building His church. When we
know that it is His will to start a new
church, and we use His method to estab'
lish that new work, it will be successful.
Nothing clrn stop the church of Jesus
Christ when it movesforwani in the power
of the Holy Spirit.

o

Christians who mouedv world are
those u.rhodo not let the world move
thern.
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Assor

by Frank J. Schmitt

mgtor

new church starts.The new church grows.The new
church growssome more. And then the church
must decide,"Should we add an associate
pastor?"
If the church answers that question in the affirmative, then
it must decide how to add the first associatepastor.
APRIL1984
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In the past, churches were basically
small groups of people servedby only one
pastor. TMay churches are adding associate pastorsto assistthe senior pastor,The
largechurch with a multiple staff has become common. W.L. Howse in The
'Work
presents eight
Church Staff and hs
reasonsfor this growth of church staff:
o Thsk of reaching the multitudes
o Demand for a higher quality of
work
o Need for trained volunteer
workers
o Growth of educational
organizations
o Necessityof educational
organizations
o Tiend toward specialization
r Demands of a growing church for
pastoral ministries
o Importance of educational
organizations
Not everyone agreesthat a church
should continue to grow and to add staff
Many church leaderstoday have a strong
conviction that a church should remain
small and have only one pastor.
'When
a church exceeds100in attendance, it should begin to think about
adding an associate;when it reaches200,
it should attempt to add an associate;if
it exceeds300 without an associate,it
should expect problems. A church with
200 in attendanceis largeenough to need
an associatepastor.
'When
can a church afford to employ
an associatepastor?Some have the theory
that a good staff member will pay for
himself, and then some.Their idea is that
if they employ an associate,the church
will rapidly grow to be able to afford his
salary.That theory can causeproblems.
Deciding if the church can afford an
associatepastor is an involved process.A
church must be realistic about the cost,
including salary,benefits, office spaceand
equipment, clerical assistance,and funds
for increasedprograms.There are no set
amounts for the salaryof an associate.A
Frank J. Schmitt is
chairman of the
Departmentof
Hucational Ministries
and professorof Christian
educationat Libertl
Baptist CoIIegeand Seminary, Llnchburg,
Virginia. He holdsan H.D. from New
Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary.

study in The Muhiple Sta// Ministry by
Marvin Judy revealedthat the salary of
the first associatepastorwas66.3percent
of the senior pastor'ssalary.In addition
to that the church would want to allocate
enough money to provide housing, car e><penses, insurance, and other usual
benefits.
A part-time secretary may be
necessaryto do clerical work for an
associate. Hiring a professional staff
member and requiring him to perform
functions that a clerical person could perform at one-half or less of the salarv is
poor stewardship.

large
t tn. church
enoughto needon
pastorl
6rssoci4te
Office space for the associateand
secretarywill be needed.For some fastgrowing small churchesthis can present
a problem. In many churches every
availablespacemay already be used for
Sunday school and day school classes.
Funds for office furniture and equipment
also need to be available.The associate
will need financesfor the programshe will
direct.
Some church consultants suggesta
balanced church budget be allocatedwith
10 percent for missions, 30 percent for
staff, 30 percent for programs,and 30 percent for building. lf a church budget
allocated 50 percent or more of the income for building costs, as many small
churches with large building debts do,
they probably cannot afford to add an
associatepastor'ssalaryto the budget. If
the church could add enough for an
associatepastor'ssalaryand benefits and
the staff expensesnot exceed30 percent
of the budget by much, it would indicate
that the additional staff member should
be an associatepastor.
The criteria of membership, attendance,or finances are easieqmore reliable
gaugesfor hiring an associatethan the
criterion of the pastor's work load. All
pastors are busy, whether they have 16
membersor 16.000.

Churches can be classifiedsomewhat
into broad sociologicalgroupingssuch as
growing suburban churches, inner-city
churches, downtown churches, smalltown churches,and rural churches.Each
type makes different demands on the
pastoralstaff. But even within thesebroad
categories,as Grady Cothen wrote in
Need Another Staff Member? "Every
church should fashion its staff with that
church and its needsand peculiaritiesin
mind. In short, every staff should be
tailor-madel'
If the pastor is having difficulty
meeting the demands of the church, he
may need help. If the pastor is working
too many hours, yet making good use of
his time, he may need help. If the pastor
is missing deadlines, appointments, or
leaving needed tasks undone, he may
need help. Deacons, or another official
group within the church, need to be
perceptive and sensitive in this area.
What Should a Church Look for in
a First Associate Pastor?
If a church is ready for an associate
pastor, what abilities should it look for
in that staffmember?\Ually Beebe,in The
SecondMan, presents some interesting
insights:
When a pastorate grows to the
extent that a second full-time
employee is needed, a variety of
terms may be used to describethis
person. . , minister of music, music
director,youth director,minister of
visitation, Christian education
director. minister of Christian
education, director of education,
assistant to the pastor, assistant
pastor, associatepastor, copastor,
minister of youth and music, and
youth pastor.
The variety of titles Beebediscovered
revealthe myriad of roles churches expect
the first associateto fulfill. Again, the
individualitv of a church will be evident.
The church must consider the programs,
the pastor, the lay volunteers, and the
community to make the right decision
about a first associatepastor.
In preparing the job description for
the associate,Saban Landry, from the
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
in his book Wlq Haue on AssociatePastor?
recommends, "The Ministry of the
associatepastor tends to be more effective and meaningful when he is given
primary responsibility for a certain aspect
FUNDAMENTAIJST
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of the pastoral ministry of the church
than when he is called upon to sharein
all phasesof that ministry." The primary
responsibility of the associate should
reflect the greatest weakness in the
churchs presentprogram and probably a
weak areaor areaof little interest to the
pastor.
The church should establish job
qualificationsfor the associate's
position.
These guide in the selectionprocessand
facilitate the screeningprocess.
When the church has completed all
this, it will know what to look for in the
first associatepastor.\fith a job description and qualifications in hand, the
church is ready to search for him.

A referral service has been established by some denominational groups.
Severalof the state conventions within
the Southern Baptist Convention have
establishedsuch a service.If the church's
denomination has a service.it should be
contacted for recommendations.

L lrc workloadof

the pwtorsufficient
for him to needon
associote?

Where Should a Church Seek a First
Associate Pastor?
One of the worst placesto look for a
first associatepastor is in the membership
of the church. Employing a layman from
the membership without formal
ministerial training will add a staff person with a very limited comprehension
of the task to be performed.This will also
add a lot of responsibility to the pastor,
as he must train the associate.
In most casesthe church will need to
look outside its membership at external
sourcesto find an associatepastor. The
placementoffice of a collegeor seminary
that is training pastorsand staffmembers
for the samedenomination as the church
will probably be the best sourcefor candidates. Recommendations may come
from within the church. The pastor will
usuallv look unofficiallv before the church

Con thechurch

affordto payan

e pwtor?
associ4t
is ready to begin the official search.He
may recommend a candidate. Church
membersmay also know of someonewho
should be considered, especially an
associatepastor from a former church.
Pastorsor associatepastors from other
churches and traveling evangelistsmay
add severalnamesto the list of candidates
to consider.
APR]T1984

Some churches have advertised
through religious periodicals for staff
members.This ranks even with picking
an associatefrom the membership.
Prayeris the key to acquiring the most
talented person to fit the church'sneeds.
God wants to have the right associate
pastor serving the right church. A church
will usually do a lot of the screeningby
correspondenceand telephone.The candidates' qualifications should be consideredin relation to the predesignedjob
description. Bringing candidatesto the
church for screening is expensive and
time-consuming.\ilhen the church feels
strongly directedtoward a candidateand
the candidate is interestedin the position,
he should be brought to the church's
community for two to seven days for
interviews with the pastor and various
church groups. The church, of course,
would pay all his expenses.During the
visit not only is the church looking over
the candidate.but the candidate is also
looking over the church.
One of the most important things to
cover in an interview is the theological
position of the candidate,which must be
in closeharmony with that of the church
and the pastor. A discussion of four
major areas(Bible, God, Salvation, and
the Church) will usually be sufficient to
determine agreement.There must also be
enoughdiscussionofthe position to ensure that the church and the candidate
havethe sameconceptof the role, duties,
responsibilities,authority, and limitations
of the associatepastor's position. Too
often, misunderstandingsthat occur later

can be traced to a failure to communicate
at this point.
A decision can be made at any point
in the selection process. The church
wants to be sure to select only the right
person to be its first associatepastor. It
does not want to reject him, nor does it
want to accept any other candidate.
Prayeris vital in this selectionprocedure.
The trend toward the multiple staff is
here to stay.More and more churcheswill
be seekingan associatepastor.This is an
important step.lf a church fails to add an
associatepastor, its growth will be sharply
limited. If it adds the wrong associate,it
will face many problems. If churches go
about increasingstaffin a logical, clearly
delineated manner, the growth will be
more rapid and the problems fewer. O
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by GImn Reese
am a relatively young man, but I
can still remembersome"good ol'
days."Our society read books. Ve
looked at our wristwatchesjust to seethe
time, and our car dashboardsdidn't look
like instrument oanels.
Times have changed. We've replaced
the simple things in life with the complen.
A wide variety of gadgetsperform what
used to be insignificant chorcs. We are in.
fatuated with items that promote leisure
and give pleasure.Our priorities are not
what they used to be.
Recently, a popular news commentator was promoting his sponsor's new device to savetime and efiort in the kitchen.
The appliance strips potatoes,cucumbers,

Glenn Reese is
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for the OIdTime GospelHour,
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and apples of their peeling right before
your eyes,so you can pop them into the
microwave oven sooner. Marvels of this
son allow us, the consumer,more time
to carry on basic living functions.
For e:cample,you are in the family
room. You Fogram your home computer
to balance your checkbook and set the
video recorder to tape "Monday Night
Footballl' Now you're 6lee to e)crcis€pushups, situps, jogging, right? \Urong!
You carlt get in shape without barbells,
dumbbells, rowing machine, exercisebike,
Nautilus equipment, treadmill, gravity
harness, and wall-to-wall full-length mirrors. While you'r€ putting your body
through dl this stress,you tune in to your
favorite melodiesvia your portable, shock
resistant headset.
You calculate e)octly how many calo.
ries you're buming offby consulting your
combination wristwatch, stopwatch, calendar, calculator, calorie counter, musical
alarm, compass,and Pac-Man game-all

in illuminated digital read-out. You faint
from exhaustion, but you cnn employ
solid-state microprocessor technology to
me€tsureyour blood pressure and pulse.
You'recalm now and realizeyou're not
alone in the house. Your sorfs voice
pleadswith you over the central intercom
system.It's time to go upstairs and accept
his challengeof Atari battle. After several
games,you suddenly realize you haven't
had dinner. You race to the kitchen and
push the l0-second warrn-up button on
the microwave. lce and juice spew
through the refrigerator'sautomatic door.
You gulp down enough sustenance for
temporary satisfactionand run upstairs to
brush your pearly whites with an electric
toothbrush.
You enjoy your evening shower, with
its three+@, jet+tream shower massage
and self-dispensingsoap applicator. During the lather stage, you decide to take
the family shopping at the local mall.
Hurriedly you steamrinse, blow dry, and
FUNDAMENTAUST
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body pamper. After shining your shoes
with your AC-DC compact buffer, you're
oft'!
Once inside the car, you instinctively
hit the automatic door locks, electrically
adust the outside mirrors, tune in the
quadraphonic stereo and cassetteplayer,
and set the climate control. Cruising
down the street, you glance occasionally
at your digital speedometer, odometer,
and various fuel, brake, and water gauges
to be sure they are registering properly.
At the mall you use your vast array
of credit cards to buy an instamatic 3-D
talking disc camerafor your wife; a handheld electronic player piano with full orchestration accompaniment for your

Ho*

indispensable,but positive hindrancesto
the elevation of mankindi'He advocated
that we should "love wisdom as to live ac'
cording to its dictates, a life of simplicity,
independence, magnanimity, and tmsti'
Christ Himself said, 'A man-s life con
sisteth not in the abundanceof the thinp
which he possessethi'
Some gadgetsdo savetime, effort, and
money, enabling us to devote these resourcesto worthy causes,but we cannot

allow the nonessentialthings of this world
to clutter our lives and our homes. Many
things that we strive to own actudly own
us because they tie us to a relentless
schedule of monthly payments.
Mavbe we should just stop, rest, and
then resolve to regain the lost state of
simplicity. If we dq I think our minds will
be sharper,our relatiorships stronger,and
our spirits more sensitive as we spend
mor€ time simply being simple.
O

we forgotten

the plewures
of a

leisurelywalk with the
fanfilyor o good
book?
daughter; a battery-operated pocket-size
television for your son; and a combination AM-FM radiq alarm clock, telephone, and answeringsystemfor yourself.
Later that night you watch your recorded football game, fast-forwarding
through all the commercialsand the hdftime show. Before going to bed, you set
Mr. Coffee so you'll be greeted in the
morning with a fiesh, hot cup. As your
king-size body vibrator rela:<esyou and
your electric blanket wanns you, you drift
off in peaceful slumbeq hoping you're
ready to face tomorrow.
My e>rampleis o<aggerated,of course.
But gadgetshave become a major influence in our society.Have we forgotten the
pleasuresof a leisurcly walk with the family, a good book, a game of badminton
in the back yard, or a quiet game of
Scrabble?
I have nothing against progress,technology, and advancement, but could we
be carrying thesethinp too far in our personal lives?
Henry David Thoreau once wrote,
"Most of the luxuries, and many of the
so-calledcomforts of life, are not only not
APRIL]984
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What Happened at Christ's
Resurrection?
A completeexaminationof the Scripnce Jesushad told the
tureswill revealwhat reallyhappened;the
physicalbody that died wasgiven life. The
disciples,"l lay down my
life, that I might take it
body and spirit that separatedat death
again" (John 10:17).Yet
once againwerereunited.Jesushad subjectedthe powersof death to Himself and
on EasterSundaymorning they wereapparentlysurprisedat His
made eternal life possible to all who
Resurrection.They apparentlyforgot that
would believe.In addition to a physical
at the mount of transfiguration,"he
renewal,there was a quickeningof His
chargedthem that they should tell no
spirit. Finally,Christ receivedHis glorified
man what things they had seen,till the
body at the Resurrection;the glory that
Son of man were risen from the dead"
He had in past eternity (John 17:5)was
(Mark 9:9).They obeyed:'And they kept
now added to His physicalbody.
questioning
that sayingwith themselves,
The Resurrection renewed life.
one with another what the rising from
There can be no denying that Jesusdied
the dead should meari' (Mark 9:10).
physically on the cross. The Romans
PreviouslyJesustaught them, "The
understoodwhen a man wasdead.V/hen
Son of man must suffermany things, and
they came to break the legsof those on
be rejectedofthe elders,and ofthe chief
the crosses,they realizedthat Jesuswas
priests,and scribes,and be killed, and
alreadydead: "\Uhen they cameto Jesus,
after three days rise again" (Mark 8:31). and saw that he was dead already,they
This was not a casual reference,for it
brake not his legs"(John 19:33).Earlier
occursat least l7 times.
when they piercedthe side of Jesus,the
Also, the disciplesshould have been
blood and water had begun to separate,
"resurrection-oriented" from the Old
indicating death flohn 19:34).There is no
Gstamentand their own pastexperience. doubt concerningthe physicaldeath of
The Resurrection was believed by the
Christ.
patriarchs(Gen. 22:5; Heb. l1:i9; Job
Those in the Old Gstament, and
19:25-27),taught by the prophets (lsa.
under. the ministry of Jesus,who had
26:19;Dan. 72:2,13),
demonstratedin the
been raisedfrom the deadwerenot resurOld Gstament (2 Kings 4:25-35; 13:21), rected. They were returned to their
and the dead were raisedby Jesus(Matt.
former life. In His Resurrectionthe life of
9:25; Luke 7:lZ-15;John 1i:43-44).
Jesuswasrestoredto His original personality as before His death. He had the
same body-not an identical body. His
resurrectedbody was now glorified and
Elmer L. Towns is
had
new capacities.
When Jesusexitedthe
dean of the B.R. Lakin
grave He had renewedthe liG that was
Schoolo/ Religion,
terminated in death, but there wasmuch
Liberty Bapdst CoIIege,
more
to His Resurrectionthan taking up
Lynchburg,Virginia.
where He had left off three days earlier.

The Resurrection reunited body
and spirit. Once, a person'sheartbeat
was a sign of life or death. But today
medical technology has advancedto the
point that in some casesa heart can be
revived after it stops beating. Lack of
brain activity or bodily impulsesaremodern indications of death. Medically, the

In .nru,o
Resurrectionto new

life He gaineda
victoryouerdeathfor
belieqters.

definition of death may fluctuate, however the biblical definition of death is
alwaysconsideredthe separationof a person'sbody and spirit: "For as the body
without the spirit is dead,so faith without
works is dead also" (James2:26).\7hen
Jesusdied, "he bowedhis head,and gave
up the ghost" (John 19:30).There was a
separationofspirit and body. \7hen Jesus
died He did not ceaseto exist; His soul
lived but was separatedfrom His body.
The Resurrection subjected the
power of death. Death, never part of
the original plan of God for man, became
a human experienceat the Fall. "Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the
world, and death by sin; and so death
passedupon all men, for that all have
FUNDAMENTALIST
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sinned" (Rom. 5:12).In discussingthe
Resurrection, Paul wrote, "Death is
swallowedup in victory. O death, where
is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory?" (1 Cor. l5:54-55). The apostle
recognizedthat in Christ's Resurrection
to new life He had gained a victory over
death for believers.
The Resurrection brought a new
glory. When Jesusleft heavenHe voluntarily set asidethe independent useofcertain attributes and assumedthe limita'
tions of a human body. Whereasduring
the yearsHe spent as a man on earth He
was led by the Holy Spirit and accomplished the purpose of the Father, after
the ResurrectionJesuswas "the man in
the glory" (Heb.7:74-25).He did pray to
receive"the glory which I had with thee
beforethe world was"(John 17:5),but He
also is the Lamb who is glorified in
heaven (Rev. 5:6-14),and who servesas
our High Priest in mediating our cause.
The Resurrection created our
spiritual life. The apostlePaul identified
his spirirualexperiencewith the Resurrection life of Christ, "I am crucified with
Christ: neverthelessI live; yet not l, but
Christ liveth in me: and the life which
I now live in the flesh I live by the faith
of the Son of God, who loved me, and
gavehimself for me" (Gal. 2:20).This was
the co-Crucifixion and co-Resurrection
life that Paul experienced with Jesus
Christ. Being co-raisedwith Christ resulted in a change in the Christian's
standing in the heavenlies and should
result in a change in his state on earth.
God works in the lives of Christians,
"according to the working of his mighty
power, which he wrought in Christ, when
he raised him from the dead" (Eph.
l:19-20). The secret to the victorious
APRIL]984

Christian life is allowing Christ to live His
resurrectedlife through us.
The Resurrection produced a
transfigured body. Jesusarosefrom the
dead with a transfigured body. This was
the samebody that He had on earth, but
it was not the exact body, for it was now
nansformed. The wounds of the
nailprints in His handsand feet(Ps.22:16)
and the wounds in His sidewerestill visible flohn 20:25-79).His transformedbody
engagedin someof the samephysicalactivity as He did in His previousstate.He
still breathed $ohn 20:22),talked (John
21:15), stood (]ohn 21:4), ate ([.uke
24:4143\, and walked (Luke 24:15).
He could passthrough barred doors
and appearor disappear.He traveledgreat
distances(from Jerusalemto Galilee) apparently without being seen.There is no
evidence that the resurrectedbodv of

n,

The resurrectedbody of Christ was
transformed immediately in that it was
new, eternal, and had triumphed over
death and decay.But the "halo effect" of
Christ's glorification wasnot evident until
after the Ascension."Halo effect" means
the shining and lustrous appearance.
'!?hen
John sawChrist on the Isle of Patmos (Rev.1:13),He wasboth glorified and
transfigured(Matt. 17r2),as He probably
appearedon the mount of transfiguration.
When John saw Christ, His head and
hair werewhite, His eyeswere as a flame
of fire, His feet reflectedasbrass,and His
countenance shined as the sun (Rev.
1:14-16).

secret
to the

uictoriousChristian

life is allowingChrist
to liae His resurrected
life throughtn,
Christ neededrest or sustenance.\Uhile
He could eat, the Bible doesnot indicate
that He had to do so. \ilhile,this resurrectedbody of Jesuswas the sarueiasHis
pre-Resurrection
body, it wasalso'uniquely transformed.

What Happens Because of
the Resurrection?
In His Resurrection Jesus accomplished a number of things that affectthe
Christian. Essentially,the Resurrectionof
Christ enabledHim to apply the victories
or accomplishmentsof the Cross to the
believer.But beyond that, there are also
unique benefits of the Resurrectionthat
apply directly to the believer.
Giving eternal life. Every Christian
has eternal life, the purpose of Jesus
Christ's missionon eafth (John3:16).The
basisfor eternal life is the life that is supplied by the Resurrection.Jesussaid, "l
am the resurrection,and the life: he that
believethin me, though he weredead,yet
shall he live" (fohn 11:25).Paul stated,
"The gift of God is eternal life through
JesusChrist our ford" (Rom. 6:23).Eter'
nal life is communicated to the believer
through faith: "He that heareth my word,
and believeth on him that sent me, hath
everlastinglife, and shall not come into
condemnation; but is passedfrom death
unto life" $ohn 5:24).
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Imparting power. Christians have
power to overcomethe Devil, the world,
and the lust of the flesh. This abilitv
comes through the Resurrection.\ilhen
Christians understand and apply the
power of the Resurrection of Christ to
their lives, it radically changesmuch of
the work they do for God. They must
realizethat they havebeen raisedtogether
with Christ (Rom.6:4-5).Then they must
reckon themselvesalive (Rom. 6:11)bv
yielding (Rom. 6:13)and obeying (Rom.
6:17).
justification.
Manifesting
The
Christian is justifiedby the substitution
of JesusChrist for sinners on Calvary.
SomeChristianshavemistakenlythought
they were justified by the Resurrection,
basingtheir view on the versethat reads
in the King James,"W'ho was delivered
for our offences,and wasraisedagain for
our justification"(Rom.4:25).The verse
should be translated"raisedbecause,or
'We
as a result o( our justification."
are
"justified freely by his gracethrough the
redemptionthat is in Christ Jesus"(Rom.
3:24).The substitutionof Christ on Calvary wasall that wasneededfor our justification, but that act is not accomplished
in one's life until he puts his faith in
Christ as Saviour. The accomplishment
of Calvary wins God's approvalfor us; the
Resurrectionof Christ announcesit to
the world.
Providing our future resurrec,
tion. The fact that Jesusrose from the
dead guaranteesthe frrture resurrection
from the dead of every person who has
died in Christ. His Resurrectionis a pattern and prediction of the believer'sresurrection."But now is Christ risen from the
dead, and becomethe firstfruits of them
that slept" (1 Cor. 15:20).Paul usedthis
truth to comfort troubled Christians
(1 Thess.4:13J8)."For if we believethat
Jesusdied and rose again, even so them
also which sleepin Jesuswill God bring
with him" (1 Thess.4:14).This union is
illustrated by tire vine and the branches.
When looking at a vine as it climbs
toward the sun, it is hard to tell where
the vine endsand the branchesbegin. So
is the spiritual life of the child of God.
In our union with Christ we are planted
together (Rom. 6:5), made alive together
(Eph. 2:5),raisedtogether(Eph. 2:6),sit
together(Eph. 2:6),and glorified together
(Rom. 8:17).
This new position is called the be.
liever's standingin the heavenlies,as opFUNDAMENTAUST
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posedto his st4t€on earth. In heaventhe
Christian is perfect, but in his state on
earth he struggleswith his sinful nature.
In the heavenlieshe enjoys the position
of being the son of God; in the earthly
state he experiencesthe limitations of
finite life. His standing before God is nonexperiential,but his union with Christ is
his guarantee that one day he will enjoy
all the blessingsof the heavenliesthat
Christ now has. His state on earth remains experiential with its frustrations,
temptations,and despair.Yet becausethe
believer knows he is united with Christ.

and experientially he enjoys fellowship
with the indwelling Christ, he has assurance of the heavenly blessingsto come.
Of course,there may exist some tension betweenone'sstanding and state.A
believer possesses
the life of Christ but he
does not always allow Christ to live
through him. The moment he is saved,
he receivesthe perGction (Christ's righteousness)in heaven,but in life he is to
strive toward perfection.Like the apostle
Paul, he must realizehe has not arrived
spiritually but he is constantly pressingin
the right direction (Phil. 3:11-14).

Our Foundation
The witness of the Resurrection of
Jesus Christ from the dead begins in
historical verification-that He was"crucified under Pontius Pilate, dead and buriedl'This sameJesusChrist wasreunited
with His physical body and came back
from the dead a spiritual body, subjecting
the powers of death and hell to God,
ending His stateof humiliation and making availableall the spiritual resourcesto
those who through faith were co-raised
with Him. And assuch, the Resurrection
is the indispensible foundation of
Christianity.
D

reqsures
from the
Peace-Part I
ost people arc awar€of the Hebrelv word for peaceShalom-usedby our Jewishfriendsin many ways.In
addition to being a word for peace in general,
Shdlorn is used in rrarious o<prcssions.Domestic tranquility is
termed stelr'rrnbayitJpce
of housej' A cloae friend is cdled
ish slrclomol'a man of his peacel'And one saysof the departed,
a@l:ushshalrlrrL-.lmay he rest in peacC Shzlornis usedroutinely
as a wond of greeting or farewell. Although not the er<clusive
way of saying "Hello" on meeting another, one may ask, mah
slwlanel<nJHow are youl'He might reply, sfialornliJI am urelll
(I am not quite certain that aJewish host in the American South
would express his greeting quite the way Dan Mitchell has it
on a plaque in his office, "Shalom ya'all"!)
While this wond of greeting or farcwell is used often in just
that way in the Old Testament, its usual English translation is
"p€acel'But this peaceis mor€ than the absenceof war or strife,
so our English translations must often use several other worrds
to render the Hebrew, such as: "prosperityj' "of.ty" "healthj'
or "completenesslThis last translation getsclosestto the meaning
of the Hebrew root-slralenrl'whole/perfecti'
The underlying idea of the Hebrew root and all its associated
words is that of wholenessor completeness.Thus, to know tme
peaceis both to attain personal fulfillment and to enjoy full and
h.dthy rclationships with others. LJltimately,true peaceis found
in God (Num. 6:26; Judg. 6:24; Ps. 29:11;Jer. 33:6).
BecauseIsrael stood in covenant relationship to God, she
could know true peace (cf. Deut. 2929-29).Spiritual leadership
was to be comprised of men who knew God's peace (cf. Num.
25:10-13;Mal. 2:1-9).Israel'scitizens could enjoy fellowship with
God through that sacrifice known as the PeaceOffering (Irv.
APR]L1984

3:l-17;7:11J8;d.221740\ which expressed
the joy and full communion of the believer with God. Moreover, by this and by living out God's revealedword in absolute trust, they could e>cperience true peace in their daily lives @s. 119:165;Prov. 3:14;
lsa.26:34).
Sadly, a willful Israel failed time and again to enter into the
intended (cf. 1 Chron. 229-10) full peace with God becauseof
her sinfulnessflsa. 48:1619),and so was e"xiledftom His presence
(cf. Deut. 29:19-201.Yet, a patient, faithful, and lwing heavenly
Father upuld send to them the Prince of Peace0sa. 9:6?) who
would ftnally redeem them. As after the exile (Ps. 85), so in a
grcater way the coming Messiah will fully nestorethem to their
land (fer. 33:69) and make with them a grcat covenant of peace
(Isa. 5,1:10;Ezek. 34:24-31;37:2628').
The New tstament is clear that the promised Prince of Peace
has indeed come ([lke 1:6&79) and through His atoning work
has effected peace for all believers (Rom. 5:1; Eph. 2:14-17;
Col. 1:20).Although Christ's return to fulfill the promised peace
for nationd Israel is yet to be rcalized (cf. Isa. 66:10-15),the
messageof God's peacethrough saving faith in Christ is meanwhile to be carried to all the world (Acts 10:34-36;Rom. 10:9-15;
Eph. 6:15).Thus, all believersmay know the God of peaceand
so o<periencefully the peaceof God (John 14:27; 16:33;Phil.
4:48).
Ah! soul, ar€ you here without comfort or nest,
Marching down the rough pathway of time?
Make Jesusyour Friend ere the shadows grow dark.
Oh, accept this sweet peace so sublime!
-\U.D. Cornell
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Exercisingour Rights and Responsibilities
b1H. Glenn Sumrall

s politics dirty business?Should Christians stay out of it
and concentrate on spreadingthe gospel?Certainly the
I
primarv task of Christians, as Christ stated in Matthew
I
Z8:lg-20,is'iGo ye therefore, and teach all nations' baptizing
them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost: Gaching them to observe all things whatsoever
I have commandedyou: and, lq I am with you alway,evenunto
the end of the world. Amenl' Some Christians believe they
should keep out of politics, while others have simply been un'
concerned about our political process.
But should they?The basic philosophiesin American politics,
the conservativeand liberal, are not just political labelsbut are
directly conflicting ideologiesand their effectson citizens are
vastly different.
The Conservative holds that governmental power should lie
f
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at the stateor local level, with the federal government possessing limited power. The Liberal holds that the federal government
should be big, should hold broad powers over the daily lives
of its citizens, and should tax heavily.
Of equal significancearerwo contrastingviewsregardingfinal
reality,Humanism and Christianity. While the terms Liberal and
Humanistare not interchangeable,the resultsthat the two have
on government are usually very similar. Those holding the
humanisticworldview realizedlong agothat the two worldviews,
humanist and Christian, will bring very different results.So the
Humanists have very carefully applied their philosophy to all
of life, including politics.
Most Christians have attemptedto separatethe "Christian"
from the "secular" and there\ have left the running of our
government to the humanistic Liberals. Jb a Christian, there
JOURNAI
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should be no categorizing;everything in
his life should be sacred. Francis A.
Schaefferin AChristiut Manilesfo asserts
that "true spirituality covers all of life."
Therefore, to a Christian, "spirituality"
would cover our government and we
should not abdicate our responsibility.
What wasthe intent of our Founding
Fathersin establishingour government?
The Pilgrims and Puritans came to America to find religious6eedom, a placewhere
they could worship and operate their
church free from interference by the government. America was founded upon
biblical principles.

\M should
teach
our childrento love
our countryand God,
and to porticipatein
our gouernment,
o

governrnent
founded
on biblical
principles,
Did the Founding Fathers intend a
total separationof religion and state?The
answer is clearly no Undeniably, our
heritageis a religiousheritage.Our coins
bear the motto "In God \ile Tiust]' and
the Declaration of Independencestates:
"\7e hold theseTiuths to be self-evident,
that all Men are createdequal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable fughts, that among these
are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happinessl' In the Mayflower Compact the
Pilgrims declaredthat their coming to this
country wasfor the glory of God, for the
advancementof the Christian faith, and
for the honor of their king and country.
Most documents from early American
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history make some referenceto God. Further indications of our religious heritage are found in many placesin our natiorls capital.
The words "Praise Be fb God" are
engraved at the top of the \fashington
Monument. On the wall of the Senate
Chamber and the House of Representatives are inscribed the words "In God
\7e Tiustj' and various Scripturesare inscribedin other governmentbuildings in
our nation's capital.
Samuel Adams, one of our great
American statesmen,said in 1790,"I-et
divines and philosophers,statesmenand
patriots, unite their endeavorsto renovate
the age,by impressingthe minds of men
with the importance of educatingtheir little boys and girls, of inculcating in the
minds of youth the fear and love of the
Diety and universalphilanthropy . . . the
love oftheir country; ofinstructing them
in the art of self-government,without
which they never can act a wise part in
the government of societies, great or
small; in short, of leading them in the
study and practiceof the exaltedvirtues
of the Christian systeml'
In other words, we should teach our
children to love our country and God,
and to participate in our government,
a government founded on biblical
principles.
Later Daniel \Tebsterwrote that the
first foundations of government in this
country were "under the divine light of
the Christian religion" and that 'bur
ancestors established their system of
government on morality and religious
sentimentl'The church wasthe centerof
life in early colonial dayswith the pastor
often being the most influential person
in the community. The pulpits werevery
influential in shapingthe politics of colonial times.
Our Founding Fathersclearlyexpressed
their views on socialismand communism.
Samuel Adams said, "The Utopian
schemesof leveling [redistribution of the
wealthl and a community of goods[central ownership of the means of production and distributionl are visionary and
impracticall'
He added that these ideas "are arbitrary, despotic, and in our government
unconstitutional" (\ilV. Wells, Lfe o/
SomuelAdatns,Vol. I, p.154).
Upon arrival on the shoresof America, our forefathers immediately recog.
nized the need for and establisheda civil

government. Why, then, should Christians be disinterestedin our government?
Why should Christians, even preachers,
be intimidated by those who say we have
no right to participate in our government
and thereby leavethe running ofthe government to those who would removereli.
gion from American public life?
Separationof church and state. Where
did the idea that the Constitution demands total separation of church and
stateoriginate?The Constitution prevents
Congress from establishing a national
religion-no more, no less.
In his book ATimeFor Anger,Franky
Schaeffermakesthe casethat the liberal
media would have America believe that
only people holding liberal views can be
neutral and are capable of making unbiaseddecisions.They claim that conservative Christians are so biased by their
religiousviews that they are incapableof
making rational decisions.Schaeffercalls
this idea the "myth of neutrality" and
shows clearly that decisions made by
Liberals are just as biased by their
philosophiesas a Conservative'smight be.
Unfortunately, many Christians have
chosen not to exercisetheir rights and
responsibilitiesas citizens.l0ilhy abdicate
responsibilities?Why not be both good
Christians and good citizens?
A recent Gallup Poll showed that
80 percent of the national media personalitiesseldomor never attend church.
Do we really orpect peoplewho are totally
unsympathetic or even antagonistic to

h *, do not reglster

anduote,we haueno
right to complain
oboutour elected
It.

.

|
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ofiLclalsor tne

decisionsthey maka
any form of religion to present an unbiased view of news where a known
Christian or Christian group is involved?
Should we be surprised that they criticize
the involvementof Christians in politics?
Of coursenot. They want us to stay out
so the Liberals can control the destiny of
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our nation and impose their philosophy
upon us.
Not just the media, but even liberal
clergymenhave protestedthe involvement
of their conservativecounterparts in the
political process.This is utter hypocrisy
since ministers espousingliberal political
views have played an activerole in effecting political changefor many years.Some
of the names are well known-Martin
Luther King, Jesse Jackson, James
Farmer, Phillip Berrigan, and William
Sloan Coffin. Churches were used for
many meetingsin the early civil rights
movement and, in fact, still are today.
Only when conservativeChristians become involved is the cry of "separation
of church and state" heard so strongly.
Religiousleadershave often endorsed
liberal candidates. For example, in the
l97Z presidential election campaign,
George McGovern was endorsed by
Methodist Bishop JamesArmstrong, Roman Catholic Bishop Thomas Gumbleton
of Detroit, and severalprominent theologiansincluding Mlliam Sloan Coffin and
Harvey Cox. An organization called
Evangelicalsfor McGovern, founded by
evangelistThomas Skinneg alsoendorsed
McGovern.
\ilhv did the media not decry their
involvement in politics? Several liberal
ministers have run for and been elected
to public office. \Uhere is the cry of
"separationof church and state?"
At this writing Jesse Jackson has
recently announcedhis candidacyfor the
presidencyand is doing so with no audible criticism from the media or liberal
politicians. Can you imaginethe protests
of the media should a Fundamentalist
minister run for a major public office?
\Uhv should the Secular Humanists
succeedin convincing us that there must
be a total separationof religion and politics, that conservativeChristians are violating the Constitution when we enter
the politicalprocess.Sinceevidenceis all
around us that America was founded
upon religiousprinciples,we have an obligation under God to preservethose principles,including religiousfreedom.Surely,
the preaching of the gospel is a major
force in restoring our nation, but many
of our problems were createdpolitically
and therefore must be changed through
the political process.
\ilhat then, is the proper role of the
Christian who wishesto fulfill his duties
as a citizen?
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The first and most obvious duty is to
registerand vote in all elections.Elections
are often won or lost by a small number
of votes,yet a surprising number of people are not registeredto vote. The liberal
politicians have carried out extensive
voter registration drives among citizens
likely to vote for their candidates.\fle
must do the same.Every Christian should
be registeredto vote so that he can "render therefore unto Caesar, the things
which are Caesar'sl'
In mv hometown of Lynchburg, Virginia, with over 50,000personsover 18
yearsof ageand eligrbleto registerto vote,
only 28,000 are registered. Therefore,
22,000 people in this city are allowing
others to choose their elected officials.

more than voting in November. Voting
is extremely important but is merely
choosing between rwo candidatesselected
by someoneelse.
The candidate selection processis
often more important than the election
itself. Candidate selectionis usually done
at caucusesand conventions, which one
can usually attend if he is a registered
voter. Most of these meetingsrelated to
the important presidential and congressional electionsthis year will be held in
the next few weeks.Find out when the
meetingsare in your areaand what you
must do to qualifu to participate.
In political parties,aswith most volunteer organizations, there is not only a
needfor workersbut often opportunities
for leadershippositionsfor interestedand
qualified people.ConservativeChristians
with political experiencehavebeenplaced
as officersin many party organizationsin
recent years.
After you get involved in the political
process,stay involved. The alternative is
to allow others to make those decisions
for you. If you do not like the methods
various conservativegroupshave used in
politics, then do it your way-but do it.
No person has the right to criticize
another'spolitical methods when he has
by noninvolvement forfeited his rights
as a citizen.
and responsibilities
Daniel \Tebster wrote, "'Whatever
makesmen good Christians, makesthem
good citizens."
Charles Finney, the respected
nineteenth-century evangelist,wrote, "lt
is the duty of all men to aid in the
establishment and support of human
government.Every human being who has
moral influence. is bound to exert that
influence in the promotion of virtue and
happiness.Human governments.. . are
bound to exert their influences to
secure,. . legislationthat is in accordance
with the law of Godl'
That will happen only if and when
Christians exercisetheir duties ascitizens
and help to form our government. D

"'Wnarcvermakes

men goodChristions,
makesthem good

citizens!'
The percentagesin your city or county
are probably similar. Until a person's
name is on a voter registrationlist, he is
a nonfunctioning citizen in the political
process,and to the politician he simply
does not exist.
If we do not registerand vote, we have
no right to complain about our elected
officials or the decisionsthey make.
Second,the Christian should get involved in government by affecting the
political processat the "grassroots" level.
One can devote as much or as little time
to politics ashe is willing to spend,all the
way from contributing just one hour of
time annually to being a full-time professional in the field of politics.Most volunteerswork no more than a few hours per
year,but many volunteersworking a few
hours can mean victory on election day
and determine the direction of our
nation.
People volunteer as election day
workers; campaign workers distributing
literature, telephoning voters, and stufl
ing envelopes;and delegatesto local, state,
or national conventions.
Very few Americans really know how
our political processworks. It is much
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avid Hilfiker wrote a detailed
first-person account of the following incident in his article,
'Allowing the Debilitated to Diel'published in the New England lounwl of
Medicine, March 4, 1983.
Having suffered a stroke, EIsa
Towonen lies bedridden in a nursing
home near Chicago. She is paralyzedon
one side, unable to speak,and her frail
body boastsmore years,83, than pounds,
69. Nevertheless,on this particular morning, Elsa's most disabling problem is a
high fever.
Pneumonia?Possibly.
Dr. David Hilfiker examines his patient and orders some preliminary tests.
He could do more. Much more. But he
does not. PerhapsElsa is better off dead.
It is a question Dr. Hilfiker has agonized over before.Is this a life worth saving?Who is he to judge?What would EIsa
want?He does not know and his patient
cannot say. Elsa'sbest friend prefers no
medical"heroics" at all, yet Elsa'sniece
wants "every" medical option possibleto
save her aunt's life.

KTt._
om,
chronicallyill,

debiliwed,or
mentollyim|aireddo
not receivethe swne
levelof medical
treatmentasdo the
young,acutelyill, and
mentellynonnal3

As usual, Dr. Hilfiker makes a
decision-even if logic takes a backseat.
"Perhaps]' the doctor ruminates, "it's
becauseI've been a little depressedmyself
in the past few days;perhapsit's because
I'm tired and lazy and don't want to
bother. In any event, I decideagainstthe
heroics."Heroics?
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It is three otlock in the morning, a
full day's work waits at daybreak, and
Dr. Hilfiker will spend an hour getting
back to sleep after he returns home.
Perhaps,then, a proper medicalexamination and treatment for pneumonia can
somehow be described as "heroicsl'
At any rate,the physicianonCersliquid
penicillin which, he admits, "makes no
medical or ethical sense at alll' Now
Elsa-who could have lived for vearsdoes not move at all.
Mindless Medicine
Though the medicalprofessiondenies
it, Dr. Hilfiker is quick to point out that
his colleaguesroutinely make decisions
not to treat patients who lead burdensomelives.And he is not talking about
the terminally ill, but those patientswho
would otherwisebenefit and continue to
live were they to receiveavailablemedical
care.
"In my own practiceand in the physician practicesI seearound mel' he says,
"the old, chronicallyill, dnbilintd, or merrtally impaired do not receive the same
levelof aggressive
medicalevaluationand
treatment asdo the young, acutely ill, and
mentally normal. We do not discussthis
reality or debate its ethics, but the fact
remains that many patients are allowed
to die by the withholding of 'all available
care"' (emphasisadded).
In Humanhood:Essaysin Biomedical
Ethics, medical ethicist Dr. Joseph
Fletcher, the father of situation ethics,
statesthe matter more frankly, preferring
to call the debilitated "subhuman" and
thus denying the humanity of these patients. "Every dayl'he says,"in a hundred
hospitals acrossthe land decisions are
made clinically that the line has been
crossedfrom prolonging genuinely human
life to prolonging subhuman dying; and
when that judgment is made, respirators
are turned off, life-perpetuatingintravenous infirsionsstopped,proposedsurgery
canceled,and drugs countermandedl'
But what guidelinesor criteriado doctors use in making such life and death
judgments?
"Perhapsl'Dr. Hilfiker explains, "my
own frequent response(and I do not admit this easily)is not to make a conscious
decision at all.... I simply act, do
something,makea decisionwithout really
consideringthe meaningof what I do, for
the real meaningis too painful.... At
other times I do my best to make a con-

scious,rational decision,but this is little
better. Since I am operating in a vacuum
and have no reliable criteria on which to
base a decision, my choice is ultimately
guided by feelings,prejudices,and mood
more than by my reason."
Thesearetroublesomestatements.No
patient wants to be considered subhuman. But just as discomforting is to
think a doctor's treatment-or lack
thereof-is madein a "vacuuml'without
any "rational criteriaj' guided more by
"prejudicel' "feelingsj' and "mood" than
by consciousthought.
Dr. Hilfiker suggeststhe medical profession provide ethical guidelines and
training for making decisions on withholding treatment. "But our collective
denial that we make such decisionshas
left us without resources]' the Cook
County physician complained.
Terminal Ethics
But resourcesare becoming available.
Not by the medical profession.Not by
theologiansor doctorsholding a sanctiry.
of-life ethic. But by medical ethicists,
philosophers,and humanistic educators
who want the medical professionto accept a quality-of-life ethic. Such a criterion holds that if a patient's illness
causeshim to losethose qualitieswe consider human, then he is no longer a person and may be put to death.
Ethicist Eike-Henner Kluge, in The
Procticeof Death, defended,"The logic of
this reasoningcannot be faulted. If the
debilitated are no longer persons, then
the act of killing them with deliberation
and of set purpose cannot be an act of
murder. In fact, no moral gravamenwould
be attached to such an act of killingi'
And in Matters of Life and Death
philosopher Joel Feinberg states, in
strangeand startling jargon, "For a genetically human entity to have a right to life
it must be a human beins in the sense
of a personl' What?
Feinbergis sayingthat unlessa patient
has certain qualities-self-consciousness,
an ability to reason,experienceemotions,
plan ahead, acquire knowledge, and feel
pleasureand pain-then that human being is no longer a person.And if a human
ceasesto be a person, then he ceasesto
have a right to life. For the United States
Constitution, this logic holds, protects
only the lives of persons,not human
beings.
FUNDAMENTALISTJOURNAI

A Right to Be Killed
Actually, the real motive of these
moral ethicists is a desire to put the
debilitated and mentally impaired to
death. But they must first strip them of
their legalprotection. Therefore,through
verbal gymnastics,the ethicist definesthe
wonCpersonto excludehuman beingswho
lack certain mental and physicalqualities.
This reasoningis identical to the logic
used by pro-abortionists who arguethat
the unborn child-though a memberof
the human species-is a fetus, not a person, thereby denying him constitutional
protection, as explained in The Srealing
of America,by John Whitehead.
Fletcheralso savs,"Humans without
someminimum of intelligenceor mental
capacity are not persons,no matter how
many of their organsare active,no matter how spontaneoustheir living processes
are."
Of idiots, he says, "They are not,
never were, and never will be in any
degreeresponsible.Idiots, that is to say,
are not humanl'
ProfessorPeterSinger,whosecommentary, "Sanctitlrof Life or Quality of Life,"
supporting infanticide, was recently featured in the prestigiousmedicaljournal
Pediatrics(the official publication of the
American Academy of Pediatrics),sets
down guidelines on what qualities a
human must have to becomea person.
In another article, "Unsanctifuing
Human Life]' Singer states,"Something
is a personif and only if it is a continuing subjectof experiencesand other mental statesthat can envisagea firture for
itself and that can have desiresabout its
own firture states."
Such a definition would deny personhood to everyone at birth. After all, infants cannot form mental imagesabout
the present, much lessthe future. Newborns, then, areonly "potential"persons
who may be killed, Singer states.
"l do not believe that human infants
are persons,but only potential persons,
and sinceI think that the destructionof
potential personsis a morally neutral action, the correctconclusronseemsto me
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to be that infanticide is in itself morally
acceptable."
Feinbergwith equal forcefulness,adds
that if an infant is "extremely deformed
or diseased"and unable to obtain those
qualities necessaryfor personhood, that
child may have a right to be killed.
"lndeed]' he says of the malformed
child, "failure to kill such infants before
they reach moral personhood may itself

IT

Ihe realmotiveof
thesemorulethicistsis
a desireto put the

debilintedsnd
mentallyimpairedto
death,
be a violation of their rights, according
to this view" (emphasishis).
logically, if infants are not persons then we can treat them as we do
animals-for food and experimentation.
Singer wrote again in'Animals and
the Value of Life]' "This involvesholding
that mental defectivesdo not havea right
to life, and therefore might be killed for
food-if we should develop a taste for
human flesh-or (and this might appeal
to somepeople)for the purposeof scientific experimentation."
Human Pollution
Though we cannot develop a full explanation of why moral ethicists,certain
doctors, ecologists,and others want to
end the livesof "defective"newborns,the
overriding motivation is that the handicappedareperceivedaspolluting the overall quality-of-life of society.
'!7.
Norman Richardson and Thomas
H. Stubbs,who authoredthe collegetextbook, Evolation, Human kology and
Society,argue,"Many of the materialsand
contrivances necessaryfor the maintenance of a single genetically disadvantaged individual are extremelyconsumptive of resources."Furthermore, there is
risk of these maladaptivespassingtheir
traits to future generations.

The authors suggestthat if "the survir,al and evolution of the human species"
is to continue, then society must have
"freedomfrom congenitaldiseaseand abnormalityl' The authors, therefore,demonstrate the extreme urgency of quickly
cleaning up the genetic pool.
Euthanasiasupporters(which include
infanticide advocates)believe that since
the world is running out of resourcesenergy,land, water,trees,and mineralsand people are continuing to pollute the
planet, we must control population
growth. Besidescontraception and abortion, the most efficient way to control
growth is to control who lives.
The earth is a closedecologicalsystem,
Eike-HennerKluge explains."The whole
can only take so much strain beforeit collapsesl'And those who do not fulfill a
useful function-that is, human beings
who are not personsin the legal senseought to be killed.
"If applied in that wayl' he said, "it
would mean that all those individuals
who arein the careof societyor evenare
meremembersof it but without fulfilling
an essentialfunction-idiomatically, all
those who are mere 'mouths to fee&
ought to be killed. This would affectquite
a number of people:the incurably ill, the
aged, and the like. Even those not demonstrably necessaryfor the survival of
societycould be deletedl'
He adds,"From a productive point of
view,the terminally ill and comatose,the
mentally incapacitated,and the like serve
no useful function whatsoever. They
merely tie up productive energy that
could be employed otherwisel'
This philosophyholds that sincewe
practice birth control for reasonsthat
profit society, then we should practice
death control for similar benefits.
Fletcher-who said, "Quality of life
counts, not just quantity'l-adds,"Birth
control and death control go togetherl'
("The 'Right'to Live and the 'Right' to
Diel' BeneficentEuthanasia,1975).
Killing

Baby Does

Currently, handicapped newbornsby far-are the largestgroup of patients
feelingthe brunt of "death conrrol" decisions. U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett
Koop estimatesthat as many as 1,000infants yearly are allowed to die through
medical neglect, as reported by Gary
Curran, legislative aide, American Life
lobbv.
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Without question, anyone familiar
with the goalsof the quality-of-lifemovement will readily recognizethat Baby Jane
Doe has become the victim of this new
ethic.
Baby Jane was born last October in
Port Jefferson, New York, with spina
bifida and some related deformities.

Honaicapped
are the
newborns
largestgroupof
patientsfeelingthe

bruntof "death
control!'

Dr. George Newman, Doe's physician,
gave Baby Jane a dismal prognosiseven
if life-preservingsurgerywereperformedbedridden,20 years maximum life, constant pain, epilepsy,severemental retardasorrowor joy
tion, inability to experience
or to interact with environment.
Such a bleak prognosis,obviously,was
sufficient grounds for moral and medical
ethicists to argue that Baby Jane lacked
those qualities necessaryfor personhood,
Her disabled life would be detrimental
both to herself and to her parents.
On'ABC News Nightlinel' November
4,1983,Dr. Milton Heifetz,a neurologist
at Cedars-Sinai,said about Baby Jane:
"There are two things you have to consider.One is the factor that the newborn
still has only the potentialfor real\ hauing thosequalitieswe caII human Secondly,
we have to realizethe impact of a tragically endowed newborn on the parents"
(emphasisadded).
So, accordingto Dr. Heifetz,BabyJane
has only the "potential" to become
human. The quality-of-lifeethic is certainly making its impact on the medical
profession.
But was Dr. Newman's medical judgment influenced by this quality-of-life
ethic? Yes.At the State Supreme Court
in New York, Dr. Newman arguedagainst
the humanity of Baby Jane.
In The Peopleof the Stateof New York
0,. Stony Brook Hospital Dr. Newman,
32

a neurosurgeon at university Hospital in New York, told Judge Melvyn
Thnenbaum,"On the basisof the combinations of the malformations that are
presentin this child she is not likely ever
to achieve any meaningful interaction
with her environment, nor ever to
achieve any interpersonal relationships,
theueryqualitieswe considerhuman, and
she is capableof experiencingpainl'
So, according to Dr. Newman, Baby
Jane Doe was not human becauseshe
lackedan ability to relateboth to her environment and to others. Supposedly,
having failed this quality-of-lifecriterion,
it was proper to deny Baby Jane lifeprolonging surgery.

F R E ES A M P L E C A S S E T T E !

Desperate Ethics
The medical profession is seeking
answers-ethicalguidelinesthat can justify their decisionsto withhold medical
care from nonterminal patients.
Dr. Hilfiker complained, "'!Ue have
been forced into the role of God, yet we
hardly seemto haverecognizedit. For my
part, the underlying irrationality of my
decisionshas gnawedat me; the life-anddeath importance of my actions has kept
me awakeat night; the guilt and depression of never really knowing whether
I have acted properly have been overwhelming."
Dr. Hilfiker's statement is an indication that the medical profession is
desperatelyseekingethical answers.Yet,
moving quickly to provide theselife-anddeath guidelinesarethe quality-of-lifead-
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vocates who want to define the old,
debilitated, mentally impaired, and the
chronically ill as nonpersons, therefore
settingthe stagefor killing thesepatients.
"Squirm as we may to avoid the inevitablel' said ProfessorRobert Morrison
in BeneficentEuthanasia,"it seemstime
to admit to ourselves that we must
shoulder the responsibilityof deciding to
act in such a way as to hasten the trajectories of some lives. And we have to do
this on the basisof somejudgment on the
quality of the lives in question."
C
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inqdomsand nations,rulersand
,.ig.rt, customs and practices
haie come and gone through
the centuries, but the six
words (both in Greek and
Enelish) "This do in re'
-.itbrance of me" have
been cherished, fol'
lowed, and have endured. Churches the
world over have theseblessedwords beautifullv engravedon the [.ord'sGble gracine the sitrctuaty in front of the pulpit.
ttt-tpite of this, the Christian who has not
made a carefulstudy of the [.ord'sSupper
will be ovenvhelmedwith the problems
and confusion found in Bible dictionaries,
encyclopedias,and commentariesdiscuss'
ing ihe iubject. Three conceptsneed to be
clJarly delineated and understood: the
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One Cup or Tvo?
To confuse the last (Passover)Supper
with the lord's Supper, then bemoan the
inability to reconcile the gospel and Corinthian accounts, is futile. Nowhere is the
name "Last Supper" found in Scripture.
The art of Ieonardo da Vinci is superb,
however it cannot be made to control the
interpretation of Scripture. Actually, his
portrayal is of the PassoverSupper and
not the lond's Supper. When interpreters
confuse these two episodes,they thereby
mistake the Paschal@assover)cup ([lke
22:17)and the Eucharistic ([ord's Supper)
cup (rrke Z2:20l.-I'he historian luke carefully distinguishes between the Passover
Supper and the lord's Supper.
The Onder of Events
Of the three gospel writers, llkds
account in chapter 22 is both the most
chronological and logical of the reconds
of the lond's Supper. In that lengthy
chapter (71 verses) he treats the I ^ct
Passorrcrand the lord's Supper with both
precision and attention to e)€ct detail. In
verses1-18he narrates the preparation for
the Passover/Feastof Unleavened Bread
(v.1). Through verse 18 he mentions the
Passoversix times. \7e are told (v.17)that
He took the cup (at the sametime speak
ing of the coming of the kingdom of God,
w.16-18). Now great care must be e:<ercised to avoid an erroneous conclusion.
ln the final analysisLlke speals of two
cups and that is the correct order. The
cup of verse 17 is the cup of the Last
Passover.In traditionalJudaism (in which
this wdter was rearedfor a scoreof years)
the celebration of the Passoverincludes
the drinking of four cups of wine to colnmemorate the four promises in Exodus
6:67. Two cups are drunk before the
festival meal and two after it. One cannot be dogmatic as to whether the cup
of lrrke 22217wasthe ftrst or second, but
they were evidently before the Passover
meal. Llke is careful to statethat our lond
'aftet
Jesustook the cup (mark it carefully)
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supper" (v20). Whv this notation of time?
Because it separated the cup of the
Passoverftom the cup of the lord's Sup
per. How do we know? Our lord distinctly indicated that the cup ofverse 20
represented the new covenant in His
blood, just as the other Scripture writers
identified the cup of the lord's Supper.
The Table of the lord (1 Cor. 10:21)is the
connecting link between Calvary and the
Rapture ('till he come'). The lord's Supper is the watershedbetween the Old and
New frstament. Of what vast importancg
then, is the subject being dealt with here!

n,

Table
of the

Lord is the connecting
link betweenCalvary
and the Raptwe.
Times of Obsenrance
Another area has troubled cornmentators. They ftnd it dfficult to explain
Christ's observance of the Passoveron
one night and the celebration ofthe feast
by the Jews on the following night. Actually, the Scriptures allowed for a change
in celebration by an individual Israelite.
If he were unable to keep it in the ftrst
month (seeNum. 9:911),he could do so
in the second month. The rabbis later
made other allowances.Vhen our lord
Jesuscelebratedthe annual feastofliberation from Egyptian bondage in a godly
Jewish home all His life, do you think it
was amissthat He celebratedthe Rast of
Passonerone day early, becauseHe knew
He would be God's Passoverl-anrb 0 Cor.
5:7)on the cncss,while Israelin rejection
was cleaving to the symbolic observance
without the actual celebration of a completed redemption? Vhich was, and is,
more important-the symbol and prediction or the fulfillment and realization?To
ask the question is to answer it.
Paul's Account
Paul inserts a facet of tmth not found
elsewhere(1 Cor. ll:23-26). He indicates
that the lord's Supper was instituted at
the very time that Judas was doing his
satanic work. "Betrayed" is in the graphic

imperfect tensq while the betrayal was
taking place. Vhat a Person was He who
inaugurated the Supper! When human
treachery w€Niat its basest, Christ's love
is s€enat its highest. Of course,there was
more than the berayal ofJudas; there was
the overriding transaction ofthe deliverance of the Son by the Father and the
willing self-sacrificeof the lond Jesus.The
time of the institution was night, for Istael
left Egypt on the Passovernight. The
bread He took was one of the cakes of
unleavened bread prepared for the occasion. llkds and Paul's accounts parallel
each other.
Our [ord, in the fashion of all godly
Israelites,gave thanks ftrst for the bread.
Our word Euclvrist comes from verse 24
(archarist ess), "he had given thanksl'He
did heak the brcad for the purposeof div
tribution to those with Him at the table.
Some manuscriptshave "is brokenj' but
this is not correct. Christ's body was not
broken, according to the explicit statement of John 19:36. When our lord
stated that the bread was His bodn He
could not mean this physically, because
the hand of His body was holding the
bread. We shall seebelow how this is to
be understood.
Now the meaningful words: "This do
in remembrance of mel'These words do
not appear in Matthew and Mark. They
ar€ pres€nt in [lke. Of the three occurrencesof the word,rnwrnbrance in the institution of the lord's Supper, two are in
this passagefrom Paul and one in [lke.

Th, Lord'sSupper
is
the watershed
between
the Old and New
Testtment.
Notice the present active imperative "dd'
It speaksofcontinuous action, that is, "go
on doingl' Becauseof the words in this
passagcthe lond's Supper has the authorization of a permanent celebration. "Remembrancd' (arunrrcsk) is related to six
other worrdsin the Greek Neur Gstament.
The use of the wond indicates clearly that
He would be absent bodily in the days
FUNDAMENTAIJST
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ahead. From the beginning in the gatherings of believersthis commemoration was
carried out. Just as the PassoverRast was
a commemoration of a redemption ft,om
physical bondage in Egypt to a life of
Mom,
so the lord's Supper is a remembrance of the redemption from spiritual
bondage to sin and Satan to a life of eternal fuedom in the New Birth. What is
to be recalled is not certain eventsr

Wt rnhuman
treacherywasat its
basesf,Christ'sloqteis

seenat its highest.
miraculous and earthchanging, but "mel'
It is His Person, His death on Calvary,
and His Resurrection. The verseis spealc
ing, not of what is permitted, but
commanded.
Paul states 'After the same manner"
the Lord took the cup after supper (to
distinguish it from the cup at the Passover
Ibast) and orplained its signiftcance.The
use of "same manner" showed that both
actions pointed to one covenant. Just as
the covenant at Mount Sinai was made
with the blood of a victim, offered by
Moses for all Israel (Exod. 24:8) and
remembered annually at the Passover
Fbast,so the new co\,renantwasto be continually ("as often as") recalled $er.
3l:31-34). The covenant was made and
concluded in His blood. Notice that occupation in the communion should be,
not on the elements as such, nor the
one(s)administering them, nor any other
distracting element, but on Christ
(w.24-25, 'bf me"; v.26, "till he come').
The lord's Supper ties together beautifullv (1) the past (v.23); (2) the present
(vv.24-26);and the future (v.26, "till he
come"). \ilhy so much emphasis on rememberingl Because of our natural
tendency to foqgetfulness,we need constant reminding. Again and again in
Deuteronomy they were told, "remember
and forget not."
With the words "as often as" the ordinance is tied to no single day, season,
or year, such as was true of the Passover.
APRIT19M

The word "proclainf' recalls the word
Hagadah (literally, "recital") among the
Jews, which meant at the Passoverthe
recital and e>cplanation(especiallyfor the
young) of the ceremoniesof the Paschal
Supper. In a deftnite sense, then, participation in the lord's Supper is a clear
proclamation (though it is a sermon without words, but in symbol) of Christ's
death and Resurrection.In short, by rymbol all celebrants preach the death of
Christ to the unsaved. What an incomparable evangelistic thrust this is! "The
lond's death'.:-not so much His sinlesslife,
His unmatched teaching, His unparalleled miracles,but His efficaciousand sinabsolving death. Notice, then, in the
lord's Supper the centrality of the Cross
as in all Scripture, which leads up to
Calrrary and then flows ftom it. Our lond
laid snesson the redemptive(Isa.53:l0l2)
and eschatologtcalfta. 25:6; llke 14:15)
significance of the ordinance.
To capsulate the significant teaching
of this passage,we have:
l. The perpetuity of the command"this do" (vv,24-25);"till he come" (v26).
2. The practice of the commandlhs
often as" (vv,25-26).
3. The purpose of the command-!'in
remembrance of me" (vv.24-25).
Significance and Meaning
l,ord's Supper

of the

A vast number in the Eastern and
Western churches hold to the doctrine of
transubstantiation. This view claims that
at the time the administering clergy recite the wondsconcerning the body and
blood, the elements are thus changed
into the actual body and blood of Christ,
thus offering God a sacrifice. It is clear
that Christ wErsnot commanding that His
sacrifice be repeated (cf. Hebrews-Heb.
9:28),but rather be remembered.\ilhen
Christ spokeof His body, He did so symbolically, as He called Himself a door
flohn 10:9),a vine (John l5:1), and a star
(Rev. 22:16).
A large group ofProtestants teach the
doctrine of consubstantiation, that is,
that alongside of, with, and under the
physical elementsare the actual body and
blood of Christ. In the sixteenth century
A.D., luther and Zwingli broke fellowship
over this issue.It is built on a doctrine of
cornmuniutio idiomaatm, a Latin phrase
which means that in Christ all His
human attributes, though separatefrom
the divine, could be spoken of inter-

changeablybecauseof their union in one
Person(cf.F.L.Cross,ed.,TheOxfordDictiornry of tfu ChristianChurch,p.319).At
times theseviews led to heterodo<y.(Were
the apostlessuch astute,technical theologians that they could understand such a
meaning to the lond's Supper?How many
theologians comprehend it today?)
A number of the followers of the
theologian John Calvin attribute efficacy
to the ordinance as a special means of
grace.Of this, it is clear, Christ did not
speak.He expectedHis hearersto take as
their point of comparison and reference,
the well-known observanceof the feast of
liberation, the annual Passover.
The considered position of this writer
is that the lord's Supper is a memorial,
first of all, in symbolic form. These days
memory is played down as child's play.
Not so among the ancients and in Scrip
ture. Memory is one of the vital links between this life and the future life Mark
9:48; llke l6:25ff.) So to rcmember

To ,r*emberChrist
in His deathactivates
the believingheartto
thanksslving,
Christ in His death for us activates the
believing heart to thanksgiving hence the
name Eucharist. More, it is a bond to
communion or sharing in a fellowship
and spiritual oneness(1 Cor. 10:1617).
Further, the ordinance is a witness of
Christ's death to unbelievers(a poclamation without words but effectively
through the observance of the rite
prescribed by the Lord Himsel$. It is
preaching of the highest order, elseChrist
would not have commanded it. Finally,
it is a clear prediction of Christ's coming
for His body, the church ("till he come").
We have the lord's Jlble becauseHe has
come; we continue to have it becauseHe
is yet to come. What a memorial and
D
what a remembrance!
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rticle X of the Chicago Statementon Biblical Inerrancy states:"WE AFFIRM that inspiration,
strictly speaking,appliesonly to the autographic
text of Scripture, which in the providence of God
can be ascertainedfrom available manuscriots
with great accuracy.\ile further affirm that copiesand translations of Scripture are the \Uord of God to the extent that they
faithfullv reprcsentthe original. WE DENY that an essentialelement of the Christian faith is affectedby the absenceof the
autographs.\ile further deny that this absencerendersthe assertion of biblical inerrancy invalid or irrelevantl'
The problem. As mentioned in the abovestatements,we
do not have the autographs
(originals) of the human authors of the Bible, only copies
of the original. Furthermore,
there are times when we have
a mixture of various readings
on the same paragftrph.To a
great extent this mixture of
texts is due to the fact that the
scribecopied the Scripturesby
hand. Most of thesevariances
were due to the unintentional
error of the scribewhereby he may have skipped a line, left out
a word, misspelleda word, repeateda word, put in another word
becausehe could not read the manuscript from which he was
copying, or similar errors that come about when copying literature. There were a few scribeswho intentionally changed the
text as they copied. Their reasonswere varied. Some made an
effort to improve grammar,others emphasizeda particular bent
in theology, and still others attempted to harmonize the text
with a parallel passage.Hence, for various reasonsbefore the
printing pressin 1450there was incomplete conformity in the
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copies of the Scripture.
The purpose. Gxtual criticism is of great importance
to those who hold to the inerrancy of the Bible becausewe want
to get back to what the original writer wrote-no more, no less.
J. Harold Greenleesuccinctly definesthe scienceand art of tq<tual criticism in Neru TeswrnentTextul Cnticism by saying: "Gxrual criticism is the study of copiesof any written work of which
the autograph (the original) is unknown, with the purpose of
ascertainingthe original textl'Thus textual criticism is practiced
not only in biblical literature but in any literature, when the
original is unknown. Therefore, we who hold to inerrancy must
not shun textual criticism. but take careful note of it in order
to determine what was
originally written.
Many fear textual criticism
thinking that it is an attempt
to eliminate portions of the
Bible. lt is thought that the
textual critics are trying to get
rid of certain portions thus beginning with 100percent and
ending with 90 percent of the
Bible. On the contrary, a more
accuratepicture is that we have
110percent of the Bible (all the manuscripts available)and we
want to get back to the 100percent (the absoluteoriginal text).
A couple of illusnations will suffice.In Ephesians5:2 some

criticisrn
is thestudyof

aariowcopiesin orderto oscertain
the origtnalwordsof the Bible,
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manuscripts read: "\7alk in love just as also Christ loved usl'
Other manuscriptsread: "Walk in love just as also Christ loved
youl'In this particular casewe have wice asmany readings("us"
and "you") or 200 percent of what was there originally. In this
case probably the befter reading is the first one and if that is
acceptedyou have 100percent reading in this instance.Notice,
if the other reading were preferred it would not affect any doctrine. To be sure this is a rather simple example,but it serves
to illustrate the point. However, many textual problems are iden.
tical or very similar to this one.
Another example would be an insertion between llke 6:4
and 5 which reads:"On the sameday he saw a man working
on the Sabbath. He said to him, 'Man, if on the one hand you
know what you are doing, you are blessed;but ifon the other
hand you do not know, you are cursed and a transgressorof
the lawl " Is this the \Vord of God? One can be certain that it
is not becausethis rcading is found only in a sixth<entury manuscript and not found in other manuscripts.Hence, by not accepting this reading, we are back to the 100 percent. We have
eliminated a fabrication of a scriberather than eliminating any
portion of the Word of God.
Therefore, becauseof the absenceof the original text, textual
criticism in biblical studies is the study of the various copies
of the text in order to ascertainthe original words of the Bible.
It is a most important tool for the inerrant position.
The promise. Although some difficult decisionsmust be
made in attempting to discoverthe original reading,we must realize that the Bible has been accuratelypreservedin severalways
unparalleledin any other literature of the ancient world. First,
the qualiry of the manuscripts,with few exceptions,is far greater

than that of any other kind of literature. Although there are
variationsthat come in copyingmanuscripts,the biblical manuscripts have been copied with the greatest of care. This was
remarkably substantiatedwith the discovery of the Dead Sea
Scrolls in 1947.Beforethis discoverythe oldest manuscriptsof
the Hebrew Old Gstament could not be dated before A.D.900.
The discoveryof the Dead SeaScrollsmade availableOld'lbstament texts that date back to 100 SC. and they are remarkably
closeto the text of e.O.900-only pointing to the persistentaccuracy of scribal copying.
Second, the Bible has many more manuscriptscopied over
the span of time than any other ancient literature. In the New
lbstament alone there are well over 5,000 Greek manuscripts.
Furthermore, we have many manuscriptsthat are very early. One
fragmentof John 18:31-33,
37-38is dated asearly as A.D.125-150,
only 30 to 70 yearsafter John wrote the Gospel (dependingon
when one datesthe Gospel).This is unparalleledin other ancient
literature.In this secularliterature it is not uncommon to have
only a few manuscripts(many times under l0) which date well
over 1,000yearsbetween the original and extant copies.How
do we know whether or not there were changesmade during
this time?Yet many times historiansbuild much of our ancient
history on so few manuscripts!
We conclude then, the Bible has so many and such qualitative
manuscripts,we can be assuredof getting back to the original
words of the Bible.
The procedure. \Uhile we cannot go into the intricacies
of the science and art of textual criticism in just a couple
paragraphs,severalprinciples may be stated. A textual critic first
takesinto account the ageof the manuscript, the idea being that

As the still, grey child of night-time
Tirrns slowly from his bed,
The warm child of the morning
Rises slowly to his stead.
The shadow-monsterof the shed
Shrinks calmer and serene;
The blue-greenfence turns bluer
And also more like green.
The unseen now seen footprints
Of a dog nowhere in sight,
Betray the chaseof something
During sometime in the night.
The sunlight sparkling slowly
Through the frost-infestedtrees;
The shadowsfrom their cold half-limbs
Sink slowly to their knees.
As dawn is blooming from the east,
Creeping softly like a mouse,
A rose is blooming slow and sweet
Up close next to the house,
Time now shatters silence
As it starts another day;
The window, once kaleidoscope
Has turned to picture fiame.
-Henry Carbeck

the older manuscript is probably copied
from one that is nearerto the time of the
original. The characterof the manuscript
is alsoobserved,believingthat a carefully
copied manuscript is not apt to have as
many errors as a carelesslycopied one.
Third, the number of manuscripts is
noted, for it is safeto think, as in the case
of the illustration of the inserrion between
llke 6:4 and 5 above (where the words
are in only one manuscript and not in
over 5,000 others), that it was not part
of the original. These are only a few of
many factors that are considered in ascertaining the original reading.
The procedure of textual criticism is
well illustrated in Tlry Vord Is Truth by
Edward J. Young:
Suppose that a schoolteacher
writes a letter to the Presidentof
the United States.fb her greatjoy
she receivesa personal reply. It is
a treasureshe must sharewith her
pupils and so she dictates the letter to them. They are in the early
days of their schooling, and spell.
ing is not yet one of their strong
4a

points. ln his copy of the letter
Johnny has misspelleda few words.
Mary has forgotten to crossher t's
and to dot her i's. Bill has written
one or two words twice and Peter
omitted a word now and then.
Nevertheless,
despiteall theseflaws
about 30 copiesof the President's
letter have been made. Unfortunately, the teacher misplacesthe
original and cannot find it. To her
great sorrow it is gone. She does
not have the copy which camedirectly from the President'spen; she
must be content with those that
the children have made.
\Uill anyone deny that she has
the words of the President?Does
she not have his message,in just
those words in which he wrore ro
her?Jiue enough, there are some
minor mistakesin the letters. but
the teacher may engage in the
scienceof textual criticism and cop
rect them. She may correct the
misspelledwords,she may write in
those words which have been

omitted and crossout those which
are superfluous. Without any
serious difficulty she may indeed
restorethe original.
Conclusion. Do we believe Alexander the Great conqueredthe world? Do
we believethat Octavius defeatedAntony
and Cleopatraat the Banle of Actium on
September2, 31 B.c.?If we do, we must
rememberthat theseeventsarebasedon
the evidencefrom a very few manuscripts
in comparison to the Bible. \7e have so
many more copies of the text. Furthermore, in working on the problemsof the
texts, we discoververy few placesin the
entire \ilord of God poseany seriousquestion of what have been the words of the
original writers, and in no caseis there
any essentialelement of the Christian
faith that has been affected.So we who
hold to inerrancy should welcome the
study of textual criticism, becauseof our
desireto restore100percent of what was
written as the Word of God.
O
Reprinted by permission from lCBl Update of the International
Council on Biblical Inerrancv
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An Interview with
BeverlyLaHNye
Questions and Answers

BeverlyLoHoyeis thefounderond presidant
of ConcertedWomen
for Amenco,onuionwidc Drcyerandaction
prcgran
network,Shecnd her husband,Tim, hosta weeklytelevision
called"LtHayesonForily Life" and con
concenttote
ducttheh FomilyLife Sernhtrs.Bothof theseendeavors
on promotingthebiblicol fmily onduhtuc.
The LaHayeshavefour childrenand six grandchlldl'.en,In
a recentinteraiewBeverlylooksct the changtng
role of wornenand descnbes
how ConcernedWomenfor Amencacanmokea differcnce.
o
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and how was Concerned Women for America

formed?
A
years ago as I was traveling around and speakingwith
.6,iFive
my husband in our family seminars, I became aware that the
feminist movement was dominating the aftention of the prcss.
I was particularly upset when these feminists stated that they
spoke for all American women. The averageChristian woman
didnt know what was happening. We were concennating on rais,
ing our families and working in our churches. \Ue didrft know
what ERA stood foq we didrft know what NO\$f was doing. I
saw a great need to educate Christian women.
Our initial step was to hold a rally in our community. \Ue
rented a big auditorium, announced the meeting, and 1,200people came. The response was tremendous. God just blessed it!
\Uhen it was all over many of the women asked what we wer€
going to do noct. We didnt have any plans, but we were urged
to get the messageout to more and monegroups.Our committee
began organizing, studying, and preparing ourselves.During the
ne:<t three months we offercd 66 conferences in our area,
Ve uane invited to conseruative-mindedchurches,clubs, and
Ff,As. Our program just flourished. We were surprised by the
results and saw a wonderful oppornrnity before us.
Our aftorney said,"Beverly,if you are going to get this organized, you had better incorporatd'The initial committee became
our board, and we launched Concerned Women for America,
lnc, which is our lobbying arm. Concemed Women for America,
Education and Iegal DefenseFoundation, sponriorsour newsletter, our education program, and our general legal counsels.Our
two full-time attorneys defend casesfor women who have been
taken to coun because of their stand on religious fteedom or
moral convictions.
In September of 1983we opened our Capitol Hill office with
a lobbyist and a full-time attorney. Providing Bible.believing
Christian women a lobbying office in Washington, DC., is really
exciting to me. Ve can let our voice be heard. When womerfs
issuescome up*moral issues,social issues,or family issues-we
APRIL1984

are right there to register our influence, along with the other
lobbying groups who may not agrcewith us. Sometimes Christian women think lobbying is a dirty word, but it isrft. l|0e are
mercly trying to show those with power that there is another
view.
When we started ftve years agq I had no idea what the lord
would do with our organization. We started with zero and now
we are over 235,000 strong.
o
'Vhat

movements in America do you feel are the grcatest

threat to the family and moral principles?
41

A
{a.iProbablv
the most dominant one
is the National Organization for Vromen.
When they launched their Houston
Women's Conference, they stated all the
things they wanted the gwernment to do
for women, including lesbian rights,
abortion ondemand, got/emment funded
abortions, and other such things. They
were saying that the women of America
demand this. But the women of America
did not demand it-a few, yes,but not the
majority.
The ACLU backs up NOW in court
cases that we feel are unjust. And of
course Planned Parenthood has a comprehensive Fogram that we feel tears
apart the traditional family.

'Why do you think Christians have
allowed these groups to wield such influence over the years!
A:*.
have been asleep and the
Secular Humanist feminists have been
gathering momenftlm. \Uhen you go back
into history you can see the Secular
Humanist philosophy unfolding, slowly
creeping in until it makes a major difference. Compared to the whole census
of the United States, they are small in
number, but they have gotten into the
key positions-in the govemment, in
education, in those organizations that
take philosophies and mold them into
policies regarding our childrcn and our
govemment. We fell asleepand they took
advantage. Now that we arc awakergain
we have the chance to influence the legislators with our philoeophy and to stay on
guard to prevent it ftom slipping again.

'How do you propose we combat
these groups, to revers€ the trend and
bring the country back to God?
A!W.U,I
think first of all, by alerting
the people. I ffnd that as soon as most
Christians hear what's happening, their
reaction is "'Where have I been? Is this
really happening in America?" They go
through all the emotions of anger and
r€senfinent becausc som@ne is undermining the traditional r"aluesthis narion
was founded on and robbing us of our
Goddven fieedoms. Then they want to
know what to do

a,

1b be very practical, we have got to
get Christians registeredto vote, educate
them regandingthe candidates,and make
sure they vote wisely.
A more personal involvement should
be taken by parents to see what's being
taught in their childrerfs schools. Although we are very supportive of Christian education, everyonedoesrft have the
blasing of a Christian school. If thaCsthe
case, parrents need to be informed on
what their children are being taught.
Even if we don't have children in
public schools, we need to be aware of
what is going on, becauseour tix dollars
are paying for public education. For instance,we have followed an Oregon high

retract her statements. When she refused
to back down, they sued her for $100,000.
What she said was true and she could
verifr it. Thads when she contacted CWA
for legal assistance.After many months
of legalproceduresand much enpense,the
NEA dropped the lawsuit against her.
We believe we won this casebecause
the NEA knew they could not prove that
what she said was mong and becausewe
were able to ftnd out that they had
ulterior motives. During the trial one of
the men on their staff testiffed that the
NEA was at war against the New Reli.
gious fught, that we stood for Christian
education and they didnt. We had thousands of women acrossAmerica praying

Wt rn wornen's
issuescorneup-rnoral,

socrnl,
or family

issues-we are nsht
thereto regpstet
our

influcnce.
school that is showing a l3-part fflm series
published by McGraw-Hill called "The
Christians Seriesl' These films subtly
ridicule Christians, attempt to undermine
faith in the Bible and the worrdsofJesus,
and glorifr evolution and modern science.
This is one e:<ampleof why Christians
have to watch the enemy as he tries to
creep in and destroy our moral foundation in America.

A.
is involved in legal action
<.CVA
defending Christian women and families
who have taken a stand for their biblical
principles. What are some of those cases?
Aiftt
longest has been the National
Education Association suit ftled almost
two yearsago againg one of our members
in Bristol, Gnnessee.She had read an article in the local paper, telling about all
the wonders of NEA. In a letter to the
editor she called the NEA a promoter of
Secular Humanism. The NEA took offenseat her letter and demandedthat she

that the court case would truly be an
er<ampleof what righteousnesscan do for
this country. We believe it was. Our noct
big battle was for the Christian schools
in Nebraska.Our two attorneys worked
diligently to help free the fathers who
were in jail in Nebraska.

A.

A(,.Many women think, "Vhat can I
dq I am just a housewifej'or "I work and
dorft harretime to get involvedl What are
some of the ways women can become involved on a local level in order to combat anti-family, antiCod legislation?
A!fn...
are thousands of women
who are pleased to be homemakers and
pleasedto be mothers, but they wanr to
get involved and don't know how. IVe are
coming out with a liale booklet called
How n Lobb frorl Ywr Kitchen Table.
Becausee'verywoman can lobb'y ftom the
kitchen table; she can have an influence,
and we need the working women involved in it too If the women who believe
FUNDAMENTAIJST
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letters on the desks of congressmenand
senators. That's the only way that they
are going to know that we ar€ out there,
and I believe we can make a positive
difference.
Part of that network includes praying
for elected ofrcials and the Supreme
Court justices. These people determine
the laws for our families, for our future,
and for our grandchildren. They need our
prayers.

in traditional moral values committed
themselves to that type of involvement,
we could have a strong efiect on America.
a
'Organizations

like

Concerned

Women for America are an indication
that women's roles are changing. Just
looking at Christian women specifically,
how do you see women's roles changing
in the church and in society?
A
.Ca.aI think women are feeling more
secure,more confident in their Christian
walk and that's beautiful. I think that is
pleasing to the [ord. God doesrft want
women to be downtrodden. Interestingly,
women have the most freedom in the
countries where Christianity is upheld.
God gives women a true fieedom that
comes with knowing who we are and
whose we are. I see more Christian
women who are developing that aaitude
instead of the idea that "I am jrut a
homemakerl'They are thrilled to be a
homemaker because that's where God
wants them. And if God calls them to
something other than motherhood, they
are thrilled to be that too Seeing Christian women possessingthat quiet confidence that only God can give is a
blessing.
More importantly, we need morc men
who are willing to take the leadershiprole
God wants them to take. Probably the
gr€atest cry I get from women centers
around the husband not being the spiri.
tual leader in the home. A wife whose
husband is not the spiritual head of the
family is ripe for the feminist philosophy.

'Projecting l0 yearsftom now, what
do you think womerfs roles will be,
especially in Christian circles?
think we are going to see ChrisAlf
tian women willing to be open about being godly women. They may have been
godly women before, but they were doing
it quietly and with liale confidence. I
think God is giving them the conftdence
to speak out. Groups like Concerned
Women for America harrcgiven hundreds
of women an avenue for involvement.
Th.y ate not trying to dominate men,
not at all, but they are following the rrip
tural teaching.Ephesians5:11says,'And
have no fellowship with the unfruitful
API{IL 1984

A.

goals do you have for Con\loVhat
cerned Women for America?

W,

willbe seeing

Chnstianwomen
speakingout rnore

freqrcntlyand with
rnorefervor against
immorality.
works of darknessi'r$(/ewouldn't think of
participating in abortion or pornography,
but the Scripture goes on to say we
should "r€prcve theml'I think we will be
seeing Christian women speaking out
more frequently and with more fervor
against immoraliry
a

'How is the CWA prayer network
organized and operated?
I am so glad that you asked
AlOtt,
that because that's my heartbeat. We
work differcnt ways. We prefer to work
through the churches. \Uhere the pastor
agreeswith our program we organize our
women, rcalizing that it's going to take a
unity of prayer to make an impact. How
effectirrcthis will be when we have all the
Christian women in America joined in
prayer! God is going to hear that kind of
unity in prayer.
We never act and then pray, we pray
and then act. Pnyer motivates us to write
letters, to call our r€pr€sentatives. One
day our network will be able to send out
the worrd and in one week's time our
members will be able to put millions of

of the goals that I am earAiO".
nestly pursuing is motivating women to
become dedicated to building spiritual
growth in the lives of their daughters.The
daughters and sons of this generation
have gone through a lot. They have had
morc temptations than u/eer/erhad. They
have had more schemesof the Devil, as
mentioned in Ephesians,and we must
show them how to resist.We need to train
our daughters and our sons on issuesof
morality. Husbands and wives must work
together to do this. Having regular family
devotions would affect the whole structure ofour nation, and 20 yearsfrom now
we wouldn't have the confusion we have
now. This spiritual renewal is our major
goal.

A.

A(,oHow can women become involved
in CWA?
A
we are a membership group.
.6,iVell,
Our membership fee is just $10 a year,
and our members receive a monthly
newsletter fflled with the latest information on issuesaffecting women and the
traditional family. The newsletteralso tells
women what they can pray for during the
month and what action projects should
be initiated.
This September, Concerned Women
for America is going to hold one of the
most signiftcant events in the history of
this nation. I don't want to say any more
about it, o(cept to encourage every
woman who is reading this article to
pleasepray for C\UA as we labor and plan
for this momentous occasion. I'm convinced it is going to be a turning point
in the lives of millions of women acnrss
this nation.
D
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Alva J. McClain
Faithful, Honorable, Diligent
by Herman A. Hoyt
Two menstand out prominentlyas leolers in themouementtlwt
culminated in the organiTationof Grore Theological Seminaryand
the establishmentof the National Fellowship of Grace Brethren
Churches.One was l,ouis S. Bauman. As a minister, he was the
outstandingleader among Brethren ministers: fearless,ddicated,
unsweruingin deuotionto Christ. The otherwasAlqtal. McCIain,
whose organiyingability and clear insight into the Word of God
openedup a new era in the theologicalthinking and understanding
of the Vord of God for the BrethrenChurch.In thegoodprouidence
of God thesetwo mencameto the kingdomfor sucha time as this.
lva J. McClain, an outstanding theologian of the
Brethren Church, joined forces with such men as
lLJ. GreshamMachen, lewis Sperry Chafer, R.A. Torrey,
G. Campbell Morgan, and Mlbur M. Smith in making a determined stand againstthe inroadsof theologicalLiberalismsweeping through Protestantismduring the early twentieth century.
McClain wasborn April 11,1888,at Aurelia,Iowa.His father,
Walter Scon McClain, was ordained to the ministry by Henry R.
Holsinger, who founded the Brethren Church in 1882. His
mother, Mary Ellen Gnagey,was a sisterof A.D. Gnagey,a noted
minister and editor who alsoparticipated in the dissentof 1882
and the organization of the Brethren Church.
A
,{
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The McClain familv moved from Iowa
to Arizona and from tirere to Sunnyside,
Washington, where McClain spent his
early days.At age23, Alva made his profession of faith in the lord JesusChrist
under the preaching of L.S. Bauman,
whose strong preaching on the Book of
Daniel convinced McClain that Christ
was all that He claimed to be and that
he neededChrist for his Saviour.By this
time in his life, Alva had completedtwo
years of study at the University of
Vashington, where he quarterbacked the
football team. While at the universiry he
met JosephineGingrich of [a Porte City,
lowa, and married her on June 7, 1911.
She was also saved during the Bauman
meetings.
McClain's conversionchangedhis life.
He decided to enter the Christian
ministry and immediately moved to los
Angeles to become a student at the
newly organized Bible Institute of los
Angeles. He sat under the teaching of
R.A. Torrey and was a fellow student of
Donald Grey Barnhouse.
After finishing the course in the
Bible Institute, he attended the
theological seminary of the United
PresbyterianChurch in Xenia, Ohiq and
pastoreda Brethren church. During the
next four yearshe completedthe regular
theological curriculum, all the residence
work for the master of theology degree,
and worked toward the bachelor of arts
degreefrom Antioch College.In 1917he
was ordained to the Christian ministry at
the General Conference of the Brethren
Church meeting in \ilinona Lake,
Indiana. Also in that year, he becamea
member of the Foreign Missionary Board
of the Brethren Church, serving as its
candidate secretary for 30 years before
resigning in 1982.
The next year he was called as pastor
of the First Brethren Church of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where he
served for five years. He taught in the
Philadelphia School of the Bible from
1919 to 1923 when, because of poor
health which persistedthroughout the reflerman A. Hoyt is
president emeritusof
Grace Theological
Saninary and Grace
College. He holds a
Th.D. from Grace
Theological Seminary.
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mainder of his life, he was compelled to
terminate his ministry in Philadelphia. In
1921 he prepared The Messageof the
Brethren Ministry later adopted by the
ministerial association.
Returning to southern California, he
resumedwork for his bachelor's degreeat
Occidental College and graduatedasthe
valedictorianof his class.His valedictory
address was a defense of the Christian
faith. After he fulfilled the academicrequirements for seminary degrees,Xenia
Theological Seminary conferred upon
him the degreesof bachelor of divinity
and master of theology.

H* seotest

contributionis the
investment
he madein
youngmen tnd

womenwho satunder
his teaching,
From then on he made theological
education his career,serving as professor
of Bible and theology at Ashland College
(Ohio) from 1925 to 1927 and then
teaching at the Bible Institute of los
Angeles frcm 1927to 1929.At this point,
he directed theological education at the
First Brethren Church, then under the
pastoral leadershipof L.S. Bauman.
McClain and Bauman decided the
Brethren Church needed a graduate
school of theology to systematizeits
theological thinking and enlarge its
ministry at home and abroad. They
started this school in the First Brethren
Church of long Beach, California. The
Board of Tiusteesof Ashland College invited them to present their plans at its
spring meeting in 1930.There the decision was made to locate the school in
Ohio on the campusof Ashland College.
Alva McClain wasappointed to direct the
reorganizationof Ashland Seminary as a
graduateschool, and to prepare its curriculum and first catalog.He wasnamed
to the Board of Tiusteesof Ashland Collegeand servedfrom 1930to 1935.He was
also electedto the moderatorshioof the

General Conference of the Brethren
Church in 1930.
The organizinggeniusof this man had
far-reachingresults.Although there was
no intent on the part of McClain to produce division, a division among the
Brethren did come. The opposition
centeredlargelyin the faculty of Ashland
College and the Board of Tiustees.The
first seven years of this newly organized
theological school had produced some
able and dedicatedmen for the ministry.
with this trend in the atmosphereand
philosophy of education in Ashland College,the ministry and leadershipin the
Brethren Church werebound to change.
Opposition began shortly after the initial
reorganizationof the seminary.By 1935
the conflict went throughout the faculty
and board of trusteesto the floor of the
General Conference. At the spring
meeting of the Board of Jiustees issues
came to a climax. Because Alva J.
McClain and I, Herman A. Hoyt, were
regarded as inharmonious spirits, the
board of trusteesordered the president of
the collegeto seekour termination from
the faculty either by resignation or
dismissal.We elected to be dismissed.
Our dismissal produced a shock
within the student body and the
denomination. The student body,
without any influence from us, walked out
of the school and determined to go
elsewhere.Many leadersof the denomination were in Ashland at the time, so a
prayer meeting was called for that evening and the next. During theseevening
meetingsthe decision was made to start
the Brethren Biblical Seminary Associa.
tion, with an eye to establishinga new
seminary for the young men who had
withdrawn from Ashland. McClain was
appointed to direct the founding and
preparation of the new seminary.
An unsuccessful attempt to prevent
this wasmade at the GeneralConference
of the Brethrcn Church in August of
1937.In October the new school,Grace
Theological Seminary opened its ministry
in the First Brethren Church of Akron,
Ohio, with a total of 39 students-almost
twice the number who had withdrawn
from Ashland Seminary.
The dismissalof two seminary professorsfor no other reasonthan that they
were faithful to the Word of God.
honored their contracts, and were diligent
in teaching their classes,was bound to
have a more far-reachingeffect than the
45

mere withdrawal of 20 students from a
seminary in Ashland, Ohio. All this
made clear the need for a new school to
savetheseyoung men for the denomination and a board of trusteeswho would
prc,tect and preserve the faith being
taught in that school. The denomination
would be called upon to defend or denounce this faith.
At the General Conferencesheld in
1937and 1938,deliberateattempts were
made to destroy the efforts to start the
new school. Every stratagemof politics
was employed by the enemiesof the faith
to accomplish their purpose, but they
failed because there were sufficient
delegatesftom the churches to defend the
causeof the faith. The real test came at
the General Conference of 1939.By pack
ing the committee on credentials, the

H*

McClain was called as president and
professor of Christian theology and
apologeticsand servedin that capacityfor
25 years.He waspresidentemeritus of the
schoolfrom 1962until his death in 1968.
From that small beginning the
graduateschool has grown to almost 500.
Grace College was added in the fall of
1948and now has a student body ofmore
than 900. Both schools are accredited by
the North Central Association of Collegesand Secondary Schools.
In the fall o( 1939the boandof tmstees
decided to move the school from Akron,
Ohiq to Winona Lake, Indiana. The upper floor of the FreeMethodist Publishing
House was rented for this purpose and
those quarters were used for the next 12
years.During this time the school continued to grow until it wasforced to move

orsaniinsabilityondclearinsightinto

the Wordof Godopenedup a newerain
theologlcalthinkins for the BrethrenChurch.
detractorsgained a majority vote as they
disqualified more than 80 delegateswho
supported McClain and the new seminary. Liale did they realizethat they had
taken the step that would split the
church. All delegatessupporting Grace
Theological Seminary left the conference
and organizedThe National Fellowship
of Grace Brethren Churches.
The rejection of properly qualified
delegateswas a providence of God. Not
only was Grace Theological Seminary
able to pursue its courseaccordingto the
lilUordof God, but the church in general
took on new life. All home mission work
was taken over by the new organization.
All foreign mission work was likewise
handed over to the new organization.A
new publishing house had to be estab.
lished. As already made clear, the new
seminary had to start from the beginning. But even sq there wasnew life and
a new atmosphere,a new challenge,and
from this beginning the work in the
National Fellowship of Grace Brethren
Churches has thrived. Men would never
have planned it this way,but God in His
wise providence orders merls steps-and
His way is always best.
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to
a campus on the easternoutskirts of
'Winona
Lake.
The list of honors conferred upon
McClain includes membership in the
National Honor Society of Phi Beta
Kappa and a doctor of laws degreefrom
Bob JonesUniversity. He was a charter
member of the EvangelicalTheological
Society.
His Bible Trutlu Catechism went
through more than six editions and was
translatedinto French and Spanish.His
concise and illuminating Outline and
Argumentof the Book of Ronwnsstill sur.
vives as a lucid unfolding of Romans.
Perhapshis most monumental work is
The Greatnessof the Kingdom.This came
from the press in 1959 and in many
respectsis the outstanding discussionon
the subjectofthe kingdom in this generation. Its 500 pages contain carefully
reasonedbiblical material on this subject.
This was to be the first of sevenvolumes
on Christian theology, however, health
made it impossibleto carry his ambition
to fulfillment. Today his unpublished lecture notes covering the standard threeyear course in the field of Christian
theology are still preservedand used in

Grace Theological Seminary.
His greatestcontribution is the investment he made in young men and women
who sat under his teaching. They will
never forget the impressionhe made upon
them as he unfolded the Word of God
and unveiled before their eyesJesus,the
Christ, as Son of God and lord of Life.
There was nothing pedantic about his
teaching. In the simplest languagehe laid
before them the most profound truths of
the Word of God and sent them forth
with determination to love and servethe
lord JesusChrist. Christian life has been
enriched, and the fundamental,
premillennial, pretribulational teaching of
the Scriptureshasbeen unveiled through
the life and teaching of this man. !
In 1928I heard AIua McCIain deliuer
a sermonon the personof Cltrist at the
Gmeral Confuarce of tfu Brethrm Chtch
conuenedat Ashland, Ohio. TIwt one messagemade suchan impact on me, I only
Iwped tlwt somday I would be able to
prearh like tlwt. But I neuer dreamed I
might lwve the opportunitJ to sit under his
ministry for more than 28 yarc. When I
leamd thb seminorywos to beginits ministry that faII, I determind to enter ilvt
school.Two yearslater I did, and I spent
threeof the mostwonderful yars of ry life
under his teaching.In tlwt period of time
I never missedoneof his clrsses.In oldition
to the substancehe taught, I followed carefuIly the metlwd he used, aII of which
enabld me to be the teacllerI becamefor
more tlwn 40 years.
-Herman Hoyt

Missionaries,evangelists,and those who must
teachtheir children al home. Now used in 68
countriesand the U.S. Easyto use.Academically
superior.Write for information.
Pen*colaChrislianadmilsstudenlsof anv race,
color.andnalional
or ethnicorigin.
Box 18000, Station FJ-C
Pensacola, Florida 32523

Pensacola Chrtstian School
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by Bob Larson

Decoys

Fakc Food

Hell

Gertmde is a dummy. I don't wish to
speakdisrespectfully of her, but she really
is a little bit of a blockhead. That's OK
because Gertn-rde doesn't go anywhere.
She just sits behind the wheel of a police
car in Rocky Hill, Connecticut. Gertmde
does have an inflated image of herselfshe's an inflatable doll, a decoy to make
drivers think that a real cop is checking
their speedwith radar. Most drivers decelerate when they see Gertrude, and the
city reports a 30 to 40 percent drop in
s@ing citations since the plastic policewoman cirme on duty. BecauseGertnrde
looks real, people are morre inclined to
honor the law. The conclusion one might
draw is that people obey rules only when
they are afraid of gening caught. If you're
thinking about breaking one of God's
commandments, remember, He doesrft
employ any decoys. God is omniscient
and He seesevery moral transgression.

It looks luscious. But before you send
your compliments to the chef, look again.
The duplicated delicacy you behold may
not be real. E:quisitely renderedfal<efood
has become a multimilliondollar business, especially in Japan. The palatable,
plastic copiesare desigrredto stimulate the
taste buds and gastric juices so restaurant
customers will order to their delight. A
good banana costs$250, and you can pay
up to $1,300for a large lobster. "There is
a way which seemeth right unto a manj'
Proverbs14:12wams, "but the end thereof
are the waysofdeathl'Japanese fake food
manufacturershave nothing on the Devil.
He's been offering mankind false perception of pleasure for milleniums. On the
other hand we are invited to "taste and
see that the lord is good" (Psalm 34:8).
The Bread of Life that God offers isrlt
fake food. One bite, and you'll hunger for
more.

For $19.95Robert Smith will sell you
10,000cubic feet of either heaven or hell.
Smith started the gimmick as a joke but
now runs orpensive ads in major magazines.The property line o<tendsone million miles up, or 200 feet down, ftom a
plot of land Smith orvns on Washington
State'sOlympic peninsula. Printed deeds
warn that hellish property doesrft have
much of a view, while the heavenly lots
look out on the CascadeMountain Range
Who buys a piece of heaven or hell?
Women, it turns out, r€serye a place in
perdition for spurned boyfriends and e:<husbands.Men tend to court their sweethearts with a pieceof heaven. Smitn"sads
declare "Order heavenor hell and choose
your destinyl' Don't be misled by such
claims. Hell is reserved for those who
deliberately turn their backs on God. If
you end up there, dont take Smitn"sdeed
with you, unless you plan to frame it in
asbestos.
@ Bob Larson Ministries
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picrure
mor,on
"new

COAEH
At u" withworm humor ond excitingsuspense,
this enjoyableond
fast-mouingfilm will not only motiuoteyoung people, but all oges,to a deeper wolk with
Chnst. COACH is o powerlul motionpicture, rooted in scripturalpinciples.lt lives
becauseit is the real storyof Chistians courageousenoughto t'aceond deol with sin, sin
that cripplesand robs lit'eof joy and uictory,and thot robs Christol His glory.
For more inJormotion,wnte or call: Olioe's Film Plloductlong, Inc. P.O. Box 9;
Madison,AL 35758; (205) 837-4166; or call your local Chnstionfilm distributor.
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Show"vs.TheEternalReility
"ThePassing
by Alva J. McClain

Tfu worl"dpassethaway, urd
tfu h;attlvraf: butfu tlwt daeth
tfu will of Godabidethfor ever.
--1 John2:17
atl.
ut of the ciry of
New York there
comes every year a
show called "The Passing
Showl' It is named after the
year that is past. Last year, it
was "The Passing Show of
19181'This year it will be
"19191'Next year, it will be
"1920:' The scenery of this
show is gorgeous.Its costumes
reprcsentthe utmost that a lavish expenditure of money can
secure.The cast is made up of
stars in the theatrical profession. The cost of the show will
appro:cimatea fornrne. And its
sole purpose is to amuse the
public with a portrayal of that
which is passing.Certainly the thing is well namedJ'The Passing Showl'For the men who concoct its alluring scenesare pase
ing. Those who write its sensuousmusic are passing.The men
who conceiveits ungodly jestsare passing.The much-heralded
beauty of those who have sold their God-given heritageto the
public gaze-this too is passing,In a few short years it will all
be gone. In its steadwill be wrinkles and ugliness.The scenery,
the songs,the costumes-all are passing.The men who own it
are passing. The building in which it is staged is passing. Even
the crowd that sit down to feed their animal passionsupon its
sights and sounds-these too are passing.The name is indeed
fitting.
But this "PassingShow" is not peculiar in respectto its tran.
sient character. It is not something unique in the worldsomething strange.The "PassingShow of 1918"is a passingshow
becauseit belongs to and is a part of a world which is a passing
world! For, saysthe text, "The world passethaway,and the lust
thereofl' l,et us define exactly what this "world" is. The Greek
word is kosmos.This word does not refer to the world as a planet.
It means the "scheme of material things that e><istsupon the
earthl'You might call it "the world schemej"'the world arrangement" or "the world systeml' It includes the social order, the
political system,businesssystem,even the religioussystems.All

this goesto make up what the
Bible calls the kosmos or
"worldl' The Bible declares
that this kosmos"passethawayi'
it is passingaway, and it will
continue to pass away, and
there will come an end or consummation of the process.
The processthat the Bible
callspassingawayis not something new. It has been in operation ever since the dawn of
history. The world has had
some great philosophersSocrates,Platq Aristotle. All
passedaway. It has had some
great scientists-Huxley,
Spencer, Darwin. It has had
some great kings-Pharaoh,
Nebuchadnezzar,Cyrus, Ale><ander, Caesar, Napoleon,
Some great civilizationsEgypt, Babylon, Hittite. Some
greatcities-Nineveh, Babylon.
All have passedaway!
Five years ago it seemedas if the world had at last struck
its proper gait. We had certain institutions and settled ideasthat
seemedto be permanent. Then, suddenly, without any warning, the great war burst upon us, and since that time longcherishedinstitutions and ideashave been passingaway so swiftly
that in some instances we have failed to find anything to take
their places.
Three years ago there were two mighty empires in the
world-Germany and Russia,ruled by systemsthat seemedimpregnable. Who would have dreamed that within a few months
they would be overnrrned? Germany, with a saddle-maker in
the rather insecureseatof president! Russiain the hands of anarchists!Think of it-the destiny of 180million presidedover by
two men---onea long-hairedfanatig the other a tramp newspaper
reporter from New York. The world is passing! But the power
and rule of Ienin and liotsky is no more permanent than that
of the Kaiser or the Czar. Even now, it is passingaway.The world
is passing away!
Tlke the government of our own land. We had boasted conceming the rule of the peoplehere, the fteedom of the individual,
of business. In less than a year, our government changed into
little less than an absolute monarchy. Overnight, political parties dropped the settled policies of years.

LOA{ry We &re Oetng

horangued
and lectured
by collegeprofes.sors
ond
opostatepreachers.
They
tell us that "old things
hovepcssedowoy,ond oll
thingshauebecomenew!'
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The world has some great men today.
But they are passing away. An orator
arose to speak: "I miss many of the faces
I used to shakehands withS'Mixed up a
bit, but he told the truth!
Today we arebeing haranguedand lectured by college professors and apostate
preachers.They tell us that'bld things
have passed away, and all things have
become new."They din into our earsthat
this New Order has come to stay. I agree
with them that old things have passed
away; many things are become new. But
my agreementceaseswhen I am told that
the New Order has come to stay!Nothing
which pertains to this world has come to
stay. Give it time and even the New
Order will pass away like all the rest, to
make room for another New Order.
Governments will continue to pass
away.
Rulers will continue to pass away.
Political systems.
New religions.
Civilizations.
Cities-Petrograd five years ago was a
city of 2 million. A center of art, business,
and so forth. lbday it is a city of the dead!
People there eat dead horses!
Who is bold enough to say that nothing like this could possiblycome to Paris,
london, or New York? The world will
continue to pass away. There will come
an end or consummation to this process
of passingaway.The processwill come in
one great holocaust, when all that is
strictly of the world shall pass away
forever. The kosmos with its political,
social,financial, and religious systems,will

Am,onis a foolto

spendhis life in
pursuitof that which
is certninto Passaway

The world is passingaway.And it is not
passing away because of the action of
some force without it. The causeof the
world's passingaway is within the world.
In other words, the world contains the
elementsof its own destruction!
Everything that is in the world and
of the world is based upon lust. Political
system is based on the lust for power.
Business system on the lust for gold.
Social system on the lust for position.
Religious systemson the lust for selfdominion. All are based on lust. Now
here is the eternal and immutable law:
"'When lust hath conceived, it bringeth
forth sin: and sin, when it is finished,
bringeth forth death" (ames 1:15).The
world is passing away becauseit is based
on lust. It contains that which will finally
accomplishits destmction-like the earth,
which contains the ftresthat will one day
destroy it.
Now it is my desire to show how the
tnrth ofthis taft concernsyou personally.
Many of you are spending your lives for
things upon which you cannot possibly
hope to retain your grasp. "The world
passeth away" from every one of us in
three ways:
By locs. Today you have it, but
tomonow it is gone. You have saved a
thousand dollars?How long will you have
it? The bank in whose careit is may collapse tomorrow. You have a good position? How long will you have it? The firm
may close its doors tomorrow. You have
a home? Will you have it tomorrow? You
have a wife and children? \Uill you have
them tomorrow? You have achievedsome
little notoriety and fame?How long will
you have it? It all "passeth away" by loss.
By loss of power to enjoy it. Not
only the world passethaway,but also the
power to enjoy it. A man may own the
world and yet lose his power to enjoy it
through ill health, or old age,or sorrow.
He has it, and yet he does not have it.
As far as he is concerned, it has passed
away. The man with $1,000 a year may
get more enjoyment than the man with

$100,000.
be shaken down and swept away. "Yet
once morej'God saysin Hebrews 12:26,
"I shake not the earth only, but also the
heavenl'Only the things of God will survive the cataclysm.
The form of this "passeth away" suggests that both the cause and effect are
in the subject of the verb. I mean just this:
APR]L]984

By death. How much good will the
world do you after you arc dead?You may
have a million dollars today, but one moment after death it will all have passed
away,and you will have no more than the
beggar on the sfreet. Your money has
passedaway,as far as you ar€ concerned.
So it is with all else that belongs to the
world.

A man is a fool to spend his life in
pursuit of that which is certain to pass
away. And yet, I conceive of circumstancesunder which such a way ofspending my life might be an evidence of wisdom. If there were nothing better, if the
universe offered no better alternative,
then we might, with a certain show of
wisdom, say with Paul, "Let us eat and
drink; for to-monow we diel'We might
say,"Since this is the only life, let us make
the most of it while it is ours. Even

T,

cutseof the

world'spassing
awoyis
within the world.
though the world does pass away, still it
is better than nothingl'
But friends, it is not true that there
is nothing better than the world that
passeth away.There is something better,
far better-yes, infinitely better. The world
may not last, and it may not satisfuwhile
it does last, but there is something which
does last, and which does satisfr-doing
the will of God. Hear the text: "The
world passethaway,and the lust thereof:
but he that doeth the will of God abideth
foreverl'
This is the highest and brightest philosophy of life in existence. Wealth may
vanish; pleasuremay cease;fame may be
turned into cursing; the work of our
hands may crumble to dust; our lives may
be brought to a sudden end. But ifl am
doing the will of God, I shall live on and
on, forever! Oh, what fools we are to set
our hearts upon the things ofa day when
we may have the things of eternity!
Here are two men. One is living for
the things of the world, and he getsthem.
He adds hundreds to hundreds, and so
on. He builds and decorates a magnificent home-country estate-automobiles,
yachts. His table is laden with silver. He
has.a chef to prepar€ the choicest dishes.
Now he has all. But wait-let us go forward a few years. He is dying. He lies on
a bed made of ivory, decked with the
finest of linens and the costliestof silks.
continuedon page 53
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erhapsno other singleword has
been so successfullytwisted by
the Devil today as the biblical
word doctrjne.In the minds of millions,
doctrine involves the following concepts:
l. Doctrine is that silly and uselesspractice of arguing (in the spirit and radition of medieval monks) such things as:
"How many angelscan dance on the
head of a pin?" "Could God create a
stone so heavy that He couldnt lift itl"
"Could He plant an immovablepost in
the ground and then throw an unstop
pable rock at itl"
2. Doctrine divides, whereaslove unites.
3. One cannot mix doctrine with soulwinning.
4. Doctrine is dull and impractical.
5. Doctrine is over the heads of most
people.
6. Whv learn a lot of doctrine when we
do not live up to the light we already
have?
7. The key goal is to let the Bible master
us and not spend our energies in
mastering the Bible.
In answering these charges,one could
say that they are as far removed from the
truth as the Babe in Bethlehem is from
Rudolph the Red-NosedReindeer!Each
argument needs but a brief refutation.
1. True biblical docrine has nothing to
do with dancing angels,massiverocks,
sturdy posts, and speedingstones!The
word, daainq as found in the Bible,
refers to the systematic(and often simple) gathering and presentationofthe
facts concerning any great body of
truth.
2. True biblical doctrine does indeed
divide. It divides light from darkness,
right from wrong, and life from death.
But it also unites, for God's love cannot be known or appropriated by sinful men without the involvement of
doctrine.
3. These two not only can be mixed, they
mrut be mixed if Cod's commands are
to be followed. It is thrilling to note
50
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lrrelevantor Indispensable?
that the greatestsoulwinner of all time
and the greatesttheologian who ever
lived were one and the same-the
apostlePaul! The sameman who went
door to door, pleading with tears
for men to accept Christ (Acts
20:20-21,26),also wrote some 50 percent of the New Testament,including
that most profound of all doctrinal
books, the Epistle to the Romans.
4. To the contrary, doctrine will put both
a fire and a song in the heartsof those
who read and heed its tremendous
truths.
"And they said one to another, Did
not our heart burn within us, while he
talked with us by the way, and while
he opened to us the scriptures?"
(Luke 24132).
"Speaking to yourselvesin psalmsand
hyttt* and spiritual songs,singing and
making melody in your heart to the
Lord" (Eph. 5:19).
"Blessedis he that readeth, and they
that hear the words of this prophecy,
and keep those things which are written therein; for the time is at hand"
(Rev. 1:3).
"Behold I come quickly; blessedis he
that keepeththe sayingsofthe prophecy of this book" (Rev. 22:7).
5. This is simply not true, as refuted by
Christ himself.
"I thank thee, O Father, Lord of
heaven and earth, becausethou hast
hid things from the wise and prudent,
and hast revealed them unto babes"
Matt. l1:25).
6. To follow this twisted logic would
mean never to go beyond the first commandment (Exod. 20i), which sayswe
are to have no godsor interestsplaced
before the true God. But whcl has
not on occasion been guilty of this?
Should we therefore conclude that the
sixth and seventh commandments
("Thou shalt not kill. Thou shalt not
commit adultery," Exod. 20:13-14)
should not be kept simply becausewe

do not always obey the first
commandment?
7. This statement is pious nonsense,for
one cannot possiblybe even remotely
influenced, let alone mastered, by that
about which he or she knows nothing.
It is true that the goal of Bible study
is to become Spirit controlled. But the
fruit of the Spirit can never come apart
from the root of personal study.
Having listed and aruwered those objections to studying doctrine, let us now
give some important advantagesfor doing it.
1. Doctrine will help save us from
thmlogical food poisoning,(1 Tim. 4:1,
13-16;2Tim. 4:14).
2. Doctrine will help settle us.
"That we henceforth be no more
children, tossedto and fro, and carried
about with every wind of doctrine, by
the sleight of men, and cunning craft,
iness, whereby they lie in wait to
deceive"(Eph. 4rl4).
3. Doctrine will acquaint us with the
details of God's eternal plan.
a. Concerning the history of Israel
(1 Cor. 10:l).
b. Concerning the restoration of Israel
(Rom. ll:25).
c. Concerning spiritual gifts (l Cor.
lZtl).
d. Concerning the rapture (1 Thess.

4rl3).
e. Concerning the destruction of the
earth (2 Peter 318,10).
4. Doctrine helps us edify God.
"Study to shew thyself approved unto
God, a workman that needeth not to
be ashamed,righdy dividing the word
of tmth" (2 Tim. 2:15).
5. Doctrine helps us to equip ourselves

(2 Tim. 3:13-17;
Eph.6:10'17).
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Gfe*\vgWritinl-

A Tool for the

Homeand0tassroqm

hose of us involved with
children, either in our own
homesor in a Sundayschool
classroom, frequently face
the problem of finding
"teaching tools" that are effective,
challenging, and even fun. As our
children approach the yearswhen Bible
storybooks, dressing up as Bible
characters,and coloring pagesin a book
no longer stimulate them, we face a new
dilemma. How can we get them to dig into God's rVord, to discover the many
blessingsGod has for their lives, and to
expresstheir ideas about God and the
Biblel How can we encouragethe spiritual
nourishment that the young children in
our care so desperatelyneed?
One answer is creatiuewriting. Properly used, this "tool" will encouragethe
child to searchthe Scriprures,organizehis
thoughts, and expressin writing his understanding of a Bible character,event, or
teaching.He then can apply theseimpon
tant truths to his own life. The use of
creativewriting will also make the parent
or teacher awareof the child's thinking
in relation to God, of his responseto the
Christian life, or of questionsor misconceptions the child has about a Bible
lesson.
Jb use creative writing effectively,
severalguidelines should be kept in mind.
1) The writing project must have a clearant leaming objective. If the teacher or
parent is uncertain about the goal ofthe
assignment,the child will not be able to
carry it out successfully.2) Creative writing is to be one tool of many. Overused,
it will quickly become boring. 3) The
main purpose of creative writing is content, not gtammar,handwriting, or spelling. Although good form should be encouraged,the child should be urged to
express himself fieely and the results
should be evaluatedon the basisof con'
tent alone. 4) The writing project mustnot
becomea burdenfor the child or conflict
with schoolwork. Instead the child should
be allowed to work at his own pace.
Here are some specific examples of
creative writing you can use in your Sunday school classroom or at home with
Jean Beck is a.mianlum
writer for Children's
Ministries at Tlwmas
Road Baptist Clwrch,
Llnchburg, Virginia.

your children. You may want to purchase
a special"My Creative\Triting Book" for
each child becausesome projects may
prove to be "treasures"you will want to
keep.
Newspaper Article. Having read a
passageof Scripture on a historical event
(the Exodus,the Crucifixion of Jesus,the
beheadingofJohn the Baptist), ask your
child to pretend he is a newspaperre.
porter whose job it is to write an article
about this event he has just witnessed.
First discusswith the child what information is usually needed in a newspaper
account, and then allow him to use his
own creativity to write a news article of
his own. Perhapshe would like to give his
newspapera name such as the Egyptian
Herald, the Jerusalem Sun, or the
Bethlehem Star.
t:
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about that person, and then write a letter ftom the Bible person to a closefriend,
describing his reactions ro an event-a
Ietter from Peter after he had walked on
the water,from Lazarusafter he wasraised
from the dead, or from Moses after he
killed the Egyptian leader.
Psalm. Gaching a child to love the
Psalmsis one of the greatestgifts we can
give him. On severalsuccessivedays read
different Psalmswith him. Draw aftention
to that for which the psalmistis praising
God, then ask the child to recount spe.
cific blessingsGod has given him. Ntw
challenge the child to write a psalm
(hymn of praise)of his own. If he is particularly proud of his work, he may want
to letter it on a scroll.
Battle Report. The Old'Ilstament
givesus vivid accountsof battles,such as
,'tDr3t
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Diaries. Guide your child in gathering the facts about the life of a Bible
character.Ask him to pretend he hasjust
found that persorls diary. lhlk about what
he might read in it and then ask him to
write an entry that person could have
written: as Mary might have written the
day she gave birth to Jesus,as Miriam
might have written after she sawher baby
brother rescued from the Nile, or as
Joshua might have written when he re.
turned ftom spring in the PromisedLand.
l,etter. An important concept for
children to graspis that Bible people were
much like you and me-fearful at one
time and brave at another. Sometimes
they tnrsted God completely and at other
times their faith wavered.To help your
children put themselvesin the shoesof
a Bible person, guide them in writing a
letter. Help them choosea person whom
they have studied, review Scripture facts
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those at Ai, and Jerichq and the fight of
David and Goliath. Guide your child in
locating the biblical account of one battle, jotting down the specifics(how many
men, what weaponswere used, the leaders, winner, and location) and then writing a battle report, as if he wereone captain. Some children may even want to
add illustrations and maps.
Animal Story. Choose an animal
mentioned in a Bible story as the donkey
Mary rode to Bethlehem, the sheepin the
thicket that replaced lsaac as a sacrifice,
the dove Noah sent out of the ark. Have
your child use his Bible to dig for the
detailsof the event, and then let him tell
the story from the viewpoint of that animal. Most children would enjoy creating
an animal puppet to tell the story in his
own words.
Object Story. This time choosean
object mentioned in a Bible story-a nail
FUNDAMENTAIISTJOURNAT

(in the ark, Jesus'cross,the manger); a
rope (spies'escapefrom Rahab's house,
a stone(David's
binding of Jesus'wrists);
battle with Goliath, persecution of
Stephen); a coin (widow's mite, Judas's
reward for the betrayal). As before, the
child will search the Scriptures for the
facts and then write a story from the viewpoint of that object.
Play. Some children enjoy the challenge of writing a play basedon a Bible
story. This project requiresmore time and
organization.However,it lends itself well
to a classroomsituation where it can be
McClain
continuedfrom page 49
His wife bends over him, diamonds flashing on her hands. The servantsspeakin
whispers.The newspapermen watch the
bulletin. Now he is dead. What has he
now? Nothing. Fool, Fool!
But here is another man. He lived for
God. He spent his life doing God's will.
He is dying. The room is plainly
furnished-a cheap mattresson the bed,
no silk nor fine linen. His money went
for missions. His wife bends over him.
She has no jewels, but the light of faith

a group project. Once written, the play
can be performed with costumes,props,
and scenery made by the children.
Song. Tiy pairing creative writing
and skill with a child's love of music.
Challenge him to write a song about a
Bible truth or event to be sungto a simple tune, such as "Mary Had a Little
Lambl'Here's a sample,
Dorcas loved to sew fine clothes.
Sew fine clothes, sew fine clothes,
Dorcas loved to sew fine clothes
For the needy people.

With these ideas in mind, it is time
to go to work with your children. You
may want to make creative writing a
family project, a part of a child's daily
devotions,a replacementfor television;or
it may be a learning center activity in the
Sunday school room. Remember,however, that an exerciseof this kind demands interaction betweenthe child and
parent or teacher. By listening to our
children'sideas,talking with them about
their thoughts, and guiding their think
ing in this activity, we will help to nourish
their growth as Christians.
D

is in her eyeslNow he is dead. No, No!
The moment he closedhis eyesupon this
world, he opened them in the glory
world, to spend eternity among things
that cannot plrssaway,eternity in a world
that cannot pass away, eternity with
friends and loved oneswho can no more
pass away. This stretches before him!
And what is the will of God? That is
the most important question in the world
for me, if doing it means"abiding forever
with God." When men came to Jesus
Christ and asked,"'What shall we dq that
we might work the works of God?" Jesus

answered,"This is the work of God, that
ye believe on him whom he hath sent"
flohn 6:28-29).This is doing the will of
God. Believeon JesusChrist, trust Him
and live for Him, counting all else but
refuse.
Two paths lie before each one of us.
One is the path of living for the world.
The other is the path of living for Jesus
Christ. One leadsto eternal disappointment and desolation.The other leadsto
glory and endless life and happiness!
Which will you take-l'The PassingShow"
or The Eternal Realiw?
C

"There's nothing fike
having the right jobJ'
"Whenyou'reconfidentthat you'reworking where God wants
you to, you'vegot the rightjob. Intercristohelpedme find ajob
likethat in a Christianorganization.Everyday at work l'm giving
m)Eelfto the Lord,doing somethingl reallybelievein. I highly
recommendlntercristoto others:'
ContactIntercristofor work opportunitiesrn Christian
organizations.
Careefshort-term,and summerpositionsfor
professionals,
tradespeople
and studentsare availablein the U.5.
ano overseas.
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BILLBROWN
Directorof Finance,
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terpretationand a discussionof the
purposeof the book.
The outlineswith each book are
particularly helpful (some are exhaustive,e.9.,1 and 2 Samuel).Since
the breakdownin outliningis sometimesarbitrary,somewoulddividethe
Reviewedby Paul P. Enns
books in a differentfashion.For inDean of the GraduateDivision
stance,Acts is not dividedinto the norLrther Rice Seminary
mal categories of the ministry to
Jacksonville.Florida
Jerusalem(chap. 1-7), ministry to
Judeaand Samaria(chap.8-12),and
ministryto the world (chap.13-28).
The
outlinesgenerallyfollow a clear,
Thereare a numberof one-volume
and thematicdevelopmentof
concise
commentarieson the market,but this
the
book.
Theoutlineof Johncaptures
new work is destinedto take its place
the majormovementsof the book.The
as one of the mostimportant.The size
(2,721 pages)indicatesthat it is a for- outline of 1 Corinthiansclearly emphasizesthe problemsin the Corinmidabletreatmentof the biblicaltext.
thian
church.
The 21 contributorsare all present
or former faculty membersof Liberty
Baptist College and Seminary, includinga prominentvisitingprofessor,
CharlesL. Feinberg.
A numberof valuablefeaturesaid
the student of Holy Scripture,for example47 mapsdealingwith subjects
from Abraham'swanderingsto Paul's
voyageto Rome.The introductionsto
the Biblebooksare especiallyuseful,
givingtitle,datg authorship,historical
I
background,theme, and purpose of
the book.Someintroductionsdealwith
especiallysignificanttopics. The introductionto Genesiscovers fairlyexThe format of the LiberU Bible
tensivelythe problemof the days of
Commentary is rather unique, proCreationand the local versus univer- vidingnot only the commentarybut the
sal flood. The introduction to the
biblicaltextin the KingJamesVersion
Psalmsdealswith theirclassificationas as well.Withthe biblicaltextin the leftwell as with forms of Hebrew poetry handcolumnandthe expositionof the
-especially importantin the study of
passagein the right, the student expoetic literature.The introductionto
aminesthe Scripturesand commenlsaiah addresses the problem of the
tary side by side. Althoughthis has
unity of the book. The introductionto
added to the size of the volume,it is
Ezekielhas a profitablediscussionon
a valuablefeature.
the symbolic actions, allegories,
The commentarysection is quite
apocalypticimagery and other perti- extensiveand deals thoroughlywith
nent material.The Book of Bevelation significantpassagesof Scripture.For
hasa delineationof the methodsof in- example,there are over 3 pages (fine

Liberty Bible Commentary
Executive Editof Jery Falwell,
ThomasNelson PublishingCompany
1983, 2,721pp.,$29.95
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print)on the first 3 versesof Genesis,
a thoroughtreatmentof the text. lsaiah
7:14 deals extensivelywith the text,
expfaining the terms almah and
bethulah.Problemtexts are discussed,
for example1 Samuel13:1;1 Chronicles 3:17; Daniel5:31; Hosea 1:2.
Someproblemsare not dealtwith (Job
19:26;Acts 7:14).
The student will usuallyfind this
commentarymorethanadequateand
satisfying.The text consistentlyindicates careful study, serious
research.and attentionto Greekand
Hebrew terms, historicalevents and
customs,and relatedScriptures.Prominent verses are discussed in considerabledetail, making this a very
worthwhilework.
Someof the interpretivefeaturesof
the Liberty Bible Commentaryinclude
the following:identification
of the sons
of Godas the lineof Seth(Gen.6); the
earlydateof the Exodus;and Boazas
a type of Christin the Book of Ruthwithoutstressingtypologyunduly.The
Song of Solomon is treated as a
'drama,"followingthe interpretation
of
Delitzschrather than the literal ap'
proach.lsaiah 11 emphasizesa premiflennial
interpretation;
Ezekiel40-48
is interpreted as dealing with the
millennial
temple;Matthew24:5-14is
understoodas referringto this present
age;the Epistleto the Galatiansfollows
the South GalatianTheory.
The bibliographyat the end of each
bookis usefulforfurtherstudy.A mention of the particularauthor at the
beginningor end of each book would
have been helpful.
Ihe Liberty Bible Commentary
representsseriousscholarship,
a high
view of the Scripturesas the inspired
Wordof God,and consistentthoroughness.The studentwho is interestedin
learningmoreaboutthe Word of God
willfind this a valuableinvestmentand
a genuineaid in his quest for God's
FUNDAMEMAUSTJOURNAL

truth.Thisworkis wellworththe price
and highlyrecommended.

The Holy Fool
by HaroldFickett
CrosswayBooks
1983,284pp.,$7.95
Reviewedby FrankySchaeffer,
authorof severalbools including
A Timefor Anger He is president
of a film companyand has written
and directedmanyfilmsincluding
TheSecondAmericanRevolution
and WhateverHappenedto the
HumanRace?
The Holy ful by author and
writerHaroldFickett,isnol
screenplay
just one more pale attemptat the
Christiannovelby a writerlackingin
skillanddaring.Instead,it is a monumental work opening new doors,
breakingdownold baniers,andthough
longoverdue,reinhoducing
theideaof
Christianfictionthatis so r,rrcll
written,
so perceptivqso funny,andso direct,
it is definitelyon the cuttingedgeof
literature.
On the funnyandperceptiveside,
thereaderwillhaveto makeup hisown
mind.Hoflevar,lfoundrl6€lf hughing
andsmilingmyulaythroughthisbook,
as wellas beingdeeplymovedby its
contents.Whatis so importantabout
fhe Holyfudis that it is notjust anotherrehashof tiredsecularthemes.
It is tuly anodglnalboo[ nota'biblical
novelization"
or, on theotherhand,just
a secular story with "Christiantrappings" to somehowsanctity it to a
Christianreadingpublic.ltrb insteada
storywrittenfromthe genuinercdemp
tive point of vlew of Christianity.The
author'skeen wit and humor make
readingthis uork very pleasurabla
On the sideof llteraryqmlity,other
more qualifiedvoices have heaped
praiseon it. fur instancq here are
some quotes about this marvelous
uork fromsomeeminentliterarycritics
and writers:
tarry tlrtoiuodgu,€t{<rtortrt
no\r€list
and winner of the Wlllam Faulkner
BookAuard,saidof Tl'elTolyM,'lts
beenawhllesinceI felt the excitement
abouta ffrstnovelthat I havefettabout
APRIL]984

TheHolytuol. .. the entryof a new
andcomingwritingtalentl'
RV.Cassill,novelistandeditorof
theNortonAnthologyof ShortFiction,
saidof TheHolyFool,"Thissplendidly
mappedintersectionof the temporal
with the timeless,is the splendid
achisvement
of thisnovel.. . . lf lsay
that it is not quitelikeanythingelse I
knowin contemporary
fiction,I mean
praisefor
thatas partof rnyunqualiffed
a victoriousaccomplishment."
KarenMains,authorof the bestsellerOpenHeart,OpenHome*id:
'At last!Thetiedtonguesof the Ewngelicalsarebeinglooeened
. . . .Thisis
a masterpiece."

medicineWih the exceflen0y
selected
examples
drawnhrgelyfromBraziland
tte Phffppines,
thearttors ha€ |rM
the areas of dhgnqliq healing,and
$Jrgeryas performedby contemporary
pslrchics.
Thercotsof hisrphenomenon
aretrrcedto demonicinla$ion,no mat
ter underwhat guiseit is portEed in
modemtermsand labels
-D.R.R.

Dostlnodtor Glory
The Meanlngof Sufferlng
by Marrypt Clafl@n
EerdmansPublishingComparry
1983,144pp.,
$4.95

Bookson suffaingarea rarity.Our
cutfuredeniesib necessityor lalue
Margnret
Clarksonwites frorna fifelime
withpain.$he bringsthe
ol experience
reader to an apprechtionof Gods
sovereignpurpos€s.The combrt and
stength tnt arise from such an ap,
precialion
areelevatedbsbre us Inthis
litte book nte sit at the feet of one in
whom the consolationsof Christ
abound.
It is highlyunusualthata collection
--'R.H.
of suchpiestigioussecularanOOnristianliterarynarneswouldjoinin giving
suchaccoladesto a book.Butthis is
whathas happenedhere,a lessonto I'm Gled Ybn Asked That
us allthatqualityandintegdtycan,and by Rtutunneft
indeedin this case doeg sueep all Fleming
H. RevellCompany
beforeit.
1983, 160pg, $4.95
All I can add is my heartyrecommendation
thatpu makethisbookthe
nextuork of fiction)ou read,andif you
don't havetimg read it anyuay.
Thb qJestion-ild-ils\x€rbookconcemingproblemareasin the livesof
single and rnaniedwomen provides
down-teearhan$uersand helpEThe
formatof exchangedlett€rsrnalcs the
nuterlJpssond rd r#.
Alhotgh
thisrwic*rerdoe.snotp€Gonafya$ee
with tte author'sstsongchadsnatic
Psychlclleallng
belietr the basic contentand aclvice
W Jotn l4&br and Z& lcvitt
titouldbe helpful.
MoodyPress
..R.8
1982,250pp,$5.95
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Thisis a timelybooh exposingthe
inroadof occutticpracticein thefieldof
55

L)on't Mi.ss.EaangelistTim Lee

On March 8, L97I, in DaNang,South Viet Nam, Brother Tim Lee
steppedon land mine.He lost both legs.For InformationConcerningA
CassetteTape of Dr. Lee'sLife Story Call: Toll Free800-643-1984
Or
o
Write:P.O.Box 61188 OklahomaCity, Ok. 73146

TIM LEE PATRIOTIC RALLIES - 1984 ITINERARY
Feb.l&2
Tabernacle Baptist
Orlando, Fl.
Dr. Bob Ware
305.295-3086
Feb.3
Civic Auditorium
facksonville, Fl.
Pastor Tom Neal. Host

w4.272.t2r5
Feb.s A.M.

Clav BaDtist
Ora'nge Park, FI.
Pestor Tom Neal
904.272.1215
Feb.8
Bible Baptist
Kissimme, Fl.
Dr. Ed Carney
305.847.4087
Feb.9
Thomasville, Ga.
Pastor Ir Brvant
-.
Pastor Bruce -Snrth nosts
912.2260358
Feb. lO
City Auditorium
Valdcta, Ga.
Pastor Carrol Joye
912,244,6683
Feb. 12
Calvary Baptist
Lakeland. Fl.
Dr. J.B. Buffington
813-683-6781
Feb. 13
Tampa-Lakeland Rally
Ilr. J.B. Buffington, Host
8 13,683,6781
F€t. 18
long Beach Rally
hnc Beach. Ca.
ur. Larry L nappel
2t3.432.8M7
Feb. l9
A.M.
First Baptist
lbng Beach, Ca.
Dr. Larry Chappell
213.432-8447
Feb. l9
P.M.
Central Baptist
Pomona, Ca.
Dr. Ron Boldman
714.623.t228
Feb-22
Bay Aiea Chine* Church
Oakland, Ca.
Pastor l4uis Lightf@t
415-533-5422
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Feb.23
Santa Clara Valley Rally
Santa Clara. Ca.
Dr. Jack Trieber. Host
408.988-8881
Feb.24 - 26 A.M.
North Vallev BaDtist
santa L tara. La.
Dr. Jack Trieber
408-988-8881
Feb.26
P.M.
Los Gatos Christian
hs Gatos, Ca.
Pastor Marvin Rickard
408.268.I 4l I
Feb.27
Liberty BaDtist
San Jole, Ca.
Pastor Ted Ducan
408.274.5611
Feb.29
Calvary Baptist
Fairfield. Ca.
Pastor HarryJackson
707-422-7037
Mar. I
Sequoia Baptist
Visalia, Ca.
Pastor Bob Benefield
209-62'r-1673
Mai 2
Redwood Baptist
Redwood City, Ca.
Pastor Don Ohm
415-364.1606
Mar. 4
North Valley Baptist
Redding,Ca.
Dr. Royal Blue
9t6.221.4871
Mar. 5
Reddinc Rallv
ReddinE,Ca.'
Dr. Royal Blue, Host
916.221.4a71
Mar. 6
First Assembly
Chico. Ca.
Pastor Ray Shelton
9l(1345'1377
Mar. 7
Baptist Temple
hs Angeles, Ca.
Pastor Gwin Turner
213.204.1{:}6
Mar. 8
Barstow Baptist
Barstow, Ca.
Pastor Dan Hampton
619.252.4692

Mar. 1l
A.M.
Midway Baptist
San Dieo, Ca.
Dr. Jim Baize
6t9.424.7870
Mar. I I P.M.
Bible BaDtist
Sante. Ca.
Pastor Dorman Owens
619.448.7583
Mar. 12
San DiegoArea Rally
San Diryo. Ca.
ur. Jlm Earze.dosl
619.424.7870
M^r.23
Cushing Baptist
Cushinc, Ok.
rastor uennrs tletos
918-225,1303
Mar. 25
Golf Links Bapt.
Tuscon, Az.
Pastor A.B. Blair
ffiz.790.2424
Mar.26
Bible Baptist
Salt Lake City. ttt.
Pastor Marshall Warneke
801-967.s548
M^r. 27
First Baptist
Colorado Springs, Co.
Pastor Gene Woods
303.392.4444
Mar. 28
GalileeBaptrst
Grand Junction, Co.
PastorJack Brown
303.243.3321
Mar,29
Durango Area Rally
Durango, Co.
Pastor Lloyd Bertine
303-884.9481
Aoril 1 9 A.M.
Kintucky Officers
huisville, Ky.
Mr. V.Q. Cox
502.636,2316
April I
rl A.M.
B€th Haven Baptist
Louisville, Ky.
Dr. Tom Wallace
s02.937.3516
April r P.M.
Metropolitan Baptisr
Louisville, Ky.
Pastor Claude Dykes
502.969-7231

April 2
Louisville Area Rally
Louisville. Ky.
Dr. Tom Wallace. Host
City Auditorium
ir02.937-3516
April 3
Faith Center Baptist
Columbus, Ohio
I)r. Lawrence Grandy
6t4.837-6772
April 4 ^
( atvary Lommuntty
tselpre,Ohio
Pastor Clay Sloan
614-423.8535
ADril 5
Fills Baptisr
Akron. Ohio 'l'homas
Dr. Michael
2t6-686.1400
April 6
Calvarv BaDtist
Minsrel. ohio
Pastor George Minton
1r9-628.3717
Apill
'l'ower 8 A.M.
Baptist
Lorain, Ohio
Pastor Chris Hughes
216.282.3100
April a P.M.
ClevelandBaptist
Cleveland,Ohio
Dr. Roy Thompson
2t6"671.2822
April I
Northeast Ohio Rally
ClevelandArea
Pastor Chris Hughes
216.282.3100
April lO
Fa-irfax. Washrngton D C
Area Rally
Dr. B.W. Sanders,Host
703.631,1
I 12
April l5
A.M.
Campus Church
Pensacola, Fl.
Pastor Bob Taylor
904.478-8496
April r5
P.M.
Fundamental Baptist
Pensacola, Fl.
Dr. Glen Sanford
904,438,0734
April 16
Pensacola Area Rally
Pensacola, Fl.
Pastor Bob Taylor, Host
m4,478.84%

April 16
Central Baptist
Baton Rouge. La
Ilr. lJ.G. Buchanan
:il4-357,1 475
4prjl_17.
farth baPtrst
Grenville. Miss.
Pastor Ben Smith
601.335.1ri74
April22
I.andmark Bapti\r
Batesville,Ark.
Dr. Jim Brown, Host
501"698-l2 1I
April 23
Northeast Arkansas
Batesville,Ark.
Dr. Jim Brown
501,698.121
I
April 28
Ccdar Rapids Rally
Marion, Iowa
Pastor Mike Gibbs
319.377.9448
April29
A.M.
Grace Baptist
Marion, Ioua
Pastor Mike Gibbs
319,377,94.18
April29
P.M.
Quint City Baptist
I)aveng)rt, Iowa
Pastor Owen Adams
3 19.359.9494
April 30
Quad Cities Rally
Davenport, lowa
Pastor Olen Adams
319.3r.r9.9491
May ll
New Hope Baptist
Independance,Mo.
Pasbr EuSene Whelan
81ft,796,7000
May 4
Ole Country Baptist
Mexico, Mo.
Pastor C.!'- Skelton
314.581,5380
May 6 A.M.
Life Gate Baptist
Ellisville, Mo.
Pastor Dan Deatrick
:1t4.227.t579
May 6 P.M.
Arnold Baptist
Arnold. Mo..
Pastor Larry Stark
314.287.1619
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xany
Pastor Dan Deatrick -Pagtor larry Stark nGts
314-227-1579
Mav 8
Bi-State Rally
Cahokia, Ill.
Pastor Gary Forgy
6t&332.U277
May 9
First BaDtist
Cicero. lll.
Pastor Harold Chiolerc
312.863.1173
May lO
South Central Illinois
Effincham. Ill.
PastolJim Preston
217.868.531l
May ll
North Central Illionois
Canton, Ill
Pastor Bill Dustin
3@-U7-3M4
Mly 13
Jordan Baptist
Burbank, IIl.
Pastor Don White
312.636.8632
May 14
N.E. Illinois & N.W. Indiana
Chicaro. Ill.
Dr. BiIl Schrcder ,.
ncts
Dr. Rqer Vmchn
3t2.€a7.44t2
May 16
Oak Forest Baptist
Oak Forest, Ill.
Dr. Bill Schreder
3t2.687.4412
Mav 20 A.M.
ulen lrrs baplsl
Birmincham, Al.
rastorJacK k urano
205.323-1516
May 2O P.M.
GardendaleBaptist
Gardendale.Al.
Pastor Ronnie Dabbs
205.631.9318
May 2l
Birmincham Area Rally
Pastor lack b Grand .,
Past,r Ronnie Dabbs nosts
205.323.1516
May 22
New Life Baptist
Odenville, Al.
Pastor Norman [e Croy
2$:-M0-6272
May 23
Mt. Pleasant Baptist
Blountsville, Al.
PastorJohn Killian
205.466,7983
May 24
I)ecatur - Huntsville Rally
Madison, Al.
Pastor K.C. Pqrle
205.353.ir350
May 27
Calvary Baptist
Holland. Mi.
Dr. Perry Purtle
616.396.2721
June I
Elkton Rally
Elkton, Maryland
I)r. l'om Berry
301,398-26811
June 3
Bible Baptist
EIkton, Maryland
Dr. Tom Berry
301-398.2688
June 4
Calvary Baptist
Pittsburg, PaDr. W.L. Dillabaugh
412.352.4481
June 5
Bible Baptist
Wall, NJ.
Pastor Mel Brindley Sr.
20r.681.7626

Jue 6
Buffalo Area Rally
Buffalo, N.Y.
Pastor Barney I€
Pastor Vic Stoddard
7t6.674.646
Jue 7
ChGterton Baptist
ChGterton, Md.
Pastor Mel BrindleyJr.
301.778-5fl4
June lO
BanSor Baptist
Bangor, Maine
Dr. Herman Franklin
207.947.6576
June I 1
Emanuel Baprist
Newington, Conn,
Pastort.W. Davis
203.66G1055
June l3
Windsor Hills Baptist
Oklahoma City, Ok.
Dr. Jin Vineyard
405.943.3326
June 14 . 15
Camp Macedonia
Lula, Ga.
Dirctor Gorge Trask
404.677.3905
June l7
Midwav BaDtist
Raleigli, N.C.
PastorJames Upchurch
9r9.?72.ffi4
June 20
Hamilton Acres Baptist
Fairbanks, Alaska
Dr. Hugh Hamilton
91)7.452.7422
lune 24
AnchoraSe Baptist
Anchorage, Alaska
Dr. Jerry Prevo
907.333.653ir
June 25
S e a t t l e . T a c o m aR a l l y
Tacoma, washington
Pastor Gerald Chadwick
206.5:t7.2504
June 26
Lincoln Park Baptist
Wenatchee,Washington
Pastor Dennis l-ippert
r-r09.662-51500
June 29
Faith Baptist Camp
Resaca.Ca.
Dirstor Sammy Allen
{04,629-6957
July I
!'ranklin Road'fBaptist
Murf resboro, n.
I)r. llob Kelly
ri I 5.u90-0r'i20
July 3
Cherry Creek llaptist
l)nglt.wrxd, Colo.
Dr. Ron Caskey
303,773.61XIi
July 4
Sheridan RoadBaptist
I)cnver, Colo.
l)r. Ild Nelson
303-922,8301
July ti
I)allas Area Rally
I)allas,'l'x.
Dr. Gary Coleman
I)r. Aaron Manlcy
214.272.7557
July 8
l-avon Drivr Baptrst
Garland,'l-x.
[)r. Gary Coleman
2t4.272.?557
July l2
Corpus Christi Rally
Corpus Christi. Tx.
I'astor Wiley Camrron
i,12.26s-991
I
July l3
San Antonio Rally
SanAntonio,'lx.
Dr.Jm West
5t2.64li.2ti0l

Julv 15 A.M.
To\in EastBaDtist
SanAntonio.Tx.
Dr.Jc W6t
512,618-2601
July l5 P.M.
ParkviewBaptist
Waco,Tx.
PastorJohnCollier
817.7546800
July 16
WacoRally
Waco,Tx
PastorJohnCollier
817.754.6800
July 2O
GaftnevRallv
uatInev.5.L,
Pastor-Mike

Hatton

803.489.0929
July 2l
Jacksonville Rally
Jacksonville,N.C.
Pastor Rodney Piedot
9t9.455.5777
July 22 A.M.
Beroan BaDtisi
Favettevil[e.NC.
Dr. Steven Byrd
919.868.5156
hly22
P.M,
Emanuel Baptist
Hartsville. S.C.
Pastor Milton Frazier
803.332.7223
Julv 23
Ash?ville Rally
Asheville, N.C.
Pastor Ralph S€xton
704.2FA.2697
July 24
Lexinnon Rallv
Lexrnlron, N.C.
EvangelistJimmie Clark
704.744.6377
July 25
Rak Hill Rally
Rrck Hill, S,C.
Pastor Kenneth walters
803-324.0627
July 26
Sanford Rally
Sanford, N.C.
Pastor Ed Wilson
919.776.0021
Jnly 27
Beth Haven Baptisl
Denver, N.C.
PastorJ.D. Morris
704.183,2635
tuly 29
Kerwin Baptist
Kernersville,N.C.
PastorJe Myers
919-933.s192
July 3O
W i n s t o n . S a l e mt l a l l y
W i n s t o n . S a l e m ,N . C .
PastorJe Myers
919.933.5192
July 3l
Faith Ilaptist
Laurens, S.C.
PastorJohn Waters
803.984.1277
Aug.4
Casper Rally
Caspr, Wyo.
Pastor C. f. Spear
'.107.234.511:t4
Aug.5
Riverview Baptist
CasIxr. wyo.
Pastor C.'l'. Spear
307.23.1'l'rtt3{
Aug. 6
Seattle washington Area
Pastor Roy [)elia
206,226,t880
Aug.7
Poriland Rally
Portland, Oregon
Pastor Rick Adams
503.256.537ir
Aug. 8
Bible Baptist
l,ewiston, Idaho
Pastor Richard More
208.743.8165

4"s.L2
Grae baDtrst

st. Albani,w. va.
PastorBobRundell
w-nz-4s31
Aug. 13
Charleston Rally
Charl6ton,, W. Va.

w.722-453r
Aua. 16

AD@mattoxRallv
Airircmattox,Va.'
PastorRob€nE. l€Jr.
8o4.352.78r7
Aug. l9
B€reanBaptist
Salem,Va.
Dr. RudyHolland
708.986.0062
Au{.20
Salem. RmnokeRally
Salem,Va.
Dr. RudyHolland
703-986-0062

$qs.?r
tat(n baDUst
Norton. Va.
PastorJohn lrwis
703.679.5555
Ate.22
Baptist Temple
Morristown, Tn.
Pastor Ralph Benfield
615.581.8370
Atg.26
Bible Baptist
Lincoln, Ne.
Pastor Carl Godwin
402.474.0642
Aug. 28
North Platte Rally
North Platte, Ne.
Pastor Bob Gelsthorpe
308.534-5279
Aut,29
Cha-dron Rally
Chadron, Ne.
Pastor Robert Ohlmann
308.432-513r
Sept.2
Baptist Tab€rnacle
Covington, Ga.
Pastor R. Hudson Moody
404.786.7920
Sept.3
^ ..
LovtnSlon xally
Covington, Ga.
Pastor R. Hudson Moody
404.786.7920
Sept. 4
GospelLight Baptist
Lithia Springs, Ga.
Pastor Bill Henderson
{04.941.2373
Sept.5
Corinth Baptist
Stone Mountain, Ga.
Dr. Don Richards
404.469-3022
SeDt.6
Lal.e City Baptrst
Lake City, Ga.
Dr. James Rushing
404.366,1993
Sept, 7
Albany Rally
Albany, Ga.
Pastor Greg Huffman
912.439.1483
SeDr, 9
Shiloh Hrlls Baptist
Kennesaw.Ga.
Pastor David Janney
404-926.77'n
Sept. lO
Keinesaw Rally
Kennesaw, Ga.
Pastor David Janney
104-926.7729
SeDr. 16 - l7
Maiion Ave Baprist
Washington, Iowa
Pastor Larry Brown
r3
319-653-41
Sept. 19
Capirol Ciry Baprisr
Des Moines, Iowa
Pastor Bob Harwell
s15.244.1578

SeDt.23
A.M.
B€ahel Baptist
Memphis. Tn.
Dr. Roy Wetmueland
901.785.8$
SeDt.23
P,M.
Calvary Egptist
Memphis, Tn.
Pastor Tm lan@ster
901-36t4209
Scor. 24
Mehphis Rally
MemDhb. Tn.
Dr. Rov Watmqeland
901.785dtq)
SeDt.25
Pailucah Rally
Paducah, Ky.
Pastor Mike Robbins
502,-u2-2427
SeDr.30
Meiropolitan Baptist
Nashville, Tn.
Pastor Randy Ray
615-868-5674
Oct. I .3
Southwide BaDtisr Fellowshio
Highland Park Baptist
Chattanooga,Tn.
615.698.6021
Oct,7 - 12
Windsor Hills Baptist
Oklahoma City, Ok.
Dr. Jim Vineyard
405,943.3326
Od. 14
Br@k Hollow Baptist
DeSoto, Tx.
Dr. Clyde Box
2l{.298.4646
Ocr.2l
IndianapolisBaptist
Indianapolis,Ind.
Dr. Greg Dixon
3r7.787.323r
Oca.22
IndianapolisRally
Indianapolis,lnd.
Dr. Grec Dixon
3t7.787:3231
Oct.25
Bible Baptist
Sioux Falls, S.D.
Pastor R.L. Tottingham
605.3:19.2038
Oct. 2E
Rchester Hills Baptist
Rehester, Mich.
Dr. L.E. Traxler
3l 3,852-0585
Oct.29
North [)etroit Rally
Rmhester, Mich.
I)r. l-.E. Traxler
3 l3.li52.05tiir
Oct.30
Calvarv BaDtist
Midlani. Mich.
Pastor Mark Dickerson
s l7-832.2991
Oct. 3l
l'irst Baptist
Hart. Mich.
Pastor Elvin Harden
616.fr73.2s1
4
Nov. I
Holland Rally
Holland, Mi.
[)r. Perry Purtle
616.396.2724
Nov. 4
Prayer Baptist
Westland,Mich.
Dr. Jack Story
3r3.728-3600
Nov. 5
West Detroit Rally
Westland. Mich.
[)r. Jack Story
313.728.3600
Nov. lO. I I
Calvarv BaDtist
ratesltne, I x.
Pastor Stanley Seymour
2t4.729.5924
Nov. l8
Trinity Baprist
Arlington, Tx.
Pastor Bob Caviness
|il7.460.7940
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Drofile
of the so<alled Rllowship left wing. His
supporters, however, contend that he is
simply an independent thinker who refuses to embrace every new legalistic fad
or be sweptup in the iconoclastichysteria
of charging each new ideological windmill. Frankly, the major point of contention seemsto be that his hair parrially
covers his ears, even though it is not
excessivelylong. As JamesCombs, editor
of the Boptist Bible Tribune, once
facetiously remarked, "It seemsthe issue
is not the length but the directionl'
Those who listen to him week in and
week out describe their preacher as "rrfteshingly candid, challengingly thoughtprovoking, and unswervingly orthodox."
His preaching, they contend, reflects
staunch convictioru and uncompromising
steadfastnessin any areaon which scrig
tural focus and intent is clear.
In summary, even his critics admit he
is far more than just a religious lightning
rcd. He is unquestionably one of the most
'Jerryj'
talented men in the movement.
as he is known to thousands of young
people, is in constant demand for youth
rallies, Bible conferences,revirralcrusades,
and Fellowship meetings. Whenever a
state fellowship or other church amalgamation wants to pull out all the stopsand
stagea "super-bashj'theyinvariably turn
to Thorpe. On the home ft,ont, he enjoys
the love of his people,including his staff
members.with whom he has cultivated
loyalty and yet inspired hard work.
Jerry is reportedly one of the most
recognizable and popular figures in
Odessa, and his engaging personality is
considered by many to be the church's
chief asset. Finally, he is one of the
Fellowship'sgreatestuntapped resources.
He, for instance, probably has more potential as a college rectuiting officer than
any man in Fundamentalist circles.
Over the past 27 years,Jerry Tho.p.
has demonstrated rare leadership ability,
gifted oratory, personal charisma, character, stability, patience, and the grit not to
be stampeded in the face of opposition.
His many admirers suspectthat he will
be a key figure in the anticipated
challengesthat will confront the Baptist
Bible Fellowship in future years.
tr

Ierry Thofpc- Refreshingly
Of[hg*lg"7;
Gandid,
Unswervingly
he West Tlxas town of Odessa,
population 120,000,is noted for
some of the worst water and
best preaching in captivity. The distasteful
water-one is patiently told-is the result
of the necessarylongdisance piping. The
preaching, however, is the product of the
multifaceted talents of the copastor of the
Gmple Baptist Church, Jerry Thorpe.
The 4?-year-old Thorpe was saved at
age 18 as a freshman at Odessa College.
Following his conversion, he spent a year
at Baptist Bible College in Springfield,
Missouri, before finishing his bachelor of
arts degree in history at a local branch
campusin the University of Gxas system.
His practical e><periencebegan with a
four-year stint on the staff of his father's
church in Odessa and then a pastorate
in El Paso.After three and a half years,
he was reenlisted by his father, Curtis

Billv Vick Bartlett is
professorof clurch history
at Bapdst Bible College,
Springfield, M issor.rri.

Thorpe, to be his copastor at Gmple
Baptist.
For the past 20 yearsthe Thorpes have
forged one of the most solid, vibrant
works in the state. Temple Baptist's gradual, consistent growth shows no signs of
leveling off. In 1978 church aftendance
averagednear the 900 mark. By 1980 it
had grown to 1,050,and in 1983hovered
around 1,500.
Impressive and important as these
statistics arc, they do not reveala uniqueness of personality or the causesof the
controversythat swirls unabatedly around
the younger Tho.p.. Any adequate profile must aftempt to discem why the mention of 'Jerry Thorpe" evokesstrong reaction around the ecclesiastical"hot-stove
league." An investigator striving for a
modicum of objectivity, and having access
to the unofficial Baptist Bible Rllowship
line on important personalities,inevitably
concludes that Jerry Tho.pe polarizeshis
peers.Sometimescharacterizedas'tockyi'
to his friends he is a good-natured wit
with a rapier repartee, who enjoys the
stimulation of a verbal joust.
In some circles he is portrayed as perhaps the most articulate representative
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A fleportontheThomas
BoadBaptist
Church
andRelated
Ministries

Falwells
26th SACSGrantsMasterns
Celebrate
with Program
WeddingAnniversary
Candidate
Status
FaithPartners
at BF'84
LibertyBaptistCollegerecently had workandachievement,
thetime
advanced
one step closertoward hasbeenshortened
significantlyl'
Thedivisions
of religionandedu.
becominga universitywhen the
Southern
Asociationof Colleges
and cationhavesetthepacefor advancegranted
candidate
ment.Thisis pan of theplanto see
Schools
statusto
programs
in religion
College
reachuniverthemaster's
and LibertyBaptist
education,
LBC President
A, Pierre sitystatus,a dreamshared
by Jerry
Guillermin
explains,
"Receiving
can- Falwell,LBC, and the faithful
didatestatusis a majoraccomplish- supporters
of the ministry.
mentin movinguscloserto full accreditation,
V/hileall of our under- Calendar
graduate
programs
received
accredita,
programac- Update
tion in 1980,graduate
creditationis an entirelyseparate
March
processJ'
29.31
goeson to saythatit
Guillermin
Droma,
"Tlu Cruciblei'
usually
takesquitea longtimeto comFineArtsHall
LBC
pletethisprocess,
Liberty
"butbecause
30
hasdetermined
to followa standard
of

to
Amongsome26,000
delegates
'84
BaptistFundamentalism will be
hundreds
ofFaithPartners
oftheOld
TimeCospelHour.Tohelpcelebrate
26thwedding
Dr. andMrs.Falwell's
the FaithPartners
will
anniversary,
gatherfor a special
on April
breakfast
12,1984,
at theV/ashington
Convention Center.
FaithPartnersof the OldTime
GospelHour help to supportthe
television
andradioministryaround
and
theworldthroughtheirsacrificial
prayerful
FaithPartners
can
support,
beidentified
by theirgoldplated
Jesus
Firstlapelpins.

Seoetarl
ofTrauportation,
Elizabeth
Dole,speals
at LBC
30.Apr.1
Founder's
Wel,end

LeadsAcademy
Veteran
Administrator

April

He startedteaching
chemistry
at
LynchburgChristianAcademy11
yearsagqmovinghisfamilyherefrom
Buffalo,NewYork,afterseeing
the
OldTimeOospelHourandlearning
plansto create
aboutJerryFalwell's
a
complexin
Christianeducational
Lynchburg,
Virginia.
AcademyAdministratorGlen
in
Schultzhadfiveyearsexperience
NewYork'spubliceducation
system
beforehe cameto Lynchburgto assumehisteaching
dutiesat ICA. In
oneyearhe waspromotedto high
schoolprincipaland servedin that
for six years,He took the
capacity
reinsasadministrator
fouryearsago.
for the
Schultzis responsible
smoothrunningof thenearly1,500APRI| 1984

studentschool,
directing
thefaculty,
andmaintaining
a closerelationship
betweenthe church,school,and
parents.
Vith aburdento minister
to single
adults,he pastorsthe Lighthouse
singleadultsclass
of about130each
weekat the ThomasRoadBaptist
Church.Hiso<pertise
in interpersonal
relationships,
enhanced
throughyears
in thefieldofeducation,
lendsitself
to explaining
thebiblicalprinciples
o{
Christiancharacter.
Dr. Falwellsavsof him."Glenis
oneof ourmostvaluable
His
assets.
capable
leadership
andgodlyo<ample
are$eatassets
to Lynchburg
Chris.
tian AcademyJ'

Drmw,"TheCnrciblei'
LBCFineAnsHaIl
A

!

a

CatfudralQtnrtetin concut,Ltberty
Multipurfuse
Centu,7:30p.m.
6.8
LBCSpring
ArtsFestiual
SeniorSointsVeekzrd
11.13
BaptistFunlanentalkm'
84
Washington,
D.C.
12
Dr. andMrs.Falwell's
26thwelding
anniuenary

26.29
CoIIege
t'ora Wekmdat LBC
Mav
7
LBCC,ommmcement

PlansOutings
LibertyExpeditions
Do youenjoya hikein thewoods?
Or the thrill of white"water
rafting?
Vhat aboutcanoeing?
If youlikethese
outdooractivitiesand want to do
you'll
themwith other Christians,
wantto contactRobinCarroll,director of LibertyExpeditions.
0ver a
dozendifferentoutingsare already
plannedfor this year.Canoll says
morethan300persons
will beback
packing,
canoeing,
or whitewater
rafting fromApril throughNovember.
provides
apro
LiberryExpeditions
fessionalstaff and all equipment
program.
necessary
foreachwilderness
Equipmentconsistsof the finest
mountaineering
materials
available: LibertyExpeditions
wasstarted
in
Keltybackpacks,
Campways
inflatable 1983asa newevangelistic
ministry,
rafts,Old Towncanoes,Coleman Regular
Biblestudyanddgvotional
sleeping
bags,andmanyotherqual- timesarepartof these"expeditions
percentof
rtyitems.Thetechnical
staffistrained with a purposel'Twenty
in thewilder,
in firstaid,CPR,watersafety,
tech. thosewhoparticipated
program
nicalclimbing,outdoorliving,andall nesscamping
mad6decisions
range
from
areasessentialto providea safe fot Christ,Theexpeditions
outingsto two-week
and excitingtime in a wilderness one-day
wildernessexperiences,
Christianschools,
atmosDnere,

LBCSenior
WinsPoetry
Award
assimpleasa sunrise
Something
wasall it tookto inspireLibertyBap
dstCollege
senior,
HenryCarbeck
to
write"TheDawnl'This briefpoem
aboutthebeautyof theearlymorningsunwasof suchqualitythatthe
NewBrunswick,
NewJersey,
native
wasableto winfirstplacein thestudent competitionat the annual
meetingof the VirginiaPoetry
Society.
The poemis on page40.

Sundayschoolclasses,
and various
youthgroupswill betheprimarypargroupsfromthe
ticipants,
However,
inner-city
ministryof TRBCaswell
asyoungmenfromthePatrickHenry
Boys'Homeareplanning
outings,
To contactLibertyExpeditions,
write: P,O.Box 4456,Lynchburg,
Virginia2450?.
or call804-239-9281
ext,3113.

FoundersMeeton LibertyMountain
LBCOffers
Tirition
Scholarships
March 30-April1 is a special
Founder's
onthecampus
of
Weekend
LibertyBaptistCollege,Founders
ftomacross
thenationwill travelto
Lynchburg,
Virginia,to seefirsthand

what their investment
has helped
produce.
A special
reception
andbanquet
hostedby Dr. and Mrs. Falwell
highlights
the weekend,
Dr. Falwell

said, "God has alwaysworked
throughpeople
to carryonHiswork,
And it isthroughmyFounders
that
thisministry
isableto reach
theworld
for Christ."

Theofficeofthepresident
hasannounced
thattheLiberryBaptistCollege Chancellor'sand President's
Scholarships
will againh available
for
the 1984-85
schoolyear.Thesefirstyearruidonscholarships
haveenabled
hundreds
ofworthystudents
to come
to Libertyto berainedin anyof the
55majors.
The Chancellor's
is
Scholarship
available
to anyhighschoolvaledictorian and salutatorian,
while the
President's
Scholarship
to
is available
the childrenof full-timeChristian
workers
suchasa pastor,
missionary,
evangelist,
or Christianschoolteacher.
The officeof admissions
is currentlytakingapplications
for thefall
semester.
Anvonervho{eelsqualified
to receive
eitherscholarship
should
write immediatelvfor more informatton.
6O
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IDidfesusReceivea Fair Trial?
he concept of procedural due
process,or fair treatment, is essentially a biblical concept.
Vhat is considered to be fair trcatment
for a person accused of a crime varies
greatly among goveming units, but at the
very least due processincludes an oppottunity for an accusedto present his side
of a controversy before an impartid tribunal (cf. Deut. 17:6; 19:15;Num. 3524).
But where a govemmental unit has added
speciffcdue processrequirementsto those
mentioned in Scripture, that government's fairness in handling an accused
must be evaluated in light of those additional requirements.
Jesushad been accusedof misleading
those easily misled (probably the young
and elderly, llke 23:2),uttering tneasonous statementsregardingtaces([lke 23:2),
and encouraging Jews to rebel against
Rome fllke 23:5).The Sanhedrin, aspart
of Rome's accommodation to various
groups within its empire, was permitted
to e>cercisebroad authority over civil
and religious areas involving controvep
sies among Jews. Over the years, the
Sanhedrin had devised an elaborate set
of procedures to ensure fairness to an
accused. Among such procedures were
the following:
. Judicial meetings at night or the day
before a Sabbath were forbidden.
. No member of the Sanhedrin could

Answeredby Ralph
Mawdsley, administratiue counselurd professor
of ducational lnw at
Liberty Baptist College,
Lynchburg,Virginia. He
Iwlds a Ph.D. frorn tlv Uniuenity of
Minnesota and a I.D. front tfu Uniuenity
of lllinois.
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be an arrestingofficer, and arrestscould
not be made after sundown.
. The Sanhedrin was required to be
impartial as a hearing tribunal.
. The initial interrogation of an accused was to be before an e><amining
boand (three to seven members) of the
Sanhedrin or the entire Sanhedrin, nwer
an individual member.
. Witnesses were to be interrogated
beforethe accused,and the accusedwas
never required to incriminate himself.
. An accomplice in a crime was not
considered credible to testifu, and an
accusedhad a right of cross-e>camination.
. The High Priest was never to expr€ss
his opinion until all others had spoken,
and physical violence toward an accused
was forbidden.
.A record of the proceedings was
required to be kept.
. At least two votes among Sanhedrin
had to be cast on behalf of the accused
before there could be a conviction, and
at least one witness had to appear on the
accused'sbehalf.
. Sentencing could not be done on
the same day as conviction.
. Witnesseswere to be the ftrst to lay
hands on the accused at an accution
(executions possible only with Roman
consent).
Even a cursory reading of Scripture
will reveal that none of the above requirements were met. The Sanhedrin met
at night (l;ice22:66; John 18:28),as well
as on the day before the Sabbath Mark
1542\. A member of the Sanhedrin was
apparently one of the arresting officers
Matt. 26:55),and ChrisCsarrestoccurred
after sundown (]ohn 1B:3).The Sanhedrin as a body plotted againstJesusearly
in His ministry and thus denied its status
as an impartial tribunal (cf. Mark 11:18,
l41-Z). Christ's first interrogation occurred separatelybefore two members of
the Sanhedrin (John l8:L3,19-24).Christ

was placed under oath without prior witnesstestimony and in spite of protection
against self-e><aminationMatt. 26:63;
Deut. 17:6; Mark 1416062).Contradictory testimony of accusing witnesseswas
never challenged by cross-ocamination
Mark 1,ft55-57).Th. High Priest led the
way in condemning Jesusand permiaed
acts of physical violence by other members of the Sanhedrin (John 18:13,24;
Mark 14:63,65,cf. Iev. 2l:10).No written
record of the proceedings appeared to
have been kept by the Sanhedrin, as evidenced by the rush from conviction to
sentencing on the sameday (Mark 14:53-

15:15).
The Romars who could have negated
the Sanhedrin's hue and cry for Christ's
death nonethelessignored their own rules
of fair treatment. Jesuswas denied a public trial and appearedonly privately before
Pilate and Herod (John 18:28-38;Llke
23.6-12),The Roman assuranceof an impartial tribunal became acquiescencein
the verdict of an accusingmob (cf. John
18:38with 19144).The Roman protection
against double jeopardy was ignored
when Christ wasftrst acquitted by Pilate,
then put in jeopandybefore Herod, then
again acquitted by Pilate, only to be
turned over for cruciftxion by the same
governor.
Even though Christ's death had been
planned within the council of the
Godhead from eternity past, there is no
question that Jesus was taken "and by
wicked hands" was crucified and slain

(Acts 2:23).

D

Is there a Bible text or scriptural problem that has particularly perplexedyou?
'Ask the Profl' c/o Fun\7e invite you to
danentalistJournal, Lynchburg, Virginia
24514.Questionsselectedfor publication
will be answeredby a specialistfrom the
Liberty Baptist College faculty.
6l
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Ghurches
Readyto Oppose
Expanslon
of LegallzeilGambttng
The gambling industry plans major
expansion in 1984, and religious groups
are gearing up to oppos€ it. The odds,on
favorite to win-the industry. A 1983
Gallup survey found 82 percent of respondents saying they would approve of
some form of legalized gambling if it
brought in state rlevenue.
Only Hawaii, Indiana, Mississippi,and
Utah have no form of legalizedgambling,
according to the Congressional Research
center. Bingo has been legalized in 46
states,horse bening in 32, lotteries in 18,
and casinosin 2. That learnsa lot of room
for ecpansion.
Churches that opposelegalizedgambling must confront the role religion has
played in fostering it. Proponents of a
North Carolinq lottery point out that the
first lottery approved by the state'scolonial council was held in 1759, to raise
money to build churches in Wilmington
and Brunswick. And Kenneth Kantzer,
advisory editor of Chns tianiq Today,has

Morc fornilies
than

everore living with an
.
..

.

|

acnr)ecompulslae

gomblerin their home,
noted that, in the midtwentieth century,
"probably no influence was stronger to
reintroduce legal gambling than the desire
of churches and charitable institutions to
raise contributions through bingo and
rafflesl'
Religious opponents of gambling are
adding social,justice questions to their
traditional personal moral objections to
the practice. Christian opposition to
gambling has been based on the premise
that "it representsa denial of the God of
62

providencei lGntzer says."ft rcplaceshim
with the universe of pure chance and a
dependence on blind lucki'
larrv Braidfoot, director of the Southern Baptist Christian Life Commission,
said that "gambling is not simply a mar
ter of personal morality, to be decided by
individuals apart from public-policy concerns. An industry which wrecks lives,
leads to an increased crime rate, fails to
deliver what it promises in ftnancial
rewands,breaks homes, leavesfamilies in
ftnancial stress,and preys upon the poor
is not an industry which is a matter of
personal moralityl'
Another objection cited by gambling
opponents is that governments are increasingly using it as a means of trying
to raise r€venues without having to balance budgets and exercise fiscal
responsibility.
"The gambling industry is offering
legalizedgambling as a'painless'form of
raising r€venue which will meet budget
shortfalls while allowing state legislators
to brag about 'no new taxes'being enactedj'says Braidfoot. "In essence,the
stateswould be 'farming out' the collection of taxes,with the legalizedgambling
ventures being the collectors which pass
along to the states a meager amount for
the privilege of doing businessl'
In a statement on "Gambling and the
Public Goodj'the Church Council of the
American lutheran Church has said that
gambling degraded those "maladjusted
persons who take refuge from the problems of life by indulging compulsively in
gamblingj' and contributed to "an increasein broken homesl'
Joseph Dunne, the New York police
chaplain who was a cofounder of the
council, says there ane some 6 million
compulsivegamblen in the United Sates.
And Arnie Wexler, vice president of the
council, saysthat "more familiesthan ever
before in the history of this country are
living with an active compulsive gambler
in their homel'

One compulsive gambler who was interviewed anonymously by the M*hodist
magazineengage
/social action saysstudies
have indicated that 96 percent of dl compulsive gamblers started their gambling
before age 14. Gambling opponents ar€
concerned that the innoduction ofvideo

Trrc arc sixmillion
compulsivegamblers
in this cornntry,
gamesbased on such gambling gamesas
poker and blackjack may get youngsters
interestedin the pursuit wen though they
offer only points rather than money
prizes.
Catholic churches have been particularly associated with the use of bingo
gamesto raisemoney, but some Catholics
are rethinking their position on the subject. U.S. Catlwlic magazinepublished an
article in 1979,in which writer Nathan
Kolla,rsaid that "the temptation of church
bingo has caused me and others that
I know to commit sin. The church
shouldn't tempt us. Christ said we
shouldrft make his Father'shouse a house
of businessl'
While somereadersagreedwith Kollar,
many others were not convinced. One
wrote in responsethat "people are going
to gamble, and what better place to bet
than at a church-sponsored bingo game?
This is a completely harmlesspastime for
people with money to risk and a wonderful sourceof revenuefor needy churchesl'
While church groups have joined
forces to successfully oppose gambling
measuresin severalstatesin recent years,
opponents have warned that such proposalsare never killed for all time. David
continuedon page65
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KoopRegulattons
SparkDebate
WASHINGTON-Prompted
by considerablepressureftom the medical community, the Department of Health and
Human Services has revised the "Baby
Doe" regulations again.
The new regulations, wriften bv U.S.
Surgeon General C. Everett IGop, recom.
mended that hospitals form infant care
review boards to determine whether certain handicapped children should rcceive
medical treatment or be allowed to die.
The measure is voluntary and applies
only to federally assistedhospitalstreating
severely ill newborns.
The medical community had vigorously opposed the gwernment's former
regulations that allowed federal investigators, rather than review boands,to determine whether a child was being improperly denied medical treatment.
Gary Curran, legislatirreconsultant for
American Life Lobh, complained, "Koop
caved in to the medical establishmentl'
Curran said review boards-or "God
squads"as he prefers to call them-would
be more inclined to choose death rather
than treatment for many treatable handicapped infants.
"They're going to becomethe Euthanasia Committees of the 1980si'Curran
said. 'And they're going to rubber-stamp
every initial decision not to treat, just the
way the abortion committees in hospitals
in the sixties rubber+tamped every physi'
cian's request to do an abortion."
Citing an example, Curran recounted
the results of an infant-care review board
at Children's Memorial Hospital in Oklahoma City. During a four-and-a-half-year
period, that review board allowed 34 percent of the spina bifida children it reviewed to die. Normally, Curran said,
only 15 percent should die if vigorously
treated.
"In other words that'God squad'had
a 126percent higher death rate than nor.
mall'Curran said. The incident was re'
ported in Pediatrics,October, 1983.
But Surgeon General Koop said the
APRIL1984

r€visedregulatioru carry ample
to pr€vent hospital review boards ftom
"rubber-stamping" a physiciarfs or pan
ent's decision to medically discriminate
against a handicapped infant.
For instance, the regulations still requirc hospitals to post signs stating that
withholding medical care ftom handi.
capped newborns constitutes a violation
of Section 504 of the 1973Rehabilitation
Act. Acconding to Section 504, hospitals
receiving federalfunds cannot deny medical treatment to an infant simply because
he is handicapped. A violation can cost
a hospital millions of federal dollars.
Furthermore, hot line numbers are
posted for anyone wishing to r€port a
suspectedcase of discriminatory care to
either the federal civil rights office, the
hospital review board, or the state child
protection agency.
Under prordsionsof the revisedregulations, the federal government will investigate complaints of discriminatory careby
contacting the hospital's revieu, boand to
determine its analysis and recommendation.
The regulations recommend that
infantcare review boandsconsist of seven

T,

gouernment

lo

ooesnot requlre

treotmentregardless
of
illnessor deformity,
members, preferably a practicing physician, nurse, hospital administrator, a rep
resentative of the legal profession and
disability groups, a citizen, and a member
of the hospital medical staff to serve as
chairman.
Throughout the "Baby Doe" contro-

versy, pro-life groups have orpressed
strong objections to medical review
boands.
The Americans United for Life said
rwieu, boanclsare liltely to basetheir treae
ment decisions on the child's future
qualityofJife, that is, the child's usefulness to society or his ability to relate to
his environment. Furthermore, boand
members are not medical enpefts and,
therefore, unqualified to determine the
merit of a physician's judgment.
And the boarrd would lack current
and detailed information about the latest
medical advances that could improve a
child's physical and mental life. In addi.
tion, federal and state authorities seeking
to persuade a court to order tr€atment
would find it impractical to oppose the
medical judgment of physician, parent,
and review board.
Regandlessof its previous opposition,
the AUL and most other pro-life groups
have chosen to "wait and see" how the
review boarrdswork out and are grateful
HHS did not abandon its interpr€tation
of Section 504 as allowing them to investigate complaints of discriminatory
care.
This norrcl interprctation ftrst surfaced
after a Dowrfs syndrome child in Bloomington, Indiana, was allowed to starve to
death because he suffered ftom related
handicaps. The medical community immediately and relentlessly opposed this
interpretation arguing Section 504 only
prohibits hospitals from discriminating
against employees, not patients.
Americans United for Life eKecutive
director, Paige Cunningham, applauded
the surgeon general's unwillingness to
concede this matter to the medical community and said, "We commend Surgeon
Koop for maintaining and affirming Section 504 civil rights protection for handicapped infantsl'
Though IGop realizedintroduction of
continueil.on page 65
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Scientists Pinpoint Date
for Christ's Death
L.ONDON--Two scientists from Oxford Universiry recently published an article in the British science magazine
Nature, concluding that with "reasonable
certainty" Christ died on Friday,April 3,
in the year 33. According to the AP
report, Colin J. Humphreys of Oxford's
department of metallurgy and scienceof
materials, and \7C. l7addington, of the
university's department of astrophysics,
have used a seriesof complicated astronomical calculations and biblical and historical references to determine their
findings.
In the past the date of Christ's cruci.
fixion was determined only to the point
that it occurred in the 10 yearsthat Pontius Pilate was the Roman procurator of
Judea,during the yearsA.D.26-36.
Alsq all four Gospelspresentinformation that indicatesJesusdied a few hours
before the Jewish Sabbath and during the
time of the Passover.
Humphreys and \Taddington firrther
claim that "nearly every year in this
period has its advocates,while the day of
the executionis alsouncertain3'Through
a seriesof complicated and closely reasoned calculations, the rwo scientistsconclude that Jesusdied in the year A.D.33.
The specificdate of Friday, April 3, was
determined becauseof the apocryphal
referenceto the moon being "turned to
blood" during the time of Christ's
crucifixion. They said, "in our view the
phrase... probably refers to a lunar
eclipse,in which casethe Crucifixion can
be dated unambiguously."
The report explained that becauseof
the position of the moon in the earth"s
shadow,sunlight is refractedand appears
red by the angle at which it traveled
through the atmosphere. They said after
determining all lunar eclipsesvisible from
Jerusalembetween the decadefrom A.D.
CA

26 to 36, they found "there is only one
lunar eclipseat Passover
time visiblefrom
Jerusalem"and that was Friday, April 3,
A.D.33.

Civil Rights Group
Backs Moon's Fraud Appeal
\7ASHINGTON (RNS)-iIhe Southern Christian LeadershipConference is
supporting Rev.Sun Myung Moorfs appeal of his tax-6aud conviction.
They join severalother organizations,
including the National Council of
Churches and the American Civil Liberties Union, which have expressedsupport
for Moon.
At a news conference here, three
leadersof the civil-rights organizationannounced their intent to file a "friend of
the court" briefwhen the casereachesthe
U.S. Supreme Court.
The Internal RevenueServicehas accused the founder of the Unification
Church of conspiring to evadefederal income taxesfrom 1973to 1975by failing
to report $112,000in interest from a
$1.6million bank accountand $50,000in
stock held in his name. Moon has contended that the bank account and stock
were held in trust for church purposes,
but his conviction was upheld last September by a federal appeals panel.
Chicago attorney JewelLafontant said
the SCIC is now entering the case"to
protest the assaulton the right of religious
and racial minorities representedby the
government'sprosecution of Moon. We
are not saying he's guilty or not guilrywe're sayinghe did not receivea fair triall'
Lawrence H. Tiibe, the Harvard constitutional law professor who heads
Moorls defenseteam, has arguedthat the
courts mishandled the casein treating it
as a secular tax-fraud prosecution.
"l believe the government does not
have the right to tell a church how its

funds should be administeredl'said Rev
Joseph lowery, president of the SCIC.
The United Methodist minister said his
organization was concerned that a minister "not be held liable for funds he administers at the will and intent of the
congregationl'
According to lowery, the Moon case
"has particularly ominous implications for
the black community, where very often
the minister's voice is the loudest and the
clearestadvocateon behalf of the community's needsl'

From the Back Room
to the Front Desk
SANTA ANA, Calif.-For years, if
anyone wanted to purchasea Christian
book, he had to go to the so-calledChristian bookstore. Now, due to agglessive
marketing policies and high readership,
volumes known in the trade as "Christian books" have been removedfrom the
back corner ofthe secularbookstore and
are making their way to the more visible
areasof major chains.
In the lVashingtonPost,December27,
1983,[€e Borgen, religion book buyer for
the 750-storeB. Dalton chain says"the
Christian publisher has become more
sophisticated in jacket covers, prcmotion
and advertising,and product. That's a big
change in the last five years."Some of the
most "bankable" namesin Christian book
publishing following this trend are Robert
Schuller, Charles Swindoll, and Pat
Robertson.
Fifteen yearsago Billy Graham wasthe
only Christian author to sell outside the
Bible bookstore market.
Although the Christian Booksellers
Association indicates that the predominant amount of salesresult from books
being placed in Bible bookstores,this new
trend of Christian books being marketed
through secular outlets is here to stay.
FUNDAMEMAI]STJOURNAT

Soapbox
continuedfrom page 66
the hearts and lives of Christians who do
not call themselvesFundamentalists-at
least big "F' Fundamentalists. People
like Chuck Colson. Os Guinness. and
Herbert Schlossbergare challenging our
thinking and lifestyle, and we as Fundamentalists need to realize that these
people have something to sayto us. If we
ignore what they are saying, God is going to bypassus in the coming revival we
all claim to want so desperately.
We understand the doctrine of salvation, but we are somewhat arrogant in
assumingthat our Christianity, as we expressit by our lifestylesand attitudes, is
totally correct. Our defensivenesso(poses
our insecurity-and our pride keepsus
from admitting we may be wrong sometimes. Fundamentalists seldom, if ever,
regard the criticism or evaluation of nonFundamentalist Christians as worthy of
consideration becausethese critics arc not
'bf usl'We are seldom self-critical.Rarely
does anyone in our circle dare to bring
up a new thought, or question an old
tradition. Considering all these defense
mechanisms, one has to ask, Who or
what is going to make us plow up our
fallow ground, when we hold our guard
so high?
Our problem is similar to that of a
preacher'sunsaved child who everyone
thinks is a Christian. That young person
is under conviction to acceDtChrist but
Ganbling
continuedfrom page 62
S. Lindsay of St. Petersburg, Florida, a
United Methodist minister who has been
active in anti-casino battles in Florida,
says that "the continuing battle against
casinos raises a degree of frustration. It
would be nice to defeat the proposal once
and for alll'
What is needed, say gambling opponents, is an active campaign to get facts
and figures documenting the adverse effects of legalized gambling before voters,
plus the energy to conduct a longterm
campaign against the practice.
Braidfoot str€sses,"Those concerned
about the morality of public policy and
about economic justice will have to face
the seriouschallengeof an industry which
is going to spend millions of dollars in
lobbying and public relations to advance
its predatory activiryl'
APRIT1984

must humble himself to admit that he has
been a phony. He keeps asking himself
"What will everyone think?" As Fundamentalists we have packaged our "kit
of Christianityj' and now that we have
opened the box some of the parts are
missing-or there are e>rtrapiecesthat do
not ftt. Admitting we may be wrong is difficult. After all, what will everyonethink?

or
Goa wiil notuse
inuolaeru in reuiaola
longaswe interpret
the Scripturesto our
advontoge.
All the things we blame on America's
decadence(abortion, drug abuse, pornography, etc.) are superficial reasonsthat
keep us from looking at the real reasons
for our spiritual anemia. \[e need to look
at ourselves.\trl'ecannot blame the bacla
sliders or the carnal people in our
churches.Ieadership is blind to the fact
that we do not totally understand biblical
Christianity and what it involves. Jesus
said that He came to give sight to the

But Kantzer feels there is ground for
optimism. 'A century agq our nation
reversedits position and began to oppos€
gamblingj' he points out. "lt can do it
again-if we have the will."
Dartell Turner
RehgloruNews Seruice

Koop
continuedfrom page63
review boandswould disturb the prc-life
community, his spokesmansaid the surgeon generalreached an acceptablecompromise. "Dr. Koop has said he felt the
compromise was realistic, that we could
not get 100 percent, and it was either
100 percent or zerq and he felt that gec
ting 80 to 90 percent was worth iti' said
Koop's spokesman,Jim Buchan.
Last Rbruary the House of Representatives added congressional pressur€on

blind (John 9:3941).Our problem is that
we think we can see.In his addressto the
Christian Booksellers'Convention last
year Chuck Colson said, "We have
slipped unknowingly into a state of moral
paralysis,so comfortable with the world's
ways we no longer are able to discern
what is falseand what is truel'Colson was
not talking here to Christians about Secular Humanism. He was talking to Christians about Christianity and we need to
personally consider his observation.
We mistakenly assumethat revival is
synonymous with great evangelistic results. But revival is when the people of
God, who alreadytrust Him as Saviour,
begin sincerely and earnestly following
Him as [ond. The inevitable result will be
evangelism.The question is, Do we have
the faith to ry it this way?fbo much of
"Christian ministry" is accomplishedby
human ingenuity but credited to the
"blessingof Godl'It is doubtful that God
would even want the credit for most of
our "successeslt
We are not required or
obligatedto do anything for the causeof
Christ that cannot be done within the
parametersof biblical principles. If biblical
principles are violated or ignored when
doing God's work, our efforts, no matter
how seeminglygreat or spiritual, will only
amount to "wood, hay, and stubble"
(1 Cor. 3:11-15).
If we exercisefaith and acknowledge
and submit to the lordship of Christ, we
will seerevival-and evangelism.
O

the "Baby Doe" debate by redefining
federalchild abuselaws.Under the "Baby
Doe" provisions of the Child Abuse Prevention and Tieatment Act, the federal
government will withhold funds from any
child protection agency that fails to set
up procedures to investigate and report
the withholding of treatment and nutrition ftom handicapped infants. A similar
bill is pending before the Senate.
Contrary to most media reports, the
federal government does not require unconditional tr€atment regardlessof illness
or deformity, but believesit is both ethical
and legally justiffable to withhold medical
treatment and surgerythat is clearly futile
and will only prolong death.
Yet, the government believesno child
should be left to die because he or she
lacks social utility-either to himself or
others.
Martin Mawyer
Lynchburg,Virginia
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To ObeyIs Better
Thanto Evangellze
vangelism. Most Fundamentalistswould say it is the
number one priority of the local church. A few might
suggestthat the Christian's main purpose is to glorifu
,'J
God-to which the former would respond that the best way to
glorifr God is evangelism.What is the number one priority for
a Christian and the local New Testamentchurch? In a recent
Sunday morning message,one pastor expressedit well: "We
glorifr God and fulftll His plan when our total satisfactioncomes
from being obedient to Him." If we properly glorifu God,
everything else,including evangelism,will fall into place.
If Fundamentalistsare right
on anything, it is doctrine. But
we have elevated the importance of right doctrine above
the importance of adhering to
principles taught in Scriptureparticularly relating to Christ's
e><ample
and the apostle Paul's
teachings. The difference between doctrine and principle is
that we belieuedoctrine but we
proctice principle. Both must
be properly blended and followed. Failing in either negates
the value and impact of the
other. Perhaps emphasis on
and successin evangelism has
provided an excuse to avoid
facing areas of weakness in
Christian practice within Fundamentalism. We tend to use terms and phrasesthat are superficially defined. For e:<ample,we measurespirituality and Christian maturity on a yardstick of reading the Bible and praying
15 minutes every day, going to church twice on Sunday morning, once on Sunday night, and once Wednesdaynight. All this
is important, but not the total test of spiritual maturity.
Likewise, we misunderstand and misinterpret the approach
to evangelism (from its New Testament meaning) and we have
instead designed technical and often obnoxious ways to bring
people to Christ. Evangelism has turned into a mechanical
procedure.
When we defend our methods and ideologies, we tend to
be somewhatsubjective and pragmatic !(e love to accuseSecular

Nelson Keener

Humanists of using situation ethics to defend their amorality
and relativism. But sometimes our own rationale is in itself
nothing more than "Christian" situation ethics. Herbert
Schlossbergmakes a good point in his book ldols for Datruction where he states, "If theologically based values are to give
way to pragmatic concerns, no ethical or theological principle
can remain inviolate." God will not use or involve us in revival
as long as we interpret the Scriptures to our advantage.We have
deftned and designed Christianity to fit our comfortable
twentieth-centurv American lifeswle.
There are sincere Christians, both Fundamentalist
and Evangelical,who desireto
see a genuine revival in
America-one that would
spread to the entire world. If
even a small percentageof the
appro<imately50 million bomagain Christians living in the
United States would commit
themselvesto totally principled
living, by the biblical standard,
we would see a revival that
could well surpassanything we
might ever imagrneor pray for.
But it is an insult to Almighty
God to pray for revival while
we continually fail to live by
the teachings of the Bible.
In a recent interview published in Eternitymagazine,Os Guinness said: "When Jesusis
[ord, He calls us not only to Himself, He calls us to break with
everything in the prirrate or public world which conflicts with
His lordshipl'Unfornrnately, there are also things in our own
religious world that conflict with His lordship. There can be no
revival until there is obedience to His Word and there u,,ill be
no obedience until there is denial of self. Remember Samuel's
words to Saul, "To obey is better than sacrifice"(1 Sam. 15:22).
Preachingthe lonclshipof Christ to Christians is just as important
and necessaryas preaching the need ofsalvation to unbelievers.
As Fundamentalistswe have confined orthodox Christianity
to ourselvesonly and are not even awarethat God is working in
continuedon Page65
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